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Prologue
Right now, the understanding of life on Earth, its origins and dynamics, is going trough a
deep transformation rooted in the major breakthroughs of the sciences of complexity. This
transformation is so important and transcendental that it is challenging most of what biologist knew just a few decades ago. At its center is the realization that order in life emerges
spontaneously from the interaction processes of their components. Bio-molecules selfassemble to form new entities with properties that are not reducible to the separate components and the same happens at different levels of organization, from the genes, the cells,
the individuals and the communities. This is a new fascinating paradigm that is being explored and whose frontiers are being pushed forwards by a generation of mostly young
scientists. This book is an example of this. Here the authors are exploring and sharing
their intellectual excitement on different fronts, about a new kind of science that explains
how complexity and self-organization drives living phenomena. Ecology and Evolution
are two topics where fertile ideas are flourishing. One is the science of interactions among
individual living entities at its many levels of organization and the other, the science of
the origins and changes of these entities and their interactions. Major breakthroughs in
ecological theory include the understanding that interactions have a non-linear nature
and that these interactions can be understood as complex networks; and that emergent
spatial order are present in driving patterns of biodiversity and distribution. This new
ecological vision is extremely important for a world who is in an urgent need of novel approaches for ecosystems and biosphere sustainability and restoration. Self-organization is
an undisputed major principle of nature. At the present we see how complexity scientists
are busy extending Darwin’s theory of evolution to incorporate it as a major driving force.
This requires a visionary thinking and certainly, the authors of this book are not intimidated on demonstrating it. A mixture of recent findings in biology, physics, chemistry
and mathematics have been assembled together to give the readers a fascinating look on
the problems and perspectives of the new emergent and cutting edge theory of biological
evolution.
Stuart A. Kauffman
Vermont, 2014
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Introduction
All in this book is about doing a new kind of science. It is the collective effort of 44 authors
from five countries who have generously agreed in writing an authoritative book in an
open access format. This is also a new form of communicating science where knowledge
flows freely to the general audience without the barriers, restrictions and imprisoning of
commercial contracts of the “free”-trade society. Readers world-wide are allowed to freely
copy and distribute this book for their personal use.
The Sciences of Complexity are a new whole scientific paradigm where biological phenomena are viewed and explained as emergent properties of interconnected networks out
of equilibrium. This is a highly interdisciplinary view of nature that requires the concurrent participation of biologists, mathematicians, physicists, chemists, etc. Over the last
decades, a world-wide mesh of scientists with visionary attitudes have been challenging
our current knowledge of how life originated and has evolved into the natural wonders
we see today on this planet. All authors participating in this book are part of this challenging effort.
Self-organization is a natural phenomenon of major importance in Biology, it might be
the source of many ordered patterns we see; however it has been largely overlooked, until
now. Theories and concepts integrated in the Modern Evolutionary Synthesis have been
central to explaining the changes and transformations that living forms have been going
through since the origin of life on Earth. But it has been argued that essential components are missing in this tradition; it has become more and more clear that this framework
has to be extended in order to fully understand the origination, development and evolution of organisms phenotypes and ecological structures. A key component to explain the
emergence of biological order is self-organization. This idea, together with recent major
breakthroughs in evolutionary biology, is shaping a new face of biological evolution.
Evolutionary and ecological processes and phenomena occur in a wide range of spatiotemporal scales, in which a variety of biological, geological and human agents interact
with each other in a non-linear way. Adding to this complexity, over the past few decades,
experimental and field data have shown that phenotypic plasticity might be central for
the generation of inheritable phenotypic variation, and that the development and evolution of organisms largely shapes their own niche, placing the organism-environment
interactions in a central position in contemporary evolutionary biology. Also, advances in
x

xi
molecular biology, phylogenetic inference, remote sensing, systems biology, bioinformatics, non-linear science and other fields have rendered a great amount of data that remain
to be integrated into models and theories that are capable of accounting for the complexity of ecological systems. It is thus necessary to provide a solid basis to discuss and reflect
on these and other challenges derived from the study of ecological systems and their evolution, both at the local and global scales.
Many different topics are addressed in this book, initiating from species diversity patterns, primarily regarded as the product of local, regional processes and historical events.
In this sense, a macroecological approach pretends to fill the gap between local and regional processes to explain diversity patterns with different methodological approaches,
as presented in their chapter by Villalobos and Rangel. A conceptual framework for plant
community ecology is proposed considering both historical biogeographical processes
and biotic interactions discussing the ways these two components evolve in mutual response to each other. Understanding the assembly of communities would be the only
way to explain the sixth major extinction in the history of life and to transit towards sustainable practices, as proposed by Valiente-Banuet et al. Flower complexity, studied as the
fractal dimension of the corolla outline, provides a useful and standardized way to understand the factors underlying plant-pollinator communication and mutualistic interaction
networks. This shows that the highest number of pollinators visiting flowers occurs in
the intermediate region of the range of flower complexity, suggesting that pollinators face
a tradeoff when deciding the types of flowers they visit. This is the central idea in the
chapter by Medel et al.
In their contribution, Alcántara and Rey discuss the importance of the temporal patterns of change in abundance and composition of natural assemblages of species, and the
mechanisms behind these changes. They emphasize that these are fundamental aspects
to understand the structure, function and stability of biodiversity. Their essay shows that
some of the dynamic properties depend on the structure of the interaction matrix considering strongly connected components. In the same line, the relevance of restoration
practices, as far as present disturbance human activities are not intensified, constitute a
paramount for biological conservation. Therefore, it is possible to use plant-pollination
interactions to evaluate the success of restoration practices, as discussed by Ceccon and
Varassin. On the other hand and in the context of the present biodiversity and alimentary crises, it is necessary to develop and promote agricultural practices that contribute
to food security and biodiversity conservation. The use of dynamical complex networks
is presented by Benı́tez et al. as a way to study sustainable agricultural practices in the
Mesoamerican polycrop known as Milpa.
Bacteria is by far the largest gene repository know on the planet and its importance
pervades any process on earth. The possibilities of using pangenomics as a workhorse
is central to describe both taxonomical and functional diversity within bacteria, being
this the central idea in Alcaraz’s contribution. But the study of the unseen majority of
ca. 1030 bacterial cells affecting any biological process, such as biogeochemical cycles
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pose a number of difficulties, as discussed by Escalante and Pajares, who present them as
potential new venues to overcome delays in the advance of microbial ecology.
The necessity of an interdisciplinary program on cancer research, from fields such as
physics, ecology and evolution -assuming that the human body is inherently complex- is
opening novel perspectives for effective therapeutic interventions and shows clearly that
metaphors based in the generic properties of complex systems such as ecosystems and
cell tissues are not only useful but imperative to develop new approaches to deal with
complex diseases, as shown by Keymer and Marquet.
Ecological science has emerged into the XXI century as one of the most complete and
formalized topics in life sciences. It has benefited from the pioneering long tradition of
bio-mathematicians that started in the early XX Century with the Lotka-Volterra formalism and into the Chaos theory of the 70s of the last Century. But it has entered a new and
dramatic change in the last two decades: Modern ecological science is based, as never
before, on the concept of non-linear interactions among components. But this is also a
commonly definition given when explaining the nature of complex systems. Therefore
simple computational complex systems displaying spatiotemporal self-organization are
very useful to put on test the emergent nature of ecosystems dynamics. On its chapter,
Caballero et al. have used Conway’s Game of Life model as a metaphor for studying simple
ecological interactions.
Non-linearity pervades population ecology and complex phenomena such as chaos,
self-organization, or criticality arise when deterministic population models are analyzed,
as discussed by Martorell. Moreover the dichotomy between determinism and stochastic
has been recently revisited and so the biological relevance of chance an its role in biology, and specifically in evolutionary biology, is under review in the light of advances on
dynamical systems theory. This reevaluation of determinism and chance, and their role,
provides new elements to perceive how biological phenomena may be operating in nature. This is the contribution of Pedro Miramontes.
The mapping of genotypes into phenotypes is a central challenge of current biological
research, which historically has assumed a linear causation scheme in which the nongenetic character of developmental dynamics has been neglected, as discussed by DavilaVelderrain and Alvarez-Buylla. However, in the post-genomic era, a systems-view based
on nonlinear (network) assumptions is increasingly adopted, showing that evolutionary
dynamics can be studied using simple dynamical models of gene regulatory networks.
Under an evolutionary framework, most organisms cope with a huge spectrum of
perturbations and the inherent disruptions such as genetic mutations. Therefore, they
must be flexible enough as to develop new phenotypes in order to keep up with new
environmental challenges. Under this scenario, the central question is to determine how
organisms reach this equilibrium between phenotypic robustness and phenotypic innovation, leading to the concept of dynamical criticality, as discussed by Sandoval-Motta
et al. Although phenomena at the molecular and cellular levels, as well as environment
interactions during evolutionary processes, have been studied independently from each
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other. With the advent of new theoretical and technological approaches for biological system research, multi-scale models allow rapid progress in their study, as shown by Garcı́a
and Azpetia.
Despite that some morphological traits have been commonly interpreted as adaptations maintained and modified just by natural selection, self-organization processes are
able to determine the characteristics of the basic building units of organisms, relegating
natural selection to a secondary role, this the central idea explored by Álvaro Chaos in his
contribution. On the other hand, modularity is a common feature of biological systems
and there are several evolutionary paths to explain its evolution, as noted by EspinosaSoto. Luque and Bascompte remark that self-organization processes play an important
role as a source of evolutionary novelty and causes the emergence of complex structures,
while natural selection operates on the existing ones.
In the opinion of Miramontes and DeSouza, cooperation –and not competition– has
played a central role in social evolution. In order to elaborate a modern view and theory of
social evolution, concepts such as group selection and those from the sciences of Complex
Systems must be integrated together along with the Darwinian tradition.
Analogies between biological and linguistic evolution are deep to the point that both
evolutionary systems can be studied by using models of biological evolution. This allows
to explore a number of questions related to the origin, causes, development, interaction,
and fate of languages, as discussed by Capitán and Manrubia.
All chapters in this volume aim to delineate an integrative and interdisciplinary view
highlighting new avenues in research and teaching, critically discussing the scope of the
diverse methods in the study of complex systems, and pointing at key open questions
expanding the program of evolutionary ecological studies. This book arises with the aim
to provide students and specialists with a collection of high quality essays that will contribute to integrate Ecology, Evolution and Complexity in the context of fundamental biological research and possible applications.
We would like to express our gratitude to the Physics Institute and the Center for
Complexity Sciences at the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México for trusting on the
relevance and success of the present publishing initiative (CopIt-arXives and EditoraC3).
We also appreciate the enthusiastic participation of all contributors and reviewers who
have devoted their time to a task –writing books– that is less and less considered and
valuated in our present academic evaluation practices.
Mariana Benı́tez, Octavio Miramontes and Alfonso Valiente-Banuet
México, D.F. 2014

Geographic patterns of biodiversity
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Abstract

Geographic variation in biodiversity is a well-documented natural phenomenon but no
satisfactory explanations regarding its origins have yet been reached. The inherent complexity of ecological systems hampers the comprehensive study and understanding of
biodiversity patterns. Recent advancements in theoretical and methodological approaches
provide means to explicitly deal with such ecological complexity allowing developing
and testing specific predictions about potential causal mechanisms. Macroecology is a
relatively recent ecological discipline that has emerged as a synthetic research program
focused on the emergent, statistical properties of complex ecological systems at broad spatial and temporal scales. Different approaches, from statistical correlations to computer
simulations, are employed within macroecology in order to understand biodiversity patterns. Here we provide a brief overview of such macroecological approaches and their
relevance for studying the complex phenomenon of biodiversity as expressed over the
geography of our planet.
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Resumen

La variación geográfica de la biodiversidad es un fenómeno natural bien documentado
pero del cual aún no se tienen explicaciones satisfactorias. La inherente complejidad de
los sistemas ecológicos impide el estudio y comprensión completos de los patrones de biodiversidad. Avances recientes en diferentes enfoques teóricos y metodológicos proveen
la posibilidad de lidiar directamente con la complejidad ecológica, permitiendo desarrollar y evaluar predicciones especı́ficas acerca de los potenciales mecanismos causales. La
macroecologı́a es una disciplina ecológica relativamente reciente que ha surgido como
un programa de investigación sintético enfocado en las propiedades estadı́sticas y emergentes de sistemas ecológicos complejos en amplias escalas espaciales y temporales. Distintos enfoques, desde correlaciones estadı́sticas hasta simulaciones por computadora,
son empleados por la macroecologı́a para entender los patrones de biodiversidad. Aquı́
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presentamos una breve descripción y discusión de dichos enfoques macroecológicos y su
importancia para estudiar el complejo fenómeno de la biodiversidad y su expresión a lo
largo de la geografı́a de nuestro planeta.

3

Introduction

One of the most intriguing natural phenomena is the variety of species and their heterogeneous distribution over the planet. For instance, most species are distributed along
the tropics whereas a smaller fraction of species is distributed over temperate regions,
a pattern known as the Latitudinal Diversity Gradient. Such biodiversity gradient is
well documented, yet explanations about its causes remain elusive. Explanations for
this and other geographic patterns of biodiversity have changed through time and disciplines, with biogeography favoring regional, historical processes –speciation, extinction, dispersal– and ecology favoring local, contemporary processes –mainly biotic interactions. The ecological approach was heavily influenced by the experimental tests of
ecological systems, which attempt to take ecological processes apart and study their components separately. However, it has been implicitly recognized that complex ecological
systems are not amenable to simple experiments [1].
The processes underlying biodiversity patterns are complex and varied. At local spatial scales, ecological communities vary greatly, imposing challenges to the detection of
general patterns and processes that may govern the origin and maintenance of biodiversity [2]. In an attempt to overcome this lack of generalization, a more comprehensive,
broad-scale and statistical approach has been proposed to study biodiversity patterns.
This approach has been defined as Macroecology [1, 3]. Macroecology introduces a historical and geographical perspective on local, ecological systems and an ecological perspective to understand regional and continental biotas [1]. It applies a statistical mechanics
approach with an emphasis on the statistical regularities that emerge from studying large
groups species, about which it makes the fewest possible assumptions [4]. The macroecological rationale is based on the assumption that macroscopic patterns of complex ecological systems in space and time are not epiphenomena, thus not reducible to a small set of
local components and current processes [5].
The macroecological framework to understand the mechanistic basis of geographic
patterns of biodiversity has changed since its original inception, even within the short
time that the discipline has been around. From a purely descriptive and correlative methodology to a stochastic simulation and mechanistic modeling approach, macroecology has
established itself as major biological research program [6]. Here we provide a brief overview
of current macroecological approaches and discuss their relevance for understanding the
complex phenomenon of biodiversity at geographic scales.

F. Villalobos & T.F. Rangel
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Description of patterns and correlations

Initially, macroecology was mostly occupied with the description of patterns and their explanation under a correlative approach. Studies relying on this approach were limited to
the simple evaluation of the concordance between the geographic patterns, mainly species
richness variation, and environmental factors, such as temperature, precipitation, and
evapotranspiration [7] (Figure 1). The underlying assumption is that species are in equilibrium with climate –existing where climate is favorable– and species richness gradients
are driven by contemporary climate. Similar, strong correlations have been described for
a varied set of taxa (e.g. animals and plants) over the same or distinct regions, suggesting
that such correlative patterns are widespread and, more importantly, underlying mechanisms may be general. For example, [8] found globally consistent strong correlations
between angiosperm richness and mean annual temperature and potential evapotranspiration; whereas [9] identified water and energy-related variables (e.g. actual evapotranspiration and plant productivity) as important determinants of both animal and plant
species richness. Notwithstanding the generality of such correlations, they fail to inform
about the actual processes changing the number of species in an area.

5

Mechanistic theories of biodiversity

Statistical descriptions of ecological attributes represent the core of the macroecological
endeavor and the focus of current biodiversity theories. Patterns such as the frequency
distributions of abundance, body size, geographic range size, and the correlations between these attributes are of paramount importance to understand the processes underlying its emergence [4]. Frequency distributions of ecological attributes, namely those
representing lognormal and power law distributions, are uncannily similar to patterns
in physical, geological, economic, and cultural systems [10]. For instance, the frequency
distribution of abundances among species in ecological communities has a remarkable
similarity with the citation frequencies of scientific papers. Likewise, the relationship between species richness and area –one of the few general rules in ecology– resembles the
number of unique words and total word length in texts [10]. These congruent patterns
beg for a more universal explanation. Complexity science has explained such patterns
as a result of general processes and the multiplicative, rather than additive, interaction
of variables within complex systems (e.g. ecological communities) [10]. In ecology, such
processes have been related to the dynamics of species at both local and broad spatial
scales [5].
The neutral theory of biodiversity (NTB, [11]) provided the first model linking local
scale population dynamics with broad scale biodiversity dynamics. This theory is based
on a simple set of assumptions: that all organisms of all species have identical ecological
properties and that local communities are saturated with no changes in the total number of individuals occurring over time (i.e. “zero-sum” dynamics). Under NTB, diversity
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Figure 1: (A) Map depicting the species richness of mammals in the world. (B) Map showing
the variation in Net Primary Productivity (NPP; units are in mass of carbon per unit area per
year (gCm−2 yr−1 )). (C) Map showing the variation in Actual Evapotranspiration (AET; mmyr−1 ).
Note that all three variables (species richnes, NPP and AET) show higher values in the Tropics.

F. Villalobos & T.F. Rangel
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is generated and maintained by stochastic birth, death and immigration processes [11].
Neutral theory predictions have remarkably reproduced biodiversity patterns such as
the species-abundance distribution in local communities. Furthermore, NTB makes additional testable predictions such as species-area relationships, population and community dynamics, and phylogenetic tree shape and branch lengths, thus linking locally and
contemporary to broader and historical spatial and temporal scales. In this sense, NTB
continue to play an important role in biodiversity research by providing quantitative and
process-based null hypotheses against which macroecological patterns can be contrasted.
Another relevant biodiversity theory is the metabolic theory of ecology (MTE) [12].
This theory relies on first principles of physics, chemistry and biology to predict ecological properties of populations, communities and ecosystems from organisms’ metabolic
rates [12]. MTE predicts a mass-temperature dependence of biological processes that integrates cellular to global-level processes based on the well-known scaling law between
metabolic rate and body size in which the whole-organism metabolic rate, I, scales as
I = Io M 3/4 (where Io is a normalization constant and M is the body mass). For instance,
a proposed MTE model predicts that when temperature scales as 1/kT (where T is temperature in Kelvin and k is the Boltzmann’s constant of 8.62×10−5 eV K−1 ) the logarithm of
species richness should be linear with slope between −0.6 and −0.7, thus species richness
increasing with temperature [13]. MTE has provided interesting explanations of biodiversity patterns linking temperature, metabolic biochemistry, physiology, and evolutionary
rates. [14], for example, developed a model of kinetic energy that successfully predicted
rates of genetic divergence and speciation in planktonic foraminifera as increasing toward
tropical latitudes. Further improvements to the MTE are expected, including testing its
foundations and assumptions. As such, MTE is far from complete but efforts are being
conducted to formalize and test the essential roles of body size, metabolism, and temperature. In sum, MTE represents a fundamental advancement linking biodiversity patterns
to basic biological principles influenced by the environment and should still prove useful
in theoretical and applied terms for understanding biodiversity.
A more recent biodiversity theory aimed at predicting scaling metrics such as the
species-area and species-abundance relationships, and the species-level occupancy distributions across space is the Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) theory [15]. MaxEnt is based
on maximizing information entropy –a measure of the lack of structure or detail in the
probability distribution describing a knowledge system– to infer such macroecological
metrics. MaxEnt aims to describe the central tendencies observed for the entire range of
macroecological metrics of interest without adjusting parameters or prejudging what is
driving the system [15]. This approach is based on state variables, which are properties
of a system that comprise the conditions whose specification is necessary to implement
theory but whose determination lies outside the theory. In macroecology, these state variables can be defined as the area of the system, the number of species in that area, the total
number of individuals in those species, and the total rate of metabolic energy consumed
by those individuals [15]. Contrasting with the neutral and metabolic theories, MaxEnt
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Figure 2: Conceptual description highlighting differences among statistical hypothesis testing,
standard null models and stochastic simulation models (based on [19]).

theory has yet to be widely applied and tested.
The above theories rely on the statistical description of observed patterns without invoking the multiple interactions among different ecological mechanisms or, in the case
of MTE and MaxEnt, without considering stochasticity and contingence of species spatial
and temporal dynamics. Indeed, this is one of the great advantages of such null theories [16]. These theories can be informative when succeed as well as when they fail. For
instance, success of the theory means that mechanisms incorporated into the parameters’ values are sufficient to explain patterns. Conversely, when failure, the theory tells
us that more mechanistic information than that captured by its parameters is needed to
predict patterns [16]. Alternatively, the goal of including explicit mechanistic processes
and tracking their dynamics over space and time has been the focus of recent theoretical
developments based on computer simulation models.

6

Null and stochastic simulation models

Traditional approaches for understanding biodiversity patterns have relied on small-scale
experiments or on fitting simple statistical models to macroecological data. More recently,
computer simulation models have emerged as an important alternative to traditional
macroecological approaches [17]. These simulation models can be considered as experimental systems and used to mimic biodiversity in a way that can be manipulated, thus
helping to develop and test theories about its origin, maintenance and dynamics [18].
Early efforts in simulation modeling were based on the application of null models
that include the action of stochastic processes and the possibility of no ecological effect.
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Figure 3: Flow chart illustrating the general protocol for conducting and testing null (solid line)
and stochastic simulation models (dashed line) (based on [19]).

Such null models generate expected statistical distributions of the variable of interest from
stochastic models based on biological theory and Monte Carlo methods (i.e. keeping biological information; species richness or distribution, while randomizing the data) [20]
(Figure 2). The interpretation of null models based on their “falseability” and, thus,
in the relevance of excluded variables has been and is still valid and important in biogeography, ecology, and macroecology. For instance, much has been learned from the
application of null models in the fields of ecology, biogeography, and evolution, with
its paramount influence in testing ecological theory in the debate of competition versus
stochasticity in determining community structure as an example [20]. In macroecology,
null models have been regularly applied with different procedures simulating null scenarios being implemented, especially when testing species richness gradients and coexistence
patterns [21, 22]. Nevertheless, the growing interest in considering specific mechanisms
beyond the randomization of data together with the availability of greater computational
capacity has led to more sophisticated null and mechanistic models (Figures 2 and 3).
Geographic variation in species richness is ultimately determined by the differential coexistence of species in distinct regions of the globe, resulting from the overlap of
species ranges differing in size, shape, and location. Thus, current macroecological approaches advocate the stochastic simulation of species’ range building and placement
to study geographic patterns of biodiversity [17]. These simulation models started with
the now classic Mid-Domain Effect (MDE), which examined the effect of geometric constraints imposed by hard boundaries on the distribution of species, and consequently on
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emerging patterns of species richness [23]. Initial MDE models simulated ranges within
a homogeneous, one-dimensional domain of regular shape [23] or resembling actual twodimensional continents [24]. More recently, climatic and topographic gradients have been
included in spatially explicit simulations as well as evolutionary dynamics such as speciation, extinction, dispersal, and niche conservatism/evolution [25], thus directly including
ecological and evolutionary mechanisms into the modeling framework.
Simulation models differ from statistical models such as the correlative models or
some of the mechanistic theories outlined above. These latter, parameter-fitting methods
are usually developed to predict rather than explain biodiversity patterns. Conversely,
simulation models are built to offer an explanation of biodiversity patterns [18]. Indeed, great conceptual advancements have been reached by applying simulation models
to comprehend the causes of biodiversity patterns. For instance, the explicit consideration of first principles thought to govern the origin and geographic spread of species
has highlighted the interplay among evolutionary dynamics, ecological processes, and
environmental conditions in effectively driving biodiversity patterns [17]. In a seminal
contribution, [25] developed a simulation model incorporating ecological and evolutionary “mechanisms” such as climatic fluctuation, species’ environmental preferences and
evolution, as well as formation of new species by speciation. They found that the species
richness pattern for the Birds of South America could be closely reproduced by a combination of species origin within the Tropics and strong niche conservatism [25]. In a less
dynamic framework but similarly informed model, [26] showed that climatic conditions
along the geographic domain as well as inheritance of niche preferences among species
are important but not enough to explain similarity among sites and species in the bat
family Phyllostomidae. Instead, other, additional causes such as historical processes are
needed to explain the observed patterns in that important bat family.
Stochastic simulation models represent one of the most important methods in biogeography and macroecology [27], allowing the exploration of specific hypotheses and predictions that otherwise would be impossible [18]. Further developments are still required to
understand biodiversity patterns and evaluate the usefulness of simulation models, some
of which are well on their way. For instance, applying a “virtual ecologist approach” [28]
to evaluate simulation models against known virtual data can help to assess the model’s
capacity to discern underlying processes. Also, the consideration of composite response
variables and patterns beyond species richness (e.g. co-diversity among sites in terms of
shared species and co-distribution among species in terms of overlapping geographical
distributions [26]) can be used to validate models at different hierarchical levels [29] and
provide stronger tests of potential mechanisms.
Geographic patterns of biodiversity are a complex natural phenomenon requiring advanced methodologies to comprehend their causes. Macroecology has come a long way
in providing a synthetic framework for broad-scale biodiversity patterns, linking different
disciplines and introducing novel methods. More recently, it has expanded its focus and
now routinely considers larger temporal scales, including phylogenetic and paleoclimatic
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information to allow a deep-time perspective on biodiversity patterns. Despite increasing documentation of empirical patterns and significant conceptual and methodological
advances, we are still far from explaining biodiversity patterns. Several challenges remain to be solved in order to accomplish this objective. Among others, the paucity of
good data (e.g. standardized sampling schemes at different spatial scales, information on
species traits, phylogeny and behavior) continues to be a problem even for well-known
taxa such as vertebrates. In addition, better methods are still needed to deal with data biases, uncertainty assessment, and correlations among hierarchical predictors [6], as well
as procedures for model testing and dealing with more informative response variables or
patterns [17]. This being recognized, the discipline of macroecology will certainly continue to expand and contribute towards the overarching goal of generating a unifying
theory of biodiversity.
The macroecological programme currently integrates varied and sophisticated approaches aimed at understanding biodiversity patterns. Of these, simulation models hold
great promise to represent and understand the inherent complexity of ecological systems
as well as anticipating potential scenarios for biological conservation under natural and
anthropogenic disturbances such as the current biodiversity crisis and climate change.
Macroecological approaches thus offer promise and fruitful means to explicitly deal with
ecological complexity and provide a more comprehensive understanding of biodiversity
patterns at broad spatial and temporal scales.
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1

Abstract

As long as human activities have continued to disturb Earth’s climate, biota, and entire ecosystems at unprecedented rates, the science of ecology needs to provide realistic
knowledge. We propose that this knowledge can only be provided under a community
ecology approach. In this essay we propose a conceptual framework for plant community ecology considering both historical biogeographical processes and biotic interactions,
and discuss the ways in which these two components evolve in mutual response to each
other. Given the overwhelming complexity of multiple ecological processes we need to
understand general patterns governing the assembly of communities to be able to face the
sixth major extinction in the history of life and to transit towards sustainable practices in
ecosystems.

2

Resumen

En tanto continúen las actividades humanas que están perturbando el clima global, a
la biota y a ecosistemas completos a tasas sin precedente, la ciencia de la ecologı́a debe
proveer conocimiento realista. Nosotros proponemos que este conocimiento solo puede
ser provisto bajo un enfoque de la ecologı́a de comunidades. En este ensayo proponemos
un enfoque conceptual para la ecologı́a de comunidades de plantas considerando tanto
procesos de biogeografı́a histórica como de interacciones bióticas, discutiendo la forma
cómo ambos componentes evolucionan como respuesta de su interrelación. Dada la abrumadora complejidad de múltiples procesos ecológicos necesitamos entender de manera
integral los procesos que gobiernan la organización de las comunidades para ser capaces
de encarar la sexta mayor extinción de especies en la historia de la vida y poder transitar
a prácticas sustentables en los ecosistemas.
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Introduction

The vast number of species inhabiting the Earth are not randomly distributed, but are distributed differentially in ecosystems across different geographical areas. The central issue
of community ecology is to determine those processes that determine that composition of
species within a particular geographical area. A community is comprised of the entirety
of the biotic elements in an ecosystem: an interactive assemblage of species occurring together within a particular geographical area, a set of species whose ecological function
and dynamics are in some way interdependent [1]. In an ecological context, interdependence means that life is supported by life, in such a way that ecological interrelationships
among species are central to the maintenance of species in communities. However, the
mechanisms explaining which species form a community do not only depend on the biotic interactions but also on the historical events through the geological time (speciation,
extinction, and immigration); this provides the source of species that eventually make up
the community (i.e., the regional species pool). Consequently, a community is a subset of
species from the regional species pool that are able to colonize an area and interact among
them, a topic named “community assembly rules” [2]. Thus, although community ecology embraces the study of the mechanisms of biotic interactions that support life, it also
depends upon the historical biogeographical processes that have molded regional species
pools over geological time.
The overwhelming complexity of understanding multiple ecological processes occurring at different temporal scales has led ecologists to approach community assembly rules
by breaking this complexity into small bits of research. However, although this approach
has proven to be efficient in answering a few specific questions, in order to understand
the general patterns governing the assembly of communities it is required to consider
other conceptual framework and methodologies which consider the complexity of these
processes. Firstly, ecologists have traditionally only emphasized local short-term ecological processes, ignoring evolutionary processes that can help to explain the patterns found
in current communities. Secondly, when biotic interactions have been acknowledge in
community ecology, the approach has been to study specific ecological interactions focusing on small subsets of species, isolating them from the rest of co-occurring ecological
processes within their community context. The aim of this essay is to propose a conceptual framework and methodologies to analyze plant communities integrating both the
historical and ecological processes, and to discuss the ways in which these two temporal
components may evolve in mutual response to each other. To do this, we first discuss
our personal view on the main methodological limitations of the historical background
of community ecology; these have traditionally looked for explanations to diversity patterns as arising exclusively from the individual behavior of species or their subsets usually
taken out of context. Then, we discuss a conceptual framework that highlights the relevance of considering large levels of temporal and spatial scales to understand the regional
species pool. We show how the biogeographic properties of the regional species pool,
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linked with systematic biology, geology, and paleontology has led to the development
of phylogeny-based approaches which have provided challenging results suggesting extremely fruitful hypotheses on the regional causes of species diversity [3], as well as the
ecology underlying phylogenetic community structure [4]. Lastly, we integrate a series of
examples for each topic trying to illustrate the ideas. In doing this, we hope to spark the
interest of many students in the study of communities.

4

Historical background

The histories of ecology and biogeography are indissolubly tied as they emerged at the
same time with overlapping explanations for species richness patterns from local to global
scales. For example, Alexander von Humboldt is often credited with the first ideas about
the influence of climate on plant distribution and the foundations of ecology and biogeography. Although true, the credit comes also initially from Carl Ludwig Willdenow [5],
who recognized the dominant role of climate in governing plant geography and vegetation zonation [6], thus opening the emergence of ecology to explain biogeographical
patterns. However, the emphasis on local, short-term ecological processes by ecologists
on one hand and on historical long-term evolutionary processes by biogeographers on
the other provoked an early separation of ecology and biogeography. This divergence
was noticed by one of the earliest biogeographers, the Swiss botanist Alphonse De Candolle, as one of the main obstacles for the development of biogeography as well as of
ecology [7]. Despite the recognition that local diversity patterns are affected by biogeographic, historical and evolutionary processes [8, 9], community ecologists disconnected
rapidly from the historical aspects of natural systems and tried to understand communities just in terms of the individual properties of species in communities. For example, the
most accepted idea on community organization assumed that communities are the result
of the confluence of species adapted to a specific environment [10], and the outcome of
competitive exclusion [11]. This axiomatic-like paradigm originated from Darwin’s ideas
connecting natural selection with the universal density-dependent Malthusian population theory [12]. Thus, competition was thought to affect the numerical processes in both
populations and communities. Therefore, the species composition of a given area is determined by the physiological tolerances of species to the specific environment, and then
by the omnipotent role of competition to finally determine the specific composition of
communities [11].
Philosophically, Gleason’s view about communities can be traced back to the seventeenth century philosophy of René Descartes’s Discours in which phenomena are the consequences of the confluence of the individual atomistic bits, each with its own intrinsic
properties, determining the behavior of the system as a whole [13]. From this perspective,
parts of a whole (e.g., species) are ontologically prior, and thus lines of causality run from
part to whole, and therefore the whole (e.g. community) is defined by the sum of its parts.
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Cartesian reductionism therefore denies the possibility of emergent properties as a consequence of the interaction between the parts [13]. Actually, parts do acquire new properties
by being together imparting new properties to the whole, but the true magnitude of said
properties at the community level can only emerge when processes that drive diversity
are analyzed under a complete framework without isolating the processes to a few levels.
However, in practice and probably as a way to simplify the problem, biotic interactions
have traditionally been analyzed as isolated pairwise interactions, an approach that also
has been highly influenced by Lotka [14] and Volterra [15] models, in which biotic interactions are considered in pairs of species. Although successful in determining specific
interaction mechanisms, such a reductionist approach has limited the search for emergent
properties at the community level, being at the same time one of the main impediments
to the development of community ecology. However, the development and the use of
methodological tools by ecologists -such as complex networks theory- represent a great
step for the analysis of complete sets of species and the search for emergent properties in
communities.

5

The framework

Proper understanding of a community should be viewed as a contingent structure in
reciprocal interaction with its own parts (i.e., species and their interactions at different
trophic levels) and with the regional species pool of which it is a part [13]. Traditionally, a community has been considered to be a subset of species from the biogeographic
region after the species have passed through an environmental filter (Figure 1a). However, biotic interactions may be also the responsible for the maintenance (Figure 1b) or
the local extinction (Figure 1c) of some of those species. Once the regional species pool
has been reduced to the community composition, as mentioned above, to study community ecology ecologists commonly have isolated interactions from the complex community context. For example, plants interact with other plants, pollinators, herbivores, etc,
(Figure 1d), but this traditional approach has forgotten the unseen majority, namely soil
microbes [16] (Figure 1e). Thus, ecological linkages between aboveground and belowground biota have acquired a growing recognition since the past decade [17], although
both have traditionally been considered in isolation from one another. Numerous studies
prove plant-mediated linkages between aboveground and belowground biota ( [17], and
references therein). For example, while herbivores may affect the function of soil communities, in turn soil microorganisms can change the morphology and chemical composition of plant tissues, altering the fecundity and activities of aboveground herbivores [18].
Moreover, the presence of belowground mutualists such as arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi
in the roots increase pollinator visitation and seed set of plants [19]. In short, the microbes
that live belowground directly and indirectly influence the productivity, diversity, and
composition of plant communities.
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Figure 1: The regional species pool is originated from a mixture of different lineages or species
(triangles, circles and semicircles) that originated in different geological times and have survived
(←) or become extinct (`) in different historical environmental filters such as the shift to a more
arid environment which occurred from the Paleogene/Neogene to the Quaternary. Paleogene/Neogene species (circles and semicircles) evolved under an environment different from current
conditions and might not be by perfectly adapted to the current physical environment (species
fundamental niche, a). However, some Paleogene/Neogene species can remain in present communities thanks to the buffered conditions provided by recent evolved drought tolerant species
(Quaternary) (triangles) that recreated the Paleogene/Neogene environmental conditions (facilitation, b). Afterwards, the regional species pool is reduced to the local community species pool
due to ecological processes such as competition that can lead some species to local extinction (e.g
green triangle) (competition, c). The width of the arrows indicates the strength of competition of
one species on another. In addition to competition, multiple ecological interactions, both above
(d) and below ground (e) also act synergistically to define the local community species pool. For
example, plants interact with other plants, pollinators, herbivores, and also with soil microbes.
However, ecological linkages between aboveground and below ground biota have been traditionally considered in isolation from one another.
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Regional species pool and ecological connections

In community ecology, the composition of local communities depends on the regional
species pool, which in turn is determined by large-scale biogeographical processes [3].
However, to understand global patterns of biodiversity, it is necessary to know the ecological processes that have eliminated species from communities or allowed them to persist through time [20] (Figure 1b). Current plant communities are the product of historical sorting processes and, therefore, they include mixtures of floristic elements that
evolved during different geological times. Thanks to paleoecological reconstructions of
paleofloras using leaf characters [21] we know that many of those species evolved under
different environmental conditions and inhabit plant communities different from those in
which they originated [22]. The notion that interdependent processes among plant species
have been insignificant over evolutionary time frames has been central to the Gleason’s
ideas, assuming that plant communities do not possess stable properties determined by
plant-plant interactions. However, the idea that communities are constituted by adapted
species to a specific environment [10] has lost terrain by showing that present-day species
inhabit environments different to those where they originated, and that facilitative ecological interactions among plant species have been a crucial component of historical and
sorting processes that allowed species to survive under dramatic changes of global climate [20]. Particularly, one of the most important floristic sorting periods worldwide to
affect modern plant communities occurred during the shift from the wet Paleogene/Neogene periods to the unusually dry Quaternary, when most global deserts developed [20].
During this transition a wave of new plant species emerged, presumably in response to
the new climate. In contrast, many Paleogene/Neogene species that have been tracked
through the fossil record in different environments remained relatively abundant despite
the development of a much more unfavourable climate for species adapted to moist conditions [20]. However, these old species remained thanks to the buffered conditions provided by recent evolved drought tolerant species (Quaternary) that recreated the Paleogene/Neogene environmental conditions [20]. Regeneration niches and recruitment life
histories strategies of taxa belonging to old lineages match with the environment in which
these taxa evolved and consequently nowadays, after an environmental shift to arid conditions, positive biotic interactions are crucial for the maintenance of old linages, constituting a key aspect to understand the maintenance of local and regional species pools. In
other words, niche conservatism (i.e., related lineages tend to have similar niche requirements) offers a mechanism to explain large and local-scale species-richness patterns, thus
reconciling ecological and evolutionary perspectives. In our framework, positive local
ecological processes have acted by expanding the fundamental niche of species allowing old lineages to be part of communities quite different from those where those species
evolved (Figure 1b).
At present megadiverse areas of the world such as Mexico are inhabited by very old
lineages under conditions that are quite different from those where species originated, and
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therefore it is possible that similar processes have occurred worldwide affecting regional
species pools. This fact emphasizes the importance of paleobotanical and paleoecological
research. For example, biogeographical and paleobotanical evidence of megadiverse areas
of tropical America such as in the Neotropics [23], including different parts of Mexico [24,
25] that harbor higher number of plant species than other continental areas with similar
ecological conditions, indicate that most of the taxa evolved during the last 65 Ma of the
Cenozoic era and have persisted through evolutionary time [24, 26, 27]. In particular, the
Paleogene/Neogene transition constitutes a paramount to understand the evolution and
mixing of taxa to explain the causes of megadiversity patterns in these areas [20, 24, 28].
For example, the fossil plant record has already shown that forests and savannas covered
areas of the present subtropical and tropical deserts well into the Eocene, and that tropical
forest, woodland and thorn forest covered the modern tropical deserts into the Middle
and late Neogene [22, 29].

7

Niche conservatism and phylogenetic community structure

Species that evolved within a similar environment are expected to possess similar traits
that might have provided them with fitness advantages in said environment. Traditionally, in an attempt to search for patterns in the species composition and dynamics of
communities, species have been treated as equivalent units, with independent functional
traits. However, as many species traits are evolutionarily conserved, it can be expected
for lineages originated during different geological times, and environments, which now
coexist in communities composed of a mixture of linages, to present different traits. Thus,
closely related species, or lineages originated in a given environment, will tend to be more
similar regarding their ecology and life-history strategies shaped by species traits [30, 31],
and so to have similar requirements to survive and reproduce (i.e., niche conservatism).
The ecology and life-history strategies of a species can determine two main processes
that have been traditionally thought to structure ecological communities: competition and
habitat filtering (e.g., [32, 33]). Ecological similarity can result in more severe competition
between closely related species than between distantly related species, as the former will
share similar requirements and ways of exploiting the resources. However, it is also a
general pattern that species inhabiting extreme habitat share similar traits, such as many
desert plant communities which are dominated by spiny or succulent plant species, most
of them taxonomically related (e.g. cacti).
The phylogenetic structure of a community can provide insight to the ecological processes that are taking place in that community. Many classical topics in community ecology have been enriched with the consideration of the phylogenetic relationships among
species in the community compared to the regional pool. For example, regarding species
diversity, it is essential to understand why similar habitats in different regions have different numbers of species. One potential explanation is that different regions are occupied by
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different clades (e.g. [34, 35]), which in turn can differ in their potential for diversification
(e.g., [36, 37]). The availability of phylogenies, along with methods for the construction
of supertrees, now allows community structure to be assessed phylogenetically. As an
example, Phylomatic is a tool for attaching members of a list of taxa to a “master” phylogeny of the angiosperm, using the internal node names of the megatree [38]. Afterwards
the resulting phylogeny can be used as an input in available software for the analyses of
phylogenetic community structure such as PHYLOCOM [39] or several packages in R.
In the past few decades, a new conceptual framework has been developed in which
phylogenetic information from co-occurring species is used as an indicator of two main
assembly processes (competition and habitat filtering) [4]. This framework has provided a
set of methods aimed at testing the structure of communities. Multiple metrics, null models and statistical testing have been developed that quantify the distribution of taxa in a
community relative to the regional species pool [40]. A broadly used metric that quantifies the distribution of taxa in a sample relative to a regional pool is the Net Relatedness
Index (NRI). This is a standardized measure of the mean pairwise phylogenetic distance
of taxa in a sample (MPD), relative to the MPD of a similar sample selected randomly from
the regional pool. The Nearest Taxon Index (NTI) is also a standardized measure of the
phylogenetic distance to the nearest taxon for each taxon in the sample. In general terms,
the objective of calculating these metrics is to detect patterns (e.g., clustering, overdispersion) from which it is possible to infer community processes (e.g., filtering, competition).
Both NRI and NTI increase with increasing clustering and become negative with overdispersion. Clustering or overdispersion can be studied either on species traits (phenotypic
clustering or overdispersion) or on the phylogenetic relationships of species (phylogenetic
clustering or overdisperison) [41].
Phenotype-based methods aim to infer the assembly process from the distribution
of species traits in the communities relative to the distribution of traits in the available
species pool. Phenotypic clustering arises when co-occurring species are more similar
(phenotypically) than expected from the distribution of traits in the regional species pool,
whereas phenotypic overdispersion refers to co-occurring species which are less similar
(phenotypically) than expected in the same species pool. In general, when environmental filtering is the main assembly process, species in the community tend to share the trait
values which enable them to tolerate that environmental filter, leading to phenotypic clustering. However, when competition is the main assembly process, phenotypically similar
species tend to exclude each other, leading to phenotypic overdispersion [32]. In addition,
phenotypic information can be combined with co-occurrence or environmental information to test whether similar phenotypes co-occur in environments. For example,Verdú &
Pausas [42], use the matrix correlation method to show that plant species sharing the same
post-fire germination trait tend to co-occur (phenotypic clustering) in fire-prone communities.
However, there are several difficulties to completely characterize the phenotype of all
the species in a community. The feasibility of measuring certain traits, or the selection of
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certain traits considered ecologically relevant, can influence the community patterns studied. Phylogenetic relatedness -given that phenotypes are likely to be conserved because of
common ancestry- can be considered a proxy for the species similarity considering every
phylogenetically conserved functional trait and not only the traits that are easy to measure or intuitively relevant. In addition, phenotypic and phylogenetic information can be
combined to differentiate between environmental filtering and competitive exclusion [4].
For example, the implications of a phylogenetic clustering in a community structured by
an environmental filter depend on whether the trait evolved in a conserved or convergent
way. If the traits that confer tolerance to the environmental filter are phylogenetically
conserved, the coexisting species will be both phylogenetically and phenotypically clustered. However, if distantly related species have more similar trait values than expected
by chance (trait convergence), the coexisting species will be phenotypically clustered but
phylogenetically overdispersed.
When traits are phylogenetically conserved, the implications of phylogenetic clustering or overdispersion in community structure can be understood in the same way as
the implications of phenotypic clustering or overdispersion. Phylogenetic clustering implies that closely related species co-occur more often than expected according to a null
model, while phylogenetic overdispersion indicates that closely related species co-occur
less often than expected. Based on coexistence theory, when species compete for the same
limiting resource, all but one species will be driven to extinction. Accordingly species
can coexist by inhabiting different niches that partition the available resources (i.e phylogenetic overdispersion), and competitive exclusion will prevent coexistence of similar
species [43]. More recently it has been reported other ecological processes, such as facilitation, complementary to competition which can also result in phylogenetic overdispersion.

8

The role of plant-plant interactions in structuring
communities

Positive and negative interactions act simultaneously, and the balance between them ultimately determines coexistence. For example, positive interactions like plant facilitation
can turn into negative interactions (competition along the ontogeny of a plant), and this
can influence the phylogenetic community structure of the community [44]. Plant-plant
facilitation is a key process structuring plant communities in semi-arid environments. In
some plant communities, more than 90% of the species recruit successfully only beneath
the canopies of nurse plants and therefore are maintained via facilitation [45, 46]. Facilitation, as well as competition, is an ecological process influenced by the phylogeny
of the species involved. Within a community, approaches using null models have been
used to test for the effects of the balance between facilitation and competition on the phylogenetic structure of the community. Valiente-Banuet and Verdú [44] characterized the
facilitated-nurse pairwise interaction present in three different communities. They dis-
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tinguished between the interactions in which the nurse and the seedlings of facilitated
species persisted when facilitated become adults (remaining interactions; facilitation), and
those interactions in which the facilitated species outcompete the nurse later in time (lost
interactions; competition), and calculated the mean phylogenetic distance between the
nurse and the facilitated species in those two types of interactions. They compared these
values with the frequency distribution of the phylogenetic distance between a nurse and a
facilitated species chosen randomly from the species pool in the community (null model).
The mean phylogenetic distance between the nurse and the facilitated species was significantly lower and higher in the lost and remaining interactions respectively than expected
by chance. This result shows that facilitation occurs among distantly related species, and
only interactions above a threshold of phylogenetic distance remain later in time, potentially driving coexistence patterns and phylogenetic overdispersion in the community
influenced by plant facilitation. In addition, the regeneration niche (i.e., if a species can
regenerate in the open or only beneath another plant (facilitated) has been shown to be
phylogenetically conserved [46], so that closely related species tend to be either nurse
or facilitated species. In order to test for a phylogenetic signal in a trait, one may assess
whether related species are more similar than expected by chance, based on the minimum
number of evolutionary steps required to obtain the observed distribution of the traits in
the phylogeny. The minimum number of evolutionary steps observed is compared with a
null model, in which the taxa are reshuffled across the tips of the phylogeny several times
and the distribution of the minimum steps required in each time is estimated.

9

From pair-wise interactions to community approaches:
ecological networks

There is evidence, at different spatial and temporal scales, that plant facilitation is a
species-specific process (i.e., non-random), and that nurse species tend to facilitate distantly related facilitated species. An interesting approach used to explore non-random
patterns in multiple species interactions is network analyses. Bipartite ecological networks provide a framework to assess a wide variety of ecological processes in which
nodes (species) of two different guilds (parties) are connected by links (interactions) between (but not within) guilds [47]. Historically, these networks have been described and
analyzed by graph theory, and allow testing for non-random patterns in the interactions
between two guilds. A few interesting characteristics, among many others, than can be
extracted from a network are, for example, the species degree (i.e., the number of different
species a certain species interacts with, distinguishing between generalist and specialist
species), the nestedness (i.e., a pattern of interaction in which specialists interact with
species that form perfect subsets of the species with which generalists interact, avoiding
specialist-specialist interactions) or the modularity (i.e., a tendency of certain species (a
module) to interact more between themselves than with species from other modules) [48].
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One interesting contribution from complex networks is the recognition that several mutualistic networks, despite differences in the nature of their nodes, exhibit similar characteristics, such as nestedness. This has implications for the robustness of the system to the loss
of species and the maintenance of biodiversity [47]. In the case of facilitation, although
most of the knowledge is based on isolated pairwise species interactions, a network approach provides the potential to test for non- random patterns of associations between
nurse and facilitated species in
complex ecological communities. The networks between nurse and facilitated species
have been shown to behave as a mutualistic network, presenting a nested structure in
which a few generalist nurses facilitate a large number of species while the rest of nurses
facilitate only a subset of them [49].

10

Multiple ecological processes acting synergistically

Although the structure of plant facilitation networks indicates that nurse-facilitated interactions are specific and non-random, it is still unknown which mechanisms could
be underlying the fact that facilitation is more prone to occur between distantly related
species. It has been argued that multiple ecological relevant traits are phylogenetically
conserved, and these traits will ultimately condition with which species (pollinators, dispersers, mutualistic fungi pathogens, predators) a particular plant can interact. It has been
shown across the entire tree of life that closely related species tend to interact with similar
species [50]. Thus, facilitation between distantly related species could imply that they provide different microbes to the rhizosphere. This will be beneficial in the case of pathogens,
as avoiding plants that share similar pathogens could be a driver of coexistence, or also, in
the case of positive interactions, increasing the richness or diversity of mutualists could be
beneficial due to functional complementarity of the mutualistic species. Plant- arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) symbiosis is one of the oldest positive associations on earth and
the majority of plant species interact with AMF in all kinds of environments [51]. The richness and the phylogenetic diversity of AMF have been shown to increase plant biomass
and promote plant coexistence [52–54]. Accordingly, the specificity in plant facilitation
associations could be influenced by the AMF with which each plant species interacts, and
provides to the common rhizosphere. Firstly, for plant-AMF interactions to condition
plant-plant interactions, it has to be proven that plant-AMF interactions are non-random,
so that different plant species can interact with different AMF. As mentioned before, one
approach to test for non-random interactions within the whole community is network
analyses. Montesinos-Navarro et al. [55] proved using network analyses that plant-AMF
network show a non-random pattern of associations, presented a modular pattern. This
means that there are certain plant and AMF that tend to interact more between them than
with plants or AMF in other modules. Later on, using dissimilarity index they characterized the community of AMF with which each plant species tend to interact, and showed
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that the plant-plant associations that are more frequent in the community occur between
pairs of plant species that have a more dissimilar community of AMF associated to their
roots [56]. These approaches represent examples of how multiple and connected ecological processes can be understood by considering simultaneously the communities of
several interacting guilds.
Finally, these multi-guild interactions occur within very limited local space. Plant
facilitation generates a cluster distribution of plants (and associated species with which
they interact) throughout space, resulting in discrete vegetation patches. This spatial distribution of ecological interactions in space leads the way to the consideration of multiple
patches as a meta-community and allows applying analytical techniques to explore phylogenetic community structure developed for approaching multi-guild interactions in metacommunities frameworks [57].

11

Implications on biodiversity maintenance and sustainable
development

As long as human activities have continued to disturb Earth’s climate, biota, and entire
ecosystems at unprecedented rates, the science of ecology has been subjected to considerable criticism, because of its incapacity to fill the gap between ecological theory and
management/conservation practices [58]. One of the main tasks of this big challenge
for community ecology is to determine the way in which plant communities are assembled [59], as well as what the effects of species overexploitation, habitat disturbance and
biotic invasions on this assemblage will be. Particularly relevant will be to predict how
ecological communities will respond to different rates of species loss and to determine
the existence of a threshold for ecosystem collapse. The loss of biological diversity is one
of the most pronounced changes to global environment which is able to impact biomass
production and ecosystem services [60]. Of course, the design of management policies
before humans continue disturbance practices is at the center of any discussion.
Given the interdependence among species in ecological communities, the loss of species
can trigger a cascade of secondary extinctions with potentially dramatic effects on the
functioning and stability of ecosystems upon which a growing human population depends [61, 62]. All species are embedded in networks of ecological interactions and the
understanding of the robustness of these interaction networks to species loss is essential
to forecast the effects of populations’ decline and species extinctions [63]. Network theory has been a useful tool for simulating co-extinction cascades following the removal of
particular species [64], but these simulations have typically been performed as part of theoretical scenarios, as opposed to realistic human-driven realistic scenarios [58]. Recently,
multiple networks approaches have been proposed for agroecosystems [63] showing that
interdependent networks do not strongly covary in their robustness and then the manage-
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ment or restoration practices benefiting one functional group will not inevitably benefit
others.
A recent new approach has been used to assess co-extinction cascades into a realistic
scenario by combining multiple ecological networks (facilitation, pollination, and seed
dispersal networks) in central México (Los Reyes Metzontla, Puebla) in a Popoloca town
whose subsistence economy is sustained by ceramic pottery production and agave extraction for mezcal production. Pottery production demands large volumes of wood for fuel
for firing ceramics, thus impacting plant nurses and facilitated species. These human effects in one network (facilitation), may, through feedback loops, impact concomitant (pollination and dispersal) networks of interactions to produce co-extinction cascades leading
to ecosystem collapse [58]. This study documents that ecosystems can be more vulnerable
than they seem, when most of the species depends on others for their maintenance and
how the system can reach a critical threshold of rapid and unexpected change.
Also given the high degree of habitat destruction, ecological restoration will necessarily be a key process for the conservation of biodiversity, which can benefit from the
knowledge acquired among disciplines such as community ecology and evolutionary
ecology [65]. As we have shown here, biotic interactions assembling plant communities
can be positive (facilitation) and negative (competition) and operate simultaneously. The
balance between these facilitative interactions and subsequent competition is one of the
mechanisms triggering succession, thus providing a good scenario for ecological restoration. Despite the ubiquity of plant facilitation for ecological restoration of disturbed
ecosystems, this interaction was not considered for restoration until very recently [66].
Such a gap is consistent with the traditional view that competition is the omnipresent
force shaping ecological communities [67]. In contrast to competition-focused afforestation techniques, in which seedlings are planted after eliminating the pre-existing vegetation, restoration based on facilitation, consists of planting the plants spatially associated with other plants, which provides them with a favorable microhabitat [68]. In fact,
nurse-based restoration experiments have been increasingly performed in different types
of ecosystems worldwide, with varying success (see [69], for a review). Similarly, nurseassisted planting may promote more rapid natural succession in disturbed habitats in
tropical areas [70].
Through considering restoration studies worldwide and by means of a Bayesian metaanalysis of nurse-based restoration experiments, the importance of phylogenetic relatedness and life-form disparity in the survival, growth and density of facilitated plants was
tested [65]. This study found that the more similar the life forms of neighboring plants
are, the greater the positive effect of phylogenetic distance is on survival and density.
This result suggests that other characteristics beyond life form are also contained in the
phylogeny, and the larger the phylogenetic distance, the less is the niche overlap, and
therefore the less intense is the competition.
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Concluding remarks

Human alteration of the global environment is triggering ecologists to fill the gap between
ecological theory and management and conservation practices, at a point where realistic
knowledge is urgently needed. We propose that this approach can only be achieved under
the community ecology framework in which all the processes maintaining biodiversity
are linked as we have tried to exemplify here. Only until we modify our theoretical and
methodological approaches will we be able to face the present sixth major extinction event
in the history of life, transiting towards sustainable practices in ecosystems.
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Flower complexity and fractals
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1

Abstract

We present an approach to the study of plant-pollinator interactions based on the analysis
of flower complexity, understood as the fractal dimension of corolla dissection. Corolla
complexity was examined regarding its ability to predict the number of pollinator species
that visit 21 flowering plant species in a Chilean ecosystem. A second order polynomial
function was the best descriptor of the flower complexity-pollinator relationship. In particular, flowers with intermediate complexity were those that received the highest diversity of pollinators. Flowers with rounded and highly dissected corollas were less visited,
which suggests that pollinators face a behavioral tradeoff associated to landing in broad
platforms or manipulation of dissected corollas when deciding the type of flowers they
visit. This result suggests that emergentist perspectives, such as the used in this study, permit to predict flower attraction, one of the most important variables in pollination ecology
and evolution. More studies including Mandelbrot’s perspective to flower complexity are
needed to complement reductionist approaches and have a more inclusive understanding
of plant-pollinator interactions.

2

Resumen

Presentamos una aproximación al estudio de interacciones planta-polinizador que se basa
en el análisis de complejidad floral, entendida como la dimensión fractal de la disección
del contorno de la corola. Se examinó en qué medida la complejidad floral es útil para predecir el número de especies de polinizadores visitantes en 21 especies de plantas en un
ecosistema de Chile. Una función polinomial de segundo grado fue el mejor descriptor de
la relación. En particular, las flores con complejidad intermedia fueron las que recibieron
una mayor diversidad de polinizadores. Las flores más redondas y con alta disección de
sus corolas recibieron menos especies, lo cual sugiere que los polinizadores enfrentan un
compromiso al momento de decidir cuales flores visitar. Este resultado sugiere que perspectivas emergentistas, tal como la usada en este estudio, permiten predecir la atracción
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floral, una de las variables más importantes en ecologı́a y evolución de la polinización.
Más estudios que incluyan la perspectiva de Mandelbrot a la complejidad floral son necesarios para complementar aproximaciones reduccionistas y lograr un entendimiento más
inclusivo de las interacciones planta–polinizador.

3

Introduction

One of the most conspicuous patterns of angiosperm diversification is the enormous diversity in size, color, visual patterns, shapes, odors, and overall design shown by flowers
at present times. This observation can be traced back to the first floral biologists, at least
250 years ago [1, 2], and was part of the empirical evidences used by Darwin to support
his theory of evolution by natural selection (see [3, 4]). In spite of the time elapsed from
such seminal contributions, the understanding of factors involved in such morphological diversity is still an important research area, in part due to the increasing awareness
that flowers constitute complex structures that result from the combined action of genetic,
developmental, and environmental processes.
Flowers are attractive and tractable models on which diverse hypotheses of adaptation can be tested. They are directly related to plant fitness, provide replicated units to
examine the consistency of adaptation within and among populations, and represent an
appropriate model to experimentally examine the relevance of different floral parts for reproductive success. Currently, there is ample correlative and experimental evidence that
pollinators play an important role in floral evolution (reviewed in [5]). Indeed, diverse
flower traits such as corolla color, nectar guides, and flower size, among others, have been
extensively examined as relatively independent traits that participate in pollinator attraction. Likewise, recent statistical tools based on geometric morphometrics have permitted
the inclusion of corolla shape in studies of pollination ecology and evolution (e.g., [6–11]).
Unlike the successful incorporation of shape analysis to pollination ecology, however,
studies that measure flowers from the perspective of complex systems are almost absent
in the literature (but see [12]). This omission is consistent with the historical overemphasis given to disintegrate the floral phenotype into relatively independent functional
pieces. The basic assumption of reductionism is that complex systems can be understood by characterizing the properties and behaviors of their component parts. While
this strategy has been obviously successful, emergent properties, by definition, do not fit
into this paradigm but may instead contribute to a more complete understanding of plantpollinator relationships. In this chapter we attempt to show that complexity, an emergent
property of organisms, may represent a useful perspective to be adopted in pollination
biology.
Most studies of floral preference have recorded bee’s behavior (honeybees and bumblebees) in a range of flower traits such as flower color, shape, scent, and size under laboratory conditions (e.g., [13–15]). Under such circumstances the floral preferences seem to
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depend almost entirely on the pollinator cognitive abilities and the signals on which they
rely on (e.g., [11, 16, 17]). Results from such studies indicate that the degree of corolla
dissection is one of the main spatial parameters used by bees to discriminate flowers.
In principle, insects prefer highly disrupted over less disrupted corollas [13, 18]. However, Lehrer et al. [19] found that bees prefer less disrupted patterns to high ones. These
two opposite views are not necessarily conflicting because preferences were measured
under different conditions. In the first case, bee choices were evaluated at a very close
distance, but the other one analyzed preference at a larger distance [13].
These foregoing findings suggest that pollinator floral preference depends on a higher
number of variables than previously thought. This conclusion is supported by the study
of Dafni and Kevan [16], where a relation between corolla complexity and size was detected in 42 plant species.
In general, pollinator choice differed depending on the plant species under assessment, but a clear pattern emerged: medium and large sized pollinators were associated
with large flowers with simple shapes, while small pollinators were related to small flowers with disrupted outlines. The authors proposed that the high contour density in small
flowers may increase their visibility hence representing a strategy to counterweigh their
small size. Despite the fact that most studies were performed in bees under laboratory
conditions, there are some studies performed in other pollinator groups under natural
populations. For example, Johnson and Dafni [20] examined the response of bee flies to
shape, size, color, and pattern separately. They found that dissected outlines were more
prefered than simple ones. Similar results have been found for hawkmoths [12, 21] but
an opposing trend was detected in beetles [22]. Although in general these studies have
shown that pollinators respond to corolla dissection, no attempt has been made to quantify rigorously corolla complexity which precludes useful generalizations.
In this study we will examine the extent to which corolla complexity, influences the
attraction of pollinators in a plant-pollinator community. In principle, plant species differing in the dissection of their corollas (i.e., the amount of edge per unit area) may differ
in the amount of pollinators they attract, creating clusters of species associations around
flowers. Even though there are many ways to define complexity, for our purposes, we
will follow the proposed by Mitchell [23], who defines a complex system as one that exhibits at least some properties that cannot be explained as the linear sum of properties of
the component elements. To measure complexity, we will use the approach devised by
the French mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot. Under Mandelbrot’s perspective, fractals
represent the geometric shape of an object and the fractal dimension can be calculated as
the number of copies of the self- similar object at different levels of magnification.
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Methods

This study is based on data from a more inclusive study carried out in the austral spring
and summer seasons of 2007 and 2008 in an area near Los Ruiles National Reserve (35◦ 85’
S, 72◦ 83’ W) in the coastal range of central Chile (see description in [24, 25]). The sampling
procedure consisted on recording the identity and frequency of visitation of insect visitors
to flowers of every plant species during 10-min observation periods. Observations were
performed by 3.8 persons/day, on average, and always on sunny days. Observations
on plant species were performed according to their abundance in the site. Visitors were
considered legitimate pollinators when they contacted the anthers or stigma of flowers or
entered the flower tube. We collected insects in the first year of the study for subsequent
taxonomic identification in the laboratory.
Plant species satisfying the two following criteria were included in analysis: i) to be an
herbaceous plant, and ii) to exhibit a planar corolla (i.e., with petals open in about 180◦ in
anthesis). After applying these selection criteria to the species present at Los Ruiles National Reserve, we recovered 21 plant species, most of them (17 species) belonging to different plant genera. Corollas were then photographed from a perpendicular perspective
to mimic the view of a pollinator approaching to the plane of the corolla. Pictures were
transformed to black and white so that flowers and outlines were clearly distinguished
from white backgrounds. We quantified corolla complexity as the fractal dimension of
the corolla outline in Benoit 1.2.
The concept of fractal dimension D [26] can be used as a simple descriptor of complexity for any object. By using calculation methods for identification of self-similar patterns in
2D graphic objects, this method provides a useful approach to detect scale-invariant properties where traditional statistical approaches fail. We estimated the fractal dimension of
the corolla outline through the mass dimension procedure. Briefly, this method consists
in finding the mass radius (mr), that is, the number of points within a circle of radio r in
the outline of interest and to estimate the changing mr data across circles of increasing
radius from the center of the figure. If the figure of interest has fractal structure, plotting
the logarithm of m versus the logarithm of r will result in a straight line with slope Dm ,
where D is the fractal dimension. In this way, low D-values will be observed in flowers
with simple (non-dissected) corollas because the number of white points will not increase
from the centre to the periphery of flowers. On the contrary, the number of white points
interspersed in the corolla outline will increase from the centre to the periphery of flowers
with complex (dissected) corollas. To reduce the measurement error attributable to variation in the initial values of parameter estimations (i.e., those coordinates corresponding
to the center of corollas), we recorded 10 measures of fractal dimension corresponding to
circles with radio 1.1 to 2.0 and calculated an average D-value per plant species. All analyses were performed in Benoit 1.2 and R version 3.0.1 (The R Foundation for Statistical
Computing 2013).
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Results

Fractal dimension D-values ranged from 1.22 to 2.0 with a mean (SD) of 1.58 (0.29) in the
plant community. The data come from a lognormal distribution (Kolmogorov’s D test,
D = 0.137, P = 0.150). As no abrupt decrease of D-values was evident (Figure 1a), the
fractal dimension was homogeneously distributed in the plant community. GLM models were adjusted for each parameter (linear and quadratic) using Poisson-distributed errors and log link using D as predictor variable, and maximum likelihood as estimation
method. While the linear model did not predict the number of pollinator species on flowers [estimate (SD) = -0.108 (0.227), P = 0.633, AIC = 347.6], the quadratic model predicted
successfully the variation in the number of pollinator species [D estimate (SD) = 0.048
(0.262), P = 0.854; D2 estimate = -532 (1.102), P < 0.001, AIC = 325.82). This result implies
that interspecific variation in corolla complexity, estimated through the fractal dimension,
accounts at least in part for differences in the number of pollinator species attracted to
flowers. The negative coefficient of the quadratic term indicates a concave function, with
a maximum degree-value around D = 1.6 (Figure 1b), that is, in the medium region of the
fractal dimension scale.
This result indicates that flowers with intermediate complexity tend to receive the
highest number of pollinator species, and plants with minimal and maximal complexity received a lower number of them. As most plant species belong to different genera
(with the exception of two pairs of species, Anagallis (Primulaceae) and Hypericum (Clusiaceae), phylogenetic effects may have a minor importance in the resulting pattern. But
why should pollinators be less attracted to flowers with high or low corolla complexity?
One potential line of reasoning relates to pollinator specialization and attraction. The low
number of pollinator species observed in the left side of Figure 1b may be a direct consequence of the low attraction provoked by simple and non-dissected corollas. On the
other hand, it is likely that highly dissected and complex corollas tend to be visited by
specialized pollinators with phenotypes that permit them to manipulate adequately the
flower in order to obtain rewards (see [27]).
A second line of reasoning relates to the tradeoffs faced by pollinators when visiting
and manipulating flowers. As flower shape is a character that provides attraction to pollinators and at the same time participates in the mechanical fit with pollinators [10, 11],
there is a potential conflict for plants between attracting pollinators and providing an adequate phenotype that adjust the flower-pollinator interface. Evidence from pollinator
preference provides support to such dichotomy. Many laboratory and field studies have
demonstrated that pollinators tend to prefer flower models with narrow petals and dissected corollas (e.g., [8, 13, 14, 18, 20]). Flowers with dissected outlines are probably more
detectable to moving insects because they create a greater on–off stimulus in the compound eye [28, 29], and provide a reliable informative cue about the quantity and quality
of pollen and nectar reward. However, recent field evidence indicates that contrary to expectations, some pollinators tend to prefer flowers with rounded and simple corollas over
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Figure 1: a) Distribution of D fractal values ranked from high to low values. Log-transformed
values come from a normal distribution (Shapiro- Wilk W test, W = 0.943, P = 0.277). b) Relationship between the corolla fractal dimension and the number of pollinator species visiting flowers.
The polynomial equation is Pollinators = −133 + 188D − 59D2 . The silhouettes depicted from
left to right along the X-axis correspond to Anagallis arvensis (Primulaceae), Chamaelemun mixtum
(Asteraceae), and Sisyrinchium graminifolium (Iridaceae).

complex outlines, apparently because rounded corollas provide suitable landing surfaces
and higher handling effectiveness in reward retrieval [11, 27, 30]. Under such circumstances, pollinators may face an obvious conflict in their foraging decisions, that can be
solved, at least in part, by preferring intermediate floral phenotypes that provide the best
of two options.

6

Concluding remarks

Recent interest in the conceptualization of biological systems from a complexity perspective has stimulated the emergence of new programs in ecological and evolutionary research such as ecological networks, phenotypic integration, phenotypic plasticity, and genetic of developmental processes, among others. These perspectives have revealed new
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patterns of organization that often escape to the eye of mechanistic approaches. In this
chapter we have shown that pollinator attraction, a critical element in pollination ecology, can be further understood under the perspective of complex systems and flower
fractality. Even though flower complexity is frequently invoked as an organismic property detectable by pollinators, attempts to measure complexity are almost lacking in the
literature, in part, because complexity means different things for different people. In this
chapter, we argue that it is time for pollination ecologists to search for common definitions
and move beyond the reductionist focus to examine how much we might be missing by
not treating flower complexity on its own right. We think complexity is one of the major remaining frontiers in plant-animal interactions. This chapter has provided a simple
example of the way an emergentist approach may suggest new avenues of research and
complement previous findings in pollination ecology.
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Community dynamics: lessons from a
skeleton
J.M. Alcántara & P.J. Rey, Universidad de Jaén, Spain

1

Abstract

Models describing the dynamics of complex ecological communities share one important
component: a matrix describing which species interact with which others and how. The
parameters of interaction matrices determine the dynamic properties of these models (e.g.
species coexistence, temporal changes in abundance or responses to disturbance), but estimating these parameters from real communities is frequently daunting, if not impossible.
Fortunately, some dynamic properties depend only on the structure, the skeleton, of the
interaction matrix (i.e. on which species interact with which others). We illustrate how the
concept of Strongly Connected Components (SCCs), that only requires knowledge of the
structure of the interaction matrix, is useful to decipher relationships between structure,
function and dynamics of complex systems. We focus our examples in models of plant
communities driven by the replacement of individuals (replacement networks), but the
framework can be applied to other ecological systems. Plant communities from Southern
Europe, Northern Africa and North America share the same simple functional structure:
a core of species benefiting each other and providing support for many other species. This
structure can confer high long term persistence to the species in these communities, even
after the eventual extinction of one of them.

2

Resumen

Los modelos de dinámica de sistemas ecológicos complejos incorporan una matriz que
describe qué especies interactúan con cuales otras y cómo lo hacen. Los parámetros de
esta matriz determinan las propiedades dinámicas del modelo (p. ej.: la coexistencia de
especies, sus cambios de abundancia o su respuesta a perturbaciones), pero obtener estos
parámetros en comunidades reales es extremadamente difı́cil. Afortunadamente, algunas
propiedades dinámicas dependen solo de qué especies interactúan con cuales otras; es
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decir, de la estructura, o esqueleto, de la matriz. El concepto de Componentes Fuertemente Conectados (SCCs por sus siglas en inglés), que depende únicamente de la estructura de la matriz, permite relacionar estructura, función y dinámica de sistemas complejos. Como caso de estudio aplicamos el concepto de SCCs a modelos de comunidades
de plantas basados en el reemplazamiento entre individuos (redes de reemplazamiento),
aunque puede aplicarse a otros sistemas ecológicos. Nuestros análisis de redes de reemplazamiento de Europa, África y América sugieren que éstas poseen el mismo tipo de
estructura funcional: un núcleo de especies que se benefician mutuamente y que proporciona soporte para muchas otras. Esta estructura permitirı́a la persistencia a largo plazo
de la mayorı́a de especies, aún tras la extinción de alguna de ellas.

3

Community dynamics: lessons from a skeleton

In a broad sense, the study of community dynamics seeks to understand the temporal
patterns of change in abundance and composition of natural assemblages of species, and
the forces and mechanisms behind these changes. Thus, community dynamics addresses
fundamental questions about the structure [1, 2], function [3, 4] and stability [5, 6] of biodiversity. Natural assemblages of species are inherently complex systems, as they are composed by a large number of elements (i.e. the species), each with different properties (i.e.
different life history), that interact with each other in different ways (e.g. through competition, predation, facilitation or mutualism). Because of this complexity, many questions
about the properties of these systems have only been addressed from theoretical, largely
mathematical, approaches [7, 8].
One key component of mathematical models of complex systems is the interactions
matrix (Figure 1A, B, C). Take for example the classical Lotka-Volterra models [9], Markov
chain models [10], or bioenergetic consumer-resource models [11]. In these matrices, the
diagonal elements describe intrinsic population properties of the species, such as their
population growth rate, birth and death rates, biomass density, mean individual size and
growth rate, the strength of intraspecific interactions, or the probability that the individuals take hold of the space they occupy. On the other hand, off-diagonal elements of the
matrix indicate the strength or frequency of interactions between species (see Figure 1A,
B and C). Depending on the model, the values of the elements in the interactions matrix
can be constant, or they can vary deterministically with time, the environment or species
density, and/or they can vary stochastically.
Obviously, many important dynamic properties of community models depend on the
values of the elements of the matrix. For example, in the simple two-species competition Lotka-Volterra model, the stable coexistence of the species requires that the effect of
intraspecific competition in each species (i.e. the main diagonal elements of the interactions matrix) is greater than the effect of interspecific competition with the other species
(i.e. the off diagonal elements of the interactions matrix), otherwise one of the species
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Figure 1: Different forms of expressing a mathematical model of community dynamics. A) Synthetic expression of a model of replacement dynamics in a community of competing species. The
model contains a number S of species. The subindex i refers to the recruiting species, and the
subindex j to the nurse species. The abundance (x) of each species varies with time as a function
of its own abundance (xi ) and the balance between the vegetative growth rate of its individuals
(Gi ), their death rate (Di ), the rate of recruitment under conspecific individuals (αii ), and the abundance of nurse species (xj ) and the rate of recruitment of species i under each nurse j (αij ). B) The
same synthetic expression can be represented as a simple graph of the inputs and outputs affecting a given component of the community. In this example, a focal species receives inputs of space
from two nurse species and also gains some space through vegetative growth. When individuals
of the focal species die, part of the space they occupied is passed to individuals of the same species
or to individuals of other three species. If the system is at equilibrium, the death rate equals the
sum of outputs from i. C) Representation of the model with explicit indication of the interactions
matrix. D) Example of adjacency matrix showing the qualitative information of an interactions
matrix with 7 species (a to g). The matrix is arranged in Lower Triangular Block Form. This arrangement is unique and places some non-zero elements of the matrix forming blocks along the
main diagonal (shaded areas), and the rest of non-zero elements in the lower triangular side of the
matrix. E) Replacement network derived from the adjacency matrix in D. The dashed circles indicate the Strongly Connected Components (SCCs) of the network. The SCCs of a directed network
are groups of nodes in which resources, like biomass or space, can flow (directly or indirectly)
from any node in the group to any other node in the same group, and back (i.e., resources can
cycle between any pair of nodes within a SCC). In the example, there are two trivial SCCs (species
a and g), one formed by two species (e − f ) and one formed by three species (b − c − d). The SCCs
correspond to the diagonal blocks of the adjacency matrix, and the links between SCCs are the
non-zero elements in the lower triangular part of the matrix. Assuming that the SCC with three
species is the “basic” SCC (see main text for a definition), then species b to g could coexist indefinitely because they belong to the basic SCC, or they recruit under some of its species directly (e
recruits under d which belongs to the basic SCC) or indirectly (g recruits under f , which recruits
under e, which recruits under d which belongs to the basic SCC). On the other hand, species a
will eventually disappear because it does not recruit directly or indirectly under any species of the
basic SCC. The interested reader can find further details in Alcántara and Rey [12].
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becomes extinct. In this simple model, the community could finally reach three possible
sets of stable species compositions depending on the relative values of the elements in
the interaction matrix: species 1 only, species 2 only or the two species present. The more
species there are in the model, the wider the set of stable community compositions possible. For example, with 10 species there are 1023 theoretically possible stable community
compositions; the ones that actually occur in natural communities can only be ascertained
through knowledge of the interaction matrix.
It remains an enormous challenge to obtain the information necessary to parameterize
theoretical models with values from real communities [13, 14]. Setting aside the difficulties inherent to obtaining interaction parameters through field studies, the complexity of
any community model grows exponentially with the number of species (S) because the
number of parameters (i.e. interactions) in the matrix is S 2 (e.g. a model with 32 species
involves a matrix with, at least, 1024 parameters). In fact, the few studies that have faced
the challenge of parameterizing theoretical models with real world data have used the
strategy of reducing the number of species by collapsing them through some type of
aggregation, like grouping species by their trophic habit, size or any other relevant life
history traits (e.g. [9], [15]).
Fortunately, some properties of the structure, function and stability of complex systems (e.g. biological communities) do not depend entirely on the exact values of the
parameters of the interaction matrix. Interaction matrices contain two sources of information: quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative information refers to the exact values
of the parameters in the matrix or the functions describing their variation, while qualitative information refers to the presence/absence of interactions (because not all possible pair-wise interactions do occur in real communities), their sign, and how they are
arranged within the matrix. An interaction matrix parameterized with quantitative information contains also the qualitative information. Some aspects of the dynamics of a
model depend more on the quantitative information but other properties depend more
on the qualitative information contained in the interactions matrix [16, 17]. To fully understand the dynamics of the system we need to be aware of the contributions of each
source of information.

The skeleton of the interaction matrix
To illustrate the utility of the qualitative analysis of complex systems, we will show how
knowledge of the qualitative information of interactions matrices can be used to understand some important properties of the community. We will focus on replacement models
of woody plant communities (e.g. shrublands and forests). These models consider that
the change in species abundance in the community is driven by the replacement of dead
individuals of a given species by individuals of the same or a different species growing
beneath (see for example [18, 19]). This conceptualization of plant community dynamics
as replacement systems can be traced back at least to [20], and has been recently advo-
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cated by [21]. We have presented a detailed account of the theory and its application to
replacement networks and food webs in [12].
The qualitative information, the skeleton, of a replacement model is a replacement network (Figure 1D and E) composed by populations of species forming a local assemblage.
Each species is represented by a node in the network. There is an arrow from species j
pointing to species i, indicating that individuals of species i recruit under individuals of
species j (the nurse species) so if the individual of species j dies, the space it occupied can
now be gained by individuals of species i. This convention makes replacement networks
comparable to food webs where the arrows point from prey to predator, indicating the
direction of biomass flow. In replacement networks the space (and the resources it contains) flows from the nurse to the recruiting species. A special node represents space not
occupied by any plant (open space; e.g. a clearing in the forest), so some species can also
recruit without the assistance (or without the interference or competition) of nurse plants.
The graph representing the interaction network can be derived from its adjacency matrix, which is simply a binary version of the interaction matrix of the community model
with the non-zero entries replaced by ones (ones in the adjacency matrix correspond to
arrows in the network). Transforming the interactions matrix into an adjacency matrix
means that we lose the quantitative information from the matrix but we retain the qualitative one. Nevertheless, it is far easier to obtain the information necessary to build the
adjacency matrix of a real community than obtaining the information to parameterize the
whole interaction matrix for the same community. In fact, the study of ecological networks based on the analysis of adjacency matrices has a long tradition and has flourished
especially in the last decades [22].

Understanding the dynamical properties from the skeleton
Knowing the network’s structure is not necessarily the same as understanding such structure. A key example of this problem is the issue of whether the species of an ecological
network form compartments or modules. Identification of compartments in ecological
networks is not merely a descriptive task: theoretically, compartmented systems have
particular stability properties ( [5, 23, 24]). Paradoxically, the search for compartments in
ecological networks remains disconnected from the study of their dynamical properties,
so even after finding compartments through some ordination procedure or modularity
maximization algorithm [25], we would still be wondering whether such structures affect
network dynamics. As stated by Dunne (2006): “There are likely innumerable ways for
chopping up networks into clusters, but that does not mean that such clusters are necessarily meaningful for ecological function or dynamics.”
To find out structures within the network that provide information about community
dynamics we need first to realize that the network is part of a mathematical model of
the community (Figure 1). In replacement models, like in any flow model that quantifies the interchanges of resources (e.g. biomass or energy flow in food web models), the
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interaction matrix contains only zero or positive values (they are called “non-negative”
matrices), and the corresponding networks are directed (i.e. the links between species indicate directions of flows so they are depicted as single headed arrows). The species in any
non-negative directed network can be uniquely arranged into groups known as Strongly
Connected Components (SCCs; Figure 1D,E). When applied to replacement networks,
SCCs can be defined as groups of species such that the space occupied by individuals of
one of the species can be occupied in the future by individuals of any of the species in the
group. A SCC with a single species is called “trivial”. Note that finding the SCCs requires
only the qualitative information of the interaction matrix.
Since SCCs are groupings of species internally connected, they are useful to address
questions related to the compartmentalization or modularity of ecological networks. Differently to most algorithms used to define modules in a network [25], the concept of SCCs
has the advantage that there is only one way of partitioning a network into SCCs. In
the replacement networks we have previously analyzed (10 from Southern Spain, 2 from
Northern Africa and 3 from Mexico), the number of SCCs was very variable, but all the
networks had a single large SCC and many trivial ones (Figure 2). So, according to their
division into SCCs, replacement networks from three continents seem to share a common
structure: a “core” of species recruiting directly or indirectly under each other, and a large
set of “satellite” species linked to it. This structure indicates that woody plant communities have very low modularity (single species cannot be considered a compartment or
module). Although it is still premature, it is tempting to ask why this particular structure
arises in such different communities.
To begin with, this structure is different from the configuration expected if the recruitment interactions were randomly determined: at the density of interactions found in
replacement networks, a randomly assembled network would form a single SCC grouping all the species [27]. Our next step seeks a functional interpretation of the network
structure. We will start by assuming, as it is common in community dynamic modeling
and ecological network analysis, that the qualitative structure of the replacement network remains constant (but see [28]): the zero elements of the matrix remain zero (i.e.
some species will never recruit under others) and the positive elements remain non-zero
although their value may not be constant. We also need to define the “basic” SCC of
a network: mathematically, an SCC is called basic if its largest eigenvalue is the largest
eigenvalue of the matrix. Although we would need quantitative information to ascertain which one is the basic SCC, in replacement networks it will usually be the one with
the largest number of interactions (which will likely be the one formed by more species).
According to matrix theory, when a system contains several SCCs, the species that can coexist are those forming the basic SCC and those that can recruit directly or indirectly under
the species of the basic SCC [29]. This simple theorem explains the importance of SCCs,
and how they are arranged, for the persistence of species in a replacement network [12].
Based on this theorem we can see that the structure we have found in replacement networks can allow a large proportion of species (83% on average) to coexist in the long term
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Figure 2: Examples of replacement networks from Southern Spain [12], Southern Morocco (Rey
and Alcántara unpublished data) and Mexico [26]. Each node represents a SCC. The green SCC
is the only non-trivial one in each network, and its size is proportional to the number of species
it contains; it forms the “core” of species in the network. The blue and purple nodes are trivial
SCCs (i.e. SCCs formed by a single species each) that can be considered as “satellite” species,
related but not included in the core. The red node represents space not covered by any nurse
species. Assuming that the green node is a basic SCC (see main text for a definition), the species
in the green and blue nodes could coexist, but the species represented by purple nodes would
eventually disappear from the local community.
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because most of them are integrated in the core SCC and those that are not, are nevertheless able to recruit under some species of the core. Still, an average 17% of species in
these communities seem deemed to local extinction. Moreover, we can also infer that replacement networks are quite robust after the extinction of one species. On average, the
extinction of one species would lead to the subsequent extinction of no more than 5% of
species. Noticeably, this high robustness to species extinction seems to emerge from the
low modularity of these species interaction matrices.
In conclusion, the skeleton of the interaction matrix, when considered as part of a
community dynamics model, can provide important insights about community structure,
function and stability. Although many more study cases are required to conclude about
general patterns, the scarce replacement networks available suggest that local woody
plant communities may have a simple functional structure with most species forming
a core of interactions that supports most of the rest of species. This structure can confer
the species in these communities a high probability of persistence in the long term, even
after the eventual extinction of one of them.
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Plant-pollinator interactions in
ecosystems restoration
E. Ceccon & I.G. Varassin, CRIM-UNAM, Mexico and UFPR, Brazil

1

Abstract

Measuring ecological restoration success is not simple, because the structure and composition of communities are very variable due to considerable fluctuations regarding soil
nutrient levels, hydrology, and landscape, among others. Pollination is a process related
to system sustainability and may be independent of the structural variation. Therefore, a
failure to manage and promote pollinators could lead to decline or collapse in ecological
restoration. Under any type of perturbation, plant–pollinator interactions disruption will
depend on the level of specialization between a plant and its pollinators, on their abundance, and their sensitivity to land-use change. The proximity to natural landscapes can
serve as an important support to pollinator communities in restoration activities. There is
a vast amount of studies in pollination ecology but only a few addressed the question of
plant-pollinator interactions as a tool to evaluate the success of restoration. Practical options aimed at restoring functional complementarity as resetting the maximum number of
different functional groups or functional redundancy and resource use overlap can lead
to different successional trajectories in the restored areas. Since different plant-pollinator
communities might be regulated by different assembly rules there is still a vast amount of
work to be done to understand the build-up of plant-pollinator communities in restored
areas.

2

Resumen

Medir el éxito de la restauración ecológica no es sencillo, ya que la estructura y composición de las comunidades son muy variables debido a una considerable fluctuación en
relación a los niveles de nutrientes del suelo, la hidrologı́a, y el paisaje, entre otros. La
polinización es un proceso relacionado con la sostenibilidad del sistema y puede ser independiente de la variación estructural. Por lo tanto, una falla en el manejo y promoción
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de los polinizadores podrı́a conducir a un fracaso en la restauración ecológica. Una perturbación significa una interrupción en las interacciones planta-polinizador y sus consecuencias dependerán del grado de especialización entre una planta y sus polinizadores,
de su abundancia y de su sensibilidad a los cambios de uso del suelo. La cercanı́a a
los paisajes naturales puede servir como un importante soporte para las comunidades
de polinizadores en las actividades de restauración. Aunque hay una gran cantidad de
estudios en ecologı́a de la polinización, sólo unos pocos abordan la cuestión de las interacciones planta-polinizador como una herramienta para evaluar el éxito de la restauración.
Opciones prácticas encaminadas a restablecer la complementariedad funcional, como el
restablecimiento del número máximo de los diferentes grupos funcionales, o la redundancia funcional y la superposición de tareas en el uso de recursos, pueden dar lugar a
diferentes trayectorias sucesionales en las zonas restauradas. Dado que las diferentes comunidades de plantas y sus polinizadores pueden ser reguladas por normas diferentes
de ensamblaje, todavı́a hay una gran cantidad de trabajos por hacer para entender la construcción de estas interacciones en las zonas restauradas.

3

Introduction

The science of restoration ecology has experienced a major advance in the last 20 years,
and numerous techniques have been proposed as tools to improve the biotic and abiotic properties of degraded systems [1–3]. Restoration goals usually emphasize structural
aspects of biodiversity, such as species richness and abundance. Although several studies have found that structure influences function (e.g., [4, 5]), some processes related to
system sustainability may be independent of the structural variation in healthy communities. These processes include trophic interactions, disturbance regimes, pollination and
seed dispersal [6, 7]. Indeed, there is a growing concern about restoration dynamics [8]
and the reintegration of interactions and processes in restoration programs [9, 10]. Moreover, there may be a considerable variation of the structural diversity of restored sites due
to variations in soil nutrient levels, hydrology, and landscape context among others [11]
and there are few studies bridging structural changes to processes [12, 13]. Hence, one
of the challenges restorationists face is to maintain the self-sustainability of restored systems and to develop tools for assessing acceptable levels of variability among restored
ecosystems.
Ecological science has devoted over the recent years a large effort to understand some
aspects of ecosystem processes such as nutrients cycling and climate regulation. Interactions among species, including its effects on other species’ populations, are less well
known. The pollination of flowering plants is an emblematic example: approximately
90% of flowering plant species rely on biotic pollination for reproduction and genetic viability maintenance [14]. Although important for population maintenance, relatively few
plant-pollinator interactions are absolutely obligate and most are more generalized [15].
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These interactions also face a high level of variability in time and space [16, 17]. This
is an important point because some researchers have suggested that pollination restoration may be independent of the taxa of pollinator involved [10, 18], but long-term data
to address this is lacking. Due to their effect on plant reproduction and genetic flow, the
failure to manage and promote pollinators could lead to a decline or failure of ecological restoration efforts [19]. Besides that, plant–pollinator interactions may not re-establish
automatically themselves in communities undergoing restoration management, because
pollinators establish populations only once their habitat requirements have been met. For
example, in addition to food resources, bees require nesting sites and nesting materials
(e.g. [20, 21]). These features make pollination a useful functional bio-indicator for comparing restored communities to reference communities. However, ecological restoration
of plant–pollinator interactions has had few recent experimental studies [10, 12, 18, 22].
This deficiency in the knowledge to restore pollinator capability represents a major drawback in restoration programs, particularly in regions where specialist invertebrate and
vertebrate pollinators exist, such as in global biodiversity hotspots [23]. In this chapter we
will first review the effects of human disturbances in pollination and the role of landscape
in the restoration of plant-pollinator webs. Then we will review recent experimental studies on plant-pollinator interactions in restoration and finally we will address some steps
in ecological restoration that may improve the relation plant-pollinator.

4

The role of anthropogenic perturbations in pollination

Under any type of perturbation, plant–pollinator interactions disruption will depend on
the level of specialization between a plant and its pollinators, on their abundance, and
their sensitivity to land-use change [24–26]. Generalist plants tend to be more protected
against the loss of any particular pollinator than highly specialized plants due to the risk
of a reproductive failure [25, 27]. These asymmetries may buffer against species loss in
mutualistic networks [28] and appear to be the norm in plant-pollinator networks [29].
Even considering pollinator redundancy in a network, shared traits by pollinators may
imply shared sensitivity to anthopogenic changes, as it was reported to some functional
groups of bees whose abundance declines with climate changes [30]. Plant attractiveness
and rewards for pollinators may be potentially influenced by perturbation because it alters the amount of light, water and nutrients received by plants [31]. These environmental
modifications may alter the number and size of flowers or the amounts and qualities of
pollen and nectar produced by them. These changes in turn may affect the behavior of
pollinators and the pollen transfer and plant reproductive success (reviewed in [32] ).

Landscape fragmentation
The interactions in fragmented habitats are mainly affected by changes in the abundance
of populations [33]. However, relatively few studies have directly measured changes in
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species interactions in fragmented landscapes and have consistently found that species
interactions involving predators, parasitoids and pollinators are frequently more severely
affected by fragmentation than host–herbivore interactions [26, 34–41]. Actually, the increase in fragmentation is expected to reduce the functional diversity [42] and to promote
the erosion of reproductive traits in small fragments as observed in tropical rain forest
remnants [43]. Evidence of nonrandom loss of interactions with decreasing fragment size
was found in 12 pollination webs from isolated fragments in Argentina, ranging from tens
to thousands of hectares [26]. Species with low interaction frequency and more specialized
are subject to a higher risk. Besides that, there are structural changes in the networks associated to fragmentation, as for example changes in the central role of generalist species
depending on fragment size.

Climate change
Climate change is responsible for a variety of responses in natural systems, including
changes in species distribution, abundance and phenology [44]. Because these changes
may affect both partners in pollination interactions, phenological changes may not be
concordant [30, 45]. There is a reported advance in bee emergence [30], hummingbird
immigration [45] and flowering [46] in temperate areas associated with global warming.
Despite that, Memmot et al. [47, 48] found few research papers that specifically investigate pollination networks and persistence facing climate change. Climate change also
may lead to partial or total asynchrony between pollinator life cycles and flowering phenologies that may result in a breakdown of pollination mutualisms in the case of obligate
pollination systems [49, 50]. Less seasonal systems might be expected to support a higher
asynchrony due to the longer growing season and longer phenological cycles than more
seasonal systems. This can be expected because population-level flowering asynchrony
results in higher plant reproductive success due to a reduction in competition for pollinators, an increase in the number of mates due to temporal changes in mate availability and
a reduction on the effective population size [51]. Changes in abundance and asynchrony
may be especially critical to short-lived species, but long-lived or migrating species can
be very sensitive to climatic changes since they depend for longer on their partners’ abundance [50, 52].

5

The role of landscape in pollination

The proximity to natural landscapes that may support pollinator communities is an important component of pollinator activity [53]. Agro-ecosystems with more natural or
semi-natural habitats are often more pollinator-species rich [41, 54, 55]. On the other hand,
restoration of pollinator communities may have the potential added benefit that pollinators deliver service to crops and native plants beyond the restored site, adding a direct
value to the restored habitat [55, 56]. The presence of natural landscapes in fragmented
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habitat matrices is expected to affect the ability of pollinators to migrate and establish and,
as a result, it is expected also to affect restoration capability [23]. Some taxa, less agile or
less distributed, may be especially susceptible [23].
It is not known how ecological corridors may adequately support pollinator migration
to restored sites. The responses to corridors are taxa-dependent [57]. Eventually a landscape intervention may require the establishment of corridors [57] or pollinator-friendly
agri-environments [58] involving key resources: (i) species that provide a major nectar
or pollen source, (ii) bridging species (plants that provide resources over resource-limited
times) and (iii) magnet species (plants with attractive flowers associated with species with
unattractive or small flowers; [59].

6

Experimental studies on plant-pollinator interactions in
restoration

Even that there is a vast amount of studies in pollination ecology, only a few have addressed the question of plant-pollinator interactions as a tool to evaluate the success of
restoration [60]. In the English heathlands, it was showed that although two ancient and
two restored meadows were structurally very different, there were no significant differences between restored and reference meadows in plant or insect species richness, in the
proportion of flower species visited by insects, in the numbers of pollen grains being
moved by flower visitors, or in the number of links per species [10]. In these heathlands,
Forup et al. [22] compared the complex network structure between restored heaths and
ancient heaths. They found that four restoration projects established successfully heathland plants and pollinator communities and was stable after 14 years. The key pollinators were the same on ancient and restored sites after 11 years and were also the most
abundant flower visitors 14 years after restoration. Another important result was that
heathland restoration sites may not need to be immediately adjacent to intact habitat to
be successful, since species composition was not related to distance from ancient sites.
This may be due to the fact that in their study, the functional important pollinators are
mobile, abundant and able to traverse other habitat than heathland (honeybees, A. mellifera, and bumblebees, mainly B. terrestris/lucorum), which are traits related to a higher
regional abundance and so they may buffer against local loss [61, 62].
Bee and plant communities at restored at mid-successional stage riparian sites along
the Sacramento River in California, United States were compared to remnants of riparian habitat within the same region [18]. Restored riparian habitats presented richness
and abundance of native bees equal to that found in close remnants of riparian habitat.
Connectance of bee–plant interaction networks in restored riparian habitats was similar
to that of remnant riparian habitats and the proportion of native plants receiving visits
by bees at restored sites. However the compositions of the bee communities at restored
sites were different from those at remnant riparian habitats, with a lower redundancy of
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Figure 1: Placidina euryanassa (Nymphalidae: Lepidoptera) visiting flowers of Acnistus arborescens
(Solanaceae) in a restored area of Southern Atlantic Forest, Paraná, Brazil. Photo kindly provided
by Jana M. Tesserolli de Souza.

pollinators in restored areas. The author argues that restoration of pollination may be
achieved with a different species composition from those of reference sites, but the lack of
pollinator redundancy may result in a lower robustness in restored areas.
In Mauritius island, restored areas may benefit from controlled removal of alien species,
with an increase of native plant abundance, pollinator richness, floral abundance and pollinator visitation rates, resulting in a higher redundancy in pollinators [63]. Much less
is known for tropical forests. Phenological coupling among plants and pollinators had a
major effect on interactions establishment in plant-pollinator networks in restored sites of
a tropical rain forest in Southern Brazil [13]. Concordant to that, at restored areas with
four different ages (4, 5, 6, 7 years) in tropical rain forest in Southern Brazil, herbs and
shrubs were very important food resources at the beginning of the restoration because
they increase the supply of resources in areas where pioneer tree species take two to ten
years to start the reproductive phase [64]. Herbs and shrubs were generalists plants able
to establish interactions with specialists or rare insects (see Figures 1 and 2) [64]. Besides
that, the structure of plant-pollinator networks in restored sites of this tropical rain forest
was related to structural changes, canopy height, tree diameter variation, basal area and
understory density [13]. Restoration of pollination network structure for a temperate forest was also affected by structural changes, such as tree diameter variation and tree density [12]. These structural effects on pollination networks may be directly related to flower
resource availability to pollinators (as in [63]), as well as other non-food resources [12, 13].
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Figure 2: Plant-pollinator networks in four-years-old (left) and seven-years-old (right) restored
areas of Southern Atlantic Forest, Paraná, Brazil. Data kindly provided by Ana Júlia Donatti

7

How to restore the pollination interactions in a degraded area?

Increase in network interaction diversity and interaction evenness seems to be good indicators of a healthy successional process including those in restored areas [12, 13, 65].
Some authors argue for a higher redundancy to increase the stability of restored areas
which may be achieved in species-rich communities [18, 63]. Practical choices aiming to
restore functional complementarity, the maximal number of different functional groups,
or functional redundancy, overlap in resource use, may result in different successional
trajectories in restored areas [12]. More studies are also needed on restored systems involving butterfly and bird pollination networks. Functional traits can be used to access the
process involved in the assembly of plant-pollinator communities [66]. The balance between neutral or niche-based processes changes along the successional process [67] with
a growing importance of niche-based factors in older forests. At least in successional
areas, the structure and interaction frequency of tropical hummingbird networks are better explained by neutral factors in early successional sites and by niche-based factors in
late successional areas [68]. This calls for attention for the need to understand how functional traits are related to community assembly rules in restored areas. At the same time,
there are recent developments in ecological theory [69] that would impact many aspects
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of ecosystem restoration. These developments include concepts and methodologies from
complex systems and network theory. Many important questions in restoration such as
how to measure its success can be now reviewed from the point of view of non-linear
dynamics where an important conclusion is that even under almost identical initial conditions, the outcome of the restoration could lead to a new ecosystem different from the
previous undisturbed one [70]. However, this is in no way discouraging. Better understanding of ecological interactions such as pollinator-plant relationships seen as complex
networks would help in unprecedented ways the practical goals of restoration.
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Networks in agroecology
M. Benı́tez, J. Fornoni, L. Garcı́a-Barrios & R. López, UNAM and ECOSUR, Mexico

1

Abstract

In the context of biodiversity and alimentary crises, it is necessary to develop and promote
agricultural practices that both contribute to food security and biodiversity conservation.
The Mesoamerican polycrop known as milpa is a diverse and complex agroecosystem
that, given its ample diversification and adaptation to local conditions, provides an excellent model system for Agroecology. In this chapter we argue that such a system can
be studied with the conceptual and technical tools of Theoretical Ecology and Complex
Systems Sciences —dynamical network models in particular-– in order to advance in the
understanding and design of sustainable agricultural practices, and to render analytical
tools that can inform farmers and other social actors by enabling the assessment of contrasting scenarios and management schemes.

2

Resumen

En el contexto de las crisis alimentarias y de biodiversidad, es necesario desarrollar y
promover prácticas agrı́colas que al mismo tiempo contribuyan a garantizar la seguridad alimentaria y a conservar la biodiversidad. El policultivo mesoamericano conocido
como milpa es un agroecosistema diverso y complejo que, dada su amplia diversificación
y adaptación a ambientes locales, provee de un excelente sistema modelo para la agroecologı́a. En este capı́tulo, argumentamos que dicho sistema puede ser estudiado con las
herramientas técnicas y conceptuales de la ecologı́a teórica y las ciencias de la complejidad —los modelos dinámicos de redes en particular-– para avanzar en la comprensión y
diseño de prácticas agrı́colas sustentables, ası́ como para generar herramientas analı́ticas
que permitan a los campesinos y a otros actores sociales evaluar distintos escenarios y
esquemas de manejo.
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Agroecological communities: multiscale nonlinear
interactions

Agroecological systems are inherently complex, as they comprise non-additive or nonlinear interactions established among cultivated plants, associated native species of plants
and animals, soil micro- and meso- communities, and the human agency. The prevalence
of non-linear interactions among and within populations often give rise to unpredictable
or non-propotional effects in the face of community alterations. Moreover, species in these
ensembles are tightly intertwined, which makes them an ecological unit that, due to the
human management, are subjected to natural and artificial processes of selection and evolution at the species and the community level. For example, artificial selection driven by
Mesoamerican peasants has led to the domestication and semi-domestication of thousands of maize, bean, squash and other plant races and varieties, many of them generated
and locally adapted in close association with each other. The study of agrocommunities could thus help address the question of how selection on species and community
traits shapes ecosystem structure and services; for instance, how selection on species and
community traits shapes ecosystem structure, and how this translates to enhancement of
farmers life quality.
With this integrative view, the growing field of Agroecology postulates that agricultural systems may be studied and modeled by using tools and concepts similar to those
that have proven useful in the study of “natural” communities and ecosystems. For instance, agricultural production can be seen from the perspective of population and community ecology; then, yield and other properties become a consequence of the growth and
survival rates of each plant population and the effect of species interactions. Similarly, the
transit from one community state to another (e.g. from high to low biodiversity) is also
largely due to the collective plant-plant and animal-plant interactions [1, 2]. Hence we
revise the use of particular ecological and mathematical tools to study agroecosystems.
There are, however, some specific aspects of agroecological systems that should be taken
in consideration when being studied as ecological units, such as the forcing of the system
by producers (farmers), which establishes initial conditions of the system and may change
ecological interactions between crops and the associated biota. Indeed, research of simple
agroecosystems such as monocrops and two-crop mixtures pioneered the study of intra
and interspecific plant competition, in man-made and natural communities [3, 4], and it is
likely that the study of well-characterized and relatively controlled ecological communities such as diversified agroecosystems may lead to a better understanding of ecological
systems in general. For example, the study of agrocommunities could help address the
question of how selection on species and community traits shapes ecosystem structure.
As complex systems, agroecological systems exhibit global properties that arise from
the interactions among their components, this is, among species and abiotic factors. These
properties, often referred to as emergent properties, are thus defined for the whole web
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of interactions and cannot be understood only from the isolated study of species or pairs
of species. Among them are resilience, productivity and diversity, which in turn appear
to affect each other in non-trivial ways [5, 6]. A property that has been less studied as an
emergent and community-level feature is tolerance. At the population level tolerance has
been defined in a broad sense as the capacity to buffer individual fitness consequences of
physical and biotic stresses [7]. Tolerance is usually estimated as the relationship between
fitness and a gradient of damage (intensity of stressful conditions) for individual genotypes [8]. The rationale behind this concept could be easily escalated at the community
level to better understand the connection between complexity and stability. Communities
are also known to be negatively affected by natural and human induced perturbations [9].
However, attributes like species composition and diversity can increase the speed of recovery (resilience) of communities after disturbance [10] (a component of community tolerance). Further examination of emergent properties of communities is required to focus
management efforts to warrant community stability in agroecosystems. In this sense,
identification of population and community attributes that increase tolerance, for example, to disturbance pressures can help to design better management programs.

The milpa as a model system in agroecology
The milpa is a polyculture originated and still practiced in Mexico and the rest of Mesoamerica (see Figure 1). In this system maize, common beans and squash are typically grown in
association, sometimes along with tomatoes, multiple varieties of chilies, semi-domesticated
herbs (quelites), etc. This method of polyculture has been improved over thousands of
years, and is now adapted to a variety of climatic, edaphic and cultural conditions and,
despite the current tendency towards its extreme simplification, it has been the foundation
of food security in many Latin American rural communities for centuries [11]. The milpa’s
value extends far-beyond the calories it provides or the simple combination of species;
being based on locally adapted and diversified plant varieties, the system provides a reliable source of diverse and complementary foodstuffs that meet nutritional needs and local
cultural preferences [11, 12]. In addition, domesticated species used in the milpa were selected in the presence of natural consumers (in the absence of agrochemicals), thus human
selection has favored crop varieties, genotypes and species associations that are tolerant
and resilient in an ecological scenario were pests, competition, and resource limitation
were the most frequent conditions. The milpa thus represents a valuable source of genetic
and ecological resources to face the negative effect of diverse factors affecting plant performance and productivity. For example, theoretical and empirical studies support the
expectation that because plant tolerance does not affect negatively natural consumers, it
reduces the coevolutionary response usually observed between resistant traits of plant
and their natural enemies [13]. Thus, studying crop tolerance in agroecosystems can help
reduce the need of artificially defending plants through agrochemicals while reducing the
opportunities for pest adaptation to the plant resistance.
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Figure 1: The milpa as a complex agroecosystem. A) The milpa is a polyculture based on
maize that usually also includes bean, squash, semidomesticated herbs, and other plant and animal species. Picture taken at the milpa plots located at Vicente Guerrero, Tlaxcala, Mexico. B)
Schematic network representation of some of components and interactions comprised in the milpa
agroecosystem: 1. Zea mays L. (corn), 2. Cucurbita ssp (squash), 3. Phaseolus vulgaris (bean), 4.
Spodoptera frugiperda (army worm), 5. Baculovirus SfVPN, 6. Homo sapiens (farmer).

Moreover, it has been suggested that biodiverse agroecological systems such as the
milpa play a key role in the maintenance and regeneration of biological diversity. In contrast to conventional –species poor– agricultural systems, the milpa constitutes a heterogeneous system based on combinations of locally adapted species, often using little or
no agrochemicals, which enables the coexistence of the cultured plants with numerous
associated species, which frequently includes shrubs, columnar cacti, and trees in the borders or dispersed within the plot [14]. Agro- and biodiversity sustained in systems like
the milpa make it a matrix permeable to native animal and plant species, thus facilitating
migration, dispersal and, in consequence, the conservation of primary vegetation [15, 16].
Then, the milpa offers a valuable resource to meet ecological and socioeconomic challenges, such as climate change, changes in water availability, disease and pest incidence,
and the alimentary crisis currently faced by Mexico and other countries.
Some systems have been established as model ecological systems; their components
and interactions have been thoroughly characterized, enabling the postulation and analysis of particular ecological networks. Among these systems are for example, some lake
and grass communities [6]. The consolidation of these ecological systems as models for
field, experimental and theoretical work has provided ecologists with a catalog of eco-
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logical networks that can now be used to point at common structural and dynamical
properties of ecological communities. Similarly, the milpa constitutes a model system in
agroecology, from which the collective dynamics of cultivated plants and the associated
diversity can be uncovered. Additionally, this system has been studied in detail, although
not necessarily with an integrative nor an evolutionary approach, mainly by farmers –
who have crystallized in traditional practices their profound ecological understanding
of the milpa – and also by agronomists. There is therefore a large amount of data that
can inform the evolutionary patterns and specification of a network model for the milpa
(e.g. [17]).

Figure 2: Diagram showing the basic steps to the inference of ecological networks from field,
genetic, physiological an other types of data.

Dynamic network models in the study of agroecosystems
Networks have been widely used to represent the skeleton of complex systems, as they
provide a rather natural way to integrate diverse interacting elements. Network modeling has been extensively used during the last century in the ecosystems study, initially
mostly with a trophic-energy flux focus [18, 19], but it was not until Robert May’s work [2]
that new formal aspects about the ecological networks (e.g. topology, stability) began to
be considered. Since the mid-twentieth century, theoretical ecologists posed questions regarding the chaotic dynamics that could arise in communities that involved two or more
populations. For example, a long standing question in ecology concerns the relationship
between the complexity of a community and its stability, and recent studies on this topic
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have been motivated by conservational and ecosystem management issues [20]. In the
last decades, other studies have developed analytic criteria to evaluate and compare the
stability of relatively large competitive, mutualistic and predator-prey communities [21].
Indeed, the use of network models has helped address this and other central questions in
ecology (e.g. [22–24]). We, as well as other authors [25], argue that agrocommunities can
be modeled with the set of tools developed to study networks and that the quantitative
and qualitative data generated by the agronomists and farmers will help in the model
building and validation.
Network models consist of nodes that represent the elements conforming a web of
interactions, and edges that correspond to such interactions. In directed networks, such
interactions can be positive or negative depending on the effect that a node has on another
one. These models have been used to study not only the structure but also the collective
dynamics of biological systems [26]. In a dynamic network model, any given node can
take a quantitative value, which is calculated for every time unit according to a function
that considers the state of the nodes regulating each node. In ecological networks nodes
often correspond to species (taxonomic or functional), while the edges stand for trophic,
competitive, mutualistic, and other types of ecological interactions.
There are several theoretical approaches that have been proposed to model network
dynamics, two of which are: the continuous and the discrete. Continuous network models are built as a system of coupled differential equations that quantitatively describe the
change of a node state in time. In the context of ecological systems, this description is
particularly suitable when the systems under study is small – or can be simplified to consider few nodes – and the interactions among species have been thoroughly characterized
(e.g. [4, 32]). However, at the ecological level, tens or even hundreds of species are required for global ecological processes to occur, such as the completion of biogeochemical
cycles. In that case, the continuous approach can become intractable due to the great
number of variables and unknown parameters involved. The discrete approach to model
ecological networks describes in a qualitative way the ecological interactions occurring in
a community or ecosystem, and can be used to understand the overall regulatory logic of
ecological processes. This approach focuses on the persistence of a population or species,
rather than on its abundance. Thus, the state of a given node is represented by a discrete
variable that usually takes the values 1 if the species is present and 0 if is not. However,
there are also multivalued discrete systems in which the abundance of a species can be
approximated by a set of discrete values (0,1,2,...). The use of network models in various
fields, such as genetics and development, has shown that discrete models can incorporate
a large number of components and interactions, and that in spite of their simplicity, they
are able to capture key aspects of biological complexity [33].
When using a network approach for modeling the ecological dynamics of a particular
agrocommunity, one aims at representing the taxonomical or functional groups as nodes
and their ecological interactions or energy fluxes as directed edges [34, 35]. Several issues
emerge from this approach. It is possible to aggregate or collapse some of the components
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Figure 3: Examples of Educational Resources for Navigating the complexity of Ecological and
Socio-Ecological Networks. (1) Azteca Chess [27] captures in a stylized form some of the cascading interactions that occur among a number of insects and fungi species in the Mesoamerican
Shade Coffee Agroecosystem. The complexity of this network and its practical implication for
autonomous pest control has been unveiled by the seminal work of a large international team of
researchers and postgraduate students led by world leaders in agroecology (see for example [28]).
Agrodiversity v.2 [29] is an upgrade of our previous Agent Based Model in Netlogo Language that
challanges users to find the biological and management parameters with which functional biodiversity can selforganize to produce ecological and economic sustainability far from equilibrium
(for details see [30]. (3) Sierra Springs [31] is a four player board game that can be played under
a number of different sets of social norms, and that challenges participants to make a livelihood
without collapsing critical ecological functions at the watershed level. It exposes participants to
coordination, cooperation and solidarity dilemmas that emerge from the interaction of environmental constraints, social norms and public policies.
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of the network by considering their ecological role, but there is a risk of oversimplification of the network if partially redundant paths are lost or disregarded, as different types
of redundancy has been shown to confer robustness to networks [36]. Also, in order to
simplify their study, ecological networks have often been separated into subnetworks including only trophic, mutualistic, or other types of interactions, yet it is central to keep in
mind that these networks are part of larger ones and to develop integral models as data
become available.
The detailed evidence to build data-based ecological networks and specify the functions that determine their dynamics can be obtained through at least two different approaches. The first one is based on gathering direct evidence for interactions between
pairs or groups of species. Such data can be obtained in the field, common garden experiments, or in the laboratory, as well as from scientific reports and databases. Several
ecological network models have been successfully built and analyzed following this strategy (e.g. [37–39]). Current high-throughput technology has opened a second avenue to
infer interspecific interactions and ecological networks, specially in the case of microbial
communities. Data generated by next-generation sequencing – for example, a microbial
soil community – provides information about the abundance of the different microbial
operational taxonomic units (OTUs) in different experimental conditions. The pattern of
co-ocurrence and co-exclusion among these OTUs has been used to predict ecological interactions among species (e.g. mutualism, competition, predation, etc.), which may then
be summarized in networks where the nodes correspond to OTUs and the edges to the
interactions among them (for an excellent review regarding this type of network inference
see [40], see also Figure 2).
Inferring ecological networks by either method allows for structural and sometimes
also dynamical analysis of ecological systems, as well as for the identification of the features that are key to their resilience, tolerance and productivity, and the study of their
behavior in different scenarios. For instance, structural analyses reveal how connectivity
patterns affects the networks overall stability; this helps predict system responses to local extinction or species’ introductions. Additionally, specifying the dynamical rules of
these networks, be it with a discrete or continuous formalism, helps to identify the nodes
and interactions that are sufficient and necessary for global properties such as resilience to
emerge [41–43]. Importantly, network approaches to the study of agroecosystems can lead
to the development of software and other tools that help farmers and other social actors
in the assessment of different scenarios, as well as to attain a better understanding of complex socio-ecological systems. The complexity, relevance, challenges, and beauty of many
ecological and socio-ecological processes are not easily grasped by social actors collectively involved in their (mis)management. At El Colegio de la Frontera Sur, Mexico, L.G.B
and coworkers have drawn inspiration from the recent and increasing efforts world-wide
to model such networks, and have developed a number of original stylized board games
and interactive agent-based models that allow participants coming from the most contrasting social backgrounds to experience and understand the non-linear processes and
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the surprising properties, challenges and opportunities that emerge at different scales in
socio-ecological systems. Figure 3 depicts three examples of such network-inspired board
games.
We have outlined a general framework that could be used to build integrative and
dynamical models of the milpa agroecosystem on the basis of currently available and
continuously emerging data. As in other areas of Biology, and in Ecology in particular,
such models could help uncover and understand complex processes of different variants
of the milpa. In turn, this analysis would provide novel insights about key elements or
interactions leading to successful management in this and other agroecosystems. Recent
advances in agroecology jointly with complex systems theory can learn from ancestral
and more recent practices to suggest model systems of sustainable production and management. We advocate that studying the milpa in this context can represent a feasible
alternative strategy to warrant food security and production in Mexico and, at the same
time preserve both agrobiodiversity and biodiversity in general.
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4

Box 1. Glossary
Complex system: a set of entities interacting usually in a non-linear manner,
that can become auto-organized and exhibit spatiotemporal heterogeneities or
patterns [44].
Diversity: at the community level, it is the quantity of species in relation to
their abundances in a location [9].
Emergent property: it is a system’s property that can only be observed when
its parts are interacting, and cannot be understood only from the study or
observation of the isolated parts [44].
Matrix: in the context of Agroecology, it is the set of the different types of
fragments from a landscape that characterizes a particular region. Even if organisms usually inhabit within one or a few of these particular fragments,
populations are often maintained because of the migration dynamics generated between them. In this way, it is important to define and evaluate the
quality of a matrix, as this could affect the migration rates of subpopulations
and, consequently, their conservation [15].
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Non-linear interaction: given a dynamical system, its dynamic is said to be
non-linear if the relationship between its subsequent states is not determined
by a proportional quantity that remains constant during time, that is, the rate
of change is not constant [45].
Productivity: the biomass quantity per unit area that is produced by the organisms of a particular locality [9].
Redundancy: in information theory, it is the property exhibited by a system
when two or more of its components are identical and have the same effects
over an output of the system. In biological systems, the identity of the components is almost impossible to satisfy, mostly because of the ambiguity that
emerges when distinguishing between their structure and function and also
because some components may perform differently in different contexts. So
degeneracy, the capability of structurally different components to affect an
output in a similar way is a complementary concept that accounts for the evaluation of the redundancy in a system [46].
Resilience: the velocity in which a system returns to an equilibrium state after
a perturbation, understanding an equilibrium state as in the context of dynamical systems [20].
Robustness: a type of stability that focuses on the response of certain features
when a system is perturbed. In ecology, the notion of robustness is useful
when thinking about the maintenance of certain properties of a system in the
face of species lost [20].
Stability (local and global): local asymptotic stability is the property of a dynamical system to response to perturbations, applied around a small neighborhood of an equilibrium state, making its effect decay during time in an asymptotic way (i.e. observing long term behaviors). Qualitative global stability, is
also a characteristic of the way in which a system responds to perturbations, it
is qualitative in the way that its analysis is based just on the signs and not on
the magnitudes of the interactions, it is global because there are no constraints
about the initial conditions (i.e. no small neighborhood around an equilibrium
state is required). This last one has been widely used in the ecological network
analysis [20].
Tolerance: capacity of biological systems (genotype, population, community)
to buffer the negative effects of natural or human induced disturbances on
their functioning and performance [8].
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Pan-genomics: unmasking hidden
gene diversity in bacteria
L.D. Alcaraz, Instituto de Ecologı́a, UNAM, Mexico

1

Abstract

The dramatic increase in genome sequencing during the last years has changed our ideas
about bacterial diversity, from single gene to whole community DNA surveys; we have
learned that nature’s largest gene repository resides in bacteria. Comparison of bacteria
genomes has contributed to understand the flexibility in size and gene content as well as
the gene movement due to gene family expansions and Horizontal Gene Transfer. Bacteria
species are currently defined by means of 16S rRNA sequence comparisons and some
limited phenotypic traits. There is an ongoing debate about the biological and evolutive
significance of the bacteria species, and thus the need to refine the definition of it using the
most of the genomic shared information across any taxonomic range. When comparing
multiple genomes of related strains we can distinguish a set of common shared features
which are known as the core genome. In the other hand, the set of strain specific genes
are known as accessory genome. The accessory and core genome conform the total of
the genetic composition, and are known as pan-genome. Here we present the possibilities
using pan-genomics as a workhorse to describe both taxonomical and functional diversity
within bacteria.

2

Resumen

El abrumador aumento en la cantidad de genomas secuenciados de los últimos años ha
cambiado las ideas que tenı́amos sobre la diversidad en bacterias. Desde las exploraciones
de genes hasta la secuenciación del DNA de una comunidad hemos aprendido que la vida
en este planeta almacena a sus genes en las bacterias. La genómica comparativa ha permitido entender la flexibilidad en el tamaño y contenido de los genomas bacterianos, expansiones particulares de familias génicas y su movilización mediante Transferencia Horizontal de Genes. En estos momentos, las especies de bacterias se definen comparando
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secuencias del gen 16S rRNA, ası́ como de algunas caracterı́sticas fenotı́picas limitadas.
Existe en la actualidad un debate sobre el significado evolutivo y biológico del concepto
de especie en bacterias, con lo cual surge la necesidad de evaluar dicho concepto utilizando la mayor cantidad de información genómica compartida posible. Cuando comparamos distintos genomas bacterianos podemos analizar todos los genes compartidos
entre todas las cepas analizadas, el genoma núcleo, ası́ como los genes cepa-especı́ficos
conocidos como genoma accesorio. El genoma núcleo y accesorio de una especie en su
conjunto se conocen como pangenoma. Aquı́ presentamos la posibilidad de utilizar la
pan-genómica como un caballo de batalla para describir, tanto la diversidad taxonómica
como la funcional, dentro de las bacterias.

3

Bacterial Pan-genomics

The largest amount of life’s gene functions diversity resides in bacteria. This affirmation
was possible in the last decade due to rapid development of sequencing technologies,
also known as Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) [1]. NGS has aided to describe huge
amounts of new species at the genomic level. Despite a bias toward sequencing of human pathogens there are up to 7,411 complete sequenced bacteria genomes up to date. As
well as, thousands of Whole Genome Shotgun (WGS) sequencing projects, which when
taken into account they gave an approximate of ≥ 30,000 ongoing and available genome
sequences [2]. Our current knowledge at the genes level could be summarized as genes
in this planet are the ones kept by bacteria, and its exceptions (including us within exceptions). Current criteria for naming a bacterium species rely mostly on comparison of
16S rRNA gene (16S) sequences and evaluation of some phenotypic traits like fatty acid
profiles, sugar uptake and assimilation, etc. The 16S threshold for delimiting a species is
97% identity of sequence conservation, lower identity values stands for different species.
This cut-off value was derived from an old fashion metric when comparing genomes of
different species (like Escherichia coli and Salmonella sp.) and showing a 70% whole DNADNA hybridization along phenotypic shared traits, when 16S arose like the gold standard
for molecular phylogenetics the equivalent for a 70% DNA-DNA was correlated with a
97% identity at 16S level [3]. There are several criticims to define bacteria species through
this arbitrary cut-off criteria and its biological meaning, nonetheless the value of 16S comparisons to determine large scale evolutionary relationships is accepted universally, what
is questioned is to rely only in 16S sequence comparisons for defining bacteria species [4]
(see Figure 1).
Further complications with the use of 16S as a tool to define species are that current
species conceptual frame was intended for sexual organisms, inheriting their genomes
in a vertical direction. With bacteria and their promiscuity things go complicated, bacteria have capabilities to perform Horizontal Gene Transfer (HGT) and recombination of
genes varies from clonal lineages to highly recombinant even named panmictical (highly
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Figure 1: The current systematics of Bacteria. (A) The possible morphological traits evaluated in
bacteria are limited, as the range of biochemical tests performed to analyze if two strains are part
of the same species. (B) First taxonomic approaches using whole genome comparisons (1970s)
rely on DNA-DNA hybridization of different strains, using an arbitrary 70% hybridization cut-off
value to define a same species. (C) The use of universally conserved 16S rRNA sequence comparison has a cut-off value of 97% identity when aligned to other sequences, note the secondary
structure of the molecule, in bold is shown current average output of NGS sequencing for describing bacteria diversity (∼ 400 bp). The current 97% identity cut-off was intended originally
for a whole length 16S (∼ 1600 bp), and it corresponded to the identity for the sequence comparison of two organisms with a whole genomic DNA-DNA hybridization of 70%. The asterisks
shown in (B) and (C) denote the location of 16S sequences within the genome, showing that some
genomes hosts multiple copies of the very same gene. (D) After PCR amplifying, which happens to be another source of posible biases, and sequencing of the 16S a single gene phylogenetic
analysis is performed to define the bacteria species. (E) Current Multi Locus Sequence Typing
(MLST) schema uses information of multiple (∼7) coding gene sequences, each homologue gene is
aligned and then concatenated to construct a phylogenetic tree based on the evolution of multiple
genes which in turn has better resolution to define close related strains, and is used in molecular epidemiology studies to solve the evolutionary emergence of pathogens. Item C created by
the SSU-ALIGN package (http://selab.janelia.org/software.html) and structure diagram derived
from CRW database (http://www.rna.ccbb.utexas.edu/).
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promiscuous) strains [5]. HGT can operate from single genes to whole genomic islands
which are a plus in highly selective environments (think about antibiotic resistance mechanisms, etc.). The difficulties come to a dead-end when it comes to define species in
bacteria, if the plasticity of gene movement in these organisms is forgotten. We have to
cope with Taxonomic Operational Units (OTUs) as our closest proxy to define the bacteria
species, more with a need of a working unit rather than following its biological or evolutionary significance. The OTUs are defined as clusters of aligned 16S rRNA sequences
having at least 97% identity amongst them [6]. One of the currently finest strategies, without genome sequencing is to define close related bacteria strains by means multiple gene
alignments and compare to define close related strains, this is called Multi Locus Sequence
Typing and Multi Locus Sequence Analysis (MLST and MLSA, respectively). The rationale behind MLST is to use several (∼7) conserved genes interdispersed in the genomes
to avoid the chance of genetic linkage, by amplifying, sequencing, aligning and concatenating the sequences, put them in a single artificial sequence to maximize the amount of
genetic information parsed into the substitution model and thus propose a phylogenetic
hypothesis that helps to discriminate between close related strains [7].
Adding up complexity layers, we are just recently noticing that we were missing huge
amounts of bacteria diversity out there, for some environments we only knew about 1%
of the estimated diversity in part because of the difficulties to culture bacteria in Petri
dishes [8]. Parallel to the advancement of sequencing technologies the sequencing of environmental DNA and thus the genomes of uncultivated bacteria are being developed,
which is known as metagenomics. Metagenomics can be performed on virtually any environment to study both functional and taxonomical diversities [9]. The metagenomes
taxonomical diversity is mostly conducted via Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) amplification of 16S rRNA libraries of the studied community. Whole Genome Shotgun Metagenomics has also been developed and with this insight we can know about both community taxonomic and metabolic diversity. Metagenomics has been applied to a wide range
of environments to know the microbes associated to them, and which is named the microbiome. The studied microbiomes and their environments are diverse and go from acid
mine drainages, soils, oil spills, sea water, plants, and animals [9–13].
The vast majority of current microbial diversity studies rely only on 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing and comparison. At the end of the study one ends up with a large dataset
of OTUs and bunches of multivariate analysis. The final goal is trying to correlate, and
in the best cases associate one particular trait (i.e. disease, pollution resistance, etc.) with
a particular set of OTUs. One major source of error for these studies has to do with the
sampling, which usually lacks direct replicas and studies across time; this is getting better
due to the reducing costs of mass sequencing. Additional experiment complications with
16S involves variable copy number across different genomes [14] biased PCR due to the
primer design template [15], varying sequence lengths result of the current technologies
(100 - 1,000 base pairs) and using the same threshold as if the sequence was full length
16S, etc.
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The sequencing technologies are getting cheaper and increasingly accurate, facts that
had allowed analysis of whole genomic variation within the very same bacterium species.
The pan-genome concept arose when comparing Streptococcus agalactiae strains who accomplished all the current taxonomical and clinical criteria to be part of the very same
species, producing the same symptomatic illness and hosting the very same 16S rRNA
sequences [16]. But, when comparing the genome sequences of the S. agalactiae isolated
from different patients against the reference genome it was totally unexpected to find out
that each strain shared about ±20% of the genes. In bacteria genomes, there is a high
density of coding genes with small intergenic spaces and a lower amount of repetitive
DNA when comparing with eukaryotes. So, in bacteria, differences in genome size correlate directly with coding sequences, the larger the bacterial genome, the more functions
it can potentially perform with the genes coded in the genome. S. agalactiae’s variation
in conservancy of genes are huge, when comparing different eukaryote species, for instance divergence in shared coding sequences across different species like chimpanzees
and humans does not go further than 1.23% [17]. Thinking about the differences of ±20%
in a single bacterium, supossed to be the very same species and finding this difference
within the same species is astonishing. As stated above, the sum of the shared and strain
unique genes across all the compared genomes is called pan-genome, which in turn can
be divided in core genome and accessory genome. In some cases, like the S. agalactiae,
there is a predicted chance to get new genes for each new sequenced strain, this is called
an open pan-genome. For other groups the dynamic is different and there are not new
genes predicted for new sequenced strains like in the case of Bacillus cereus; this is called
a closed pan-genome [16, 18, 19].
Core genome phylogenetic analysis are the next level of the MLST schema, comparing
whole shared genome information coded in the genomes of interest strains. Core genome
phylogenomics is done by comparing all the shared (orthologous) genes amongst all the
compared species, then aligning each one of the genes and concatenating the alignments
to build a supermatrix, which in turns feeds a phylogenetic reconstruction; this approach
is known as core genome phylogenomics [20] (see Figure 2). The usual parameters of
classic molecular evolution, like nucleotide diversity and synonymous/non-synonymous
ratios, could be inferred from the core genome alignments. The core genomes could be
defined at varying taxonomical depths and could be used to analyze shared gene features
from species, genus, family, order, class, and phylum. The upper level of taxonomical
resolution (i.e. phylum), has the fewer shared genes expected and the lower taxonomical
hierarchy (i.e. species) is expected to have the larger amount of shared genes. The extra
bonus of getting core genomes is that we are able to build molecular functions profiles
with the conserved genes across a taxonomic range and find out gene functions responsible for the group cohesion. For example, core genome analysis can aid to find for the
expected genes for a enterobacteria like E. coli or a sporulating genus like Bacillus [19, 21].
Core genome analysis can be helpful to analyze particular phenotypic features like the
core genome for any shared trait (i.e. sporulation, heat resistance, antibiotic degradation,
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etc.) when comparing the shared genes conservancy profile for multiple species dealing
with the same environmental challenges [19].
The in-depth study of the core genome sheds light over relevant evolutionary questions, like what are the conserved genes across a taxonomic range, its cut-off similarity values and what are the functional gene constrains of this conservancy. Based on the central
dogma of molecular biology one would expect that genes coding for the core machinery
of replication (DNA), transcription (RNA) and translation (proteins) would be universally
conserved as well as some other house-keeping genes. Phylogenetic reconstructions relying in the whole genome are maybe closer to explain the organism evolutionary history,
rather than individual gene genealogies. Important applications also arise, such as the
development of strain specific vaccines based on the knowledge of the variation within
the conserved genes of a species [22].
The presence and absence patterns of the accessory genome observed throughout a set
of bacteria being compared could be the result of gene loss or gene acquisition through
Horizontal Gene Transfer (Figure 2). The importance of gene acquisition/loss ratio is yet
to be investigated but there are some examples like the one examining the Achaea Sulfolobus ilsandicus and the importance of analyzing its pan-genome to determine strain and
even location specific genes and their dynamics [23]. The building of the pan-genome is
helpful to have a full inventory of the metabolic capabilities of a given group of organisms. Differences in the unique genes of close related bacteria could be a partial answer of
local adaptation to particular life styles or niches (i.e. free-living, host-associate, virulence,
etc.).
The main goal of the 16S amplicon studies is to have a diversity inventory of a particular environment and try to associate OTUs with particular functions, using the 16S
OTU as a proxy for the metabolic diversity. Predictions trying to connect a particular
OTU with metabolic functions, for example a gut environment is dominated by say E.
coli related OTUs, then taking a single reference genome of a single strain would be an
naive guess if it fails to consider that we can have up to ± 30% in presence-absence of
coding genes, and that particular genes in the accessory genomes are the probable environment restricted genes. However, several attempts are being performed now trying to
use the large amount of 16S massive sequencing from virtually any environment and infer
metabolic diversity and link it to phylogenetic distances [24, 25]. Another approach in trying to gain insights into the metabolic diversity, when only having 16S sequences, could be
to develop pan-genomes catalogues for all the known groups of bacteria with sequenced
genomes, generating confidence intervals based on gene presence-absence within particular bacteria.
The 16S gene databases are among the most prolific ones. The understanding of what
we know actually about bacteria diversity is mostly in debt with 16S sequence analysis.
For sure 16S analysis has been useful and will continue that way when studying unknown
environments and when the goal is to have a first glimpse about the complexity of the
community structure. For pathogens, diagnosis and management 16S analysis was out-
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Figure 2: Taxonomical and functional pan-genomics uses. (A) Whole genome alignments make
possible to find out gene and operon order conservation across analyzed strains. Each line represents a linearized genome. Blank boxes represents genes not present in a strain compared with
its relatives, asterisks represent the 16S variation in copy number and location. (B) Venn diagram
representation of the different shared orthologous genes, for four genomes. The intersection, the
sub-set of ortholgous genes shared by all analyzed bacteria represents the so called core genome.
The sum of core genome and the strain specific genes, which are also called accesory genome,
compose the pan-genome. Accesory genome’s genes give hints about environment-specific adaptations and functional constrains. (C) Individual core genome’s genes could be used to build
individual alignments, which in turn are concatenated to build a supermatrix and then perform
thorough phylogenetic analysis with all the shared information across a taxonomic range, this
increases the resolution of phylogenetic analysis. Core genome’s phylogenetic analysis power resides in the fact that whole gene set responsible for the taxonomic range analyzed is taken into
account. (D) The core genome’s tends to diminish when more genomes are sequenced, due to
the amount of shared genes across all the individuals in the analysis tend to decrease with larger
samples. (E) The pan-genomes could be plotted as a collector’s curve which shows the amount of
new genes added to the pan-genome with each new sequenced bacterium added to the analysis.
Pan-genomes are told to be open if there is new gene appeareance when adding new strains to
the analysis. Closed pan-genomes reffer to the lack of new genes within a taxonimic range when
new individuals are added to the analysis and the collector’s curve has reached a plateau. (F) Both
core genome and pan-genome are prone to be functional described. Then it is easier to pin-out
responsible genes for environmental responses (i.e. pathogenesis, symbiosis, nutrient deprivation
etc.) as well as predict metabolic profiles from their sequences. Item F, original metabolic path
modified from http://www.genome.jp/kegg/
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dated some time ago and the need to develop rapid and accurate methods for resolving
close relative type strains derived into the MLST analysis. With the current pace of sequencing technologies development is urgent to redefine the minimum standards when
defining bacteria diversity. The new bacteria diversity standards are likely to require core
and pan-genomics analysis to define the bacteria taxa, as well as understanding local dynamics for pan-genomics at each taxonomic unit.
The beauty of not knowing a precise way to describe a species should not be taken
as a pitfall for microbiology. With bacteria, we are dealing with the main repository of
genes and biological functions that have allowed microbes to be the major players in our
world, from biogeochemical cycles, energy harvesting and cycling and thus making life
for all the other being forms possible. The species concept, developed for when you are
well behaved and transmit your genes in vertical form seems a little rigid when dealing
with bacteria and their tremendous capabilities of transforming and sharing genes in a
happy and promiscuous way. We just need to refine our vision and take into account the
internal variability for genes and thus functions of each related bacteria, and praise it, develop new indexes (like Genome Similarity Score [19]) that take into account the whole set
of shared features when comparing bacteria, along sides phylogenetic traditional ways.
If we are aware of the current utilitarian bacterium species concept and that we understand that some of the major traits of a bacterium, like pathogenesis, are likely to occur in
close related working units, call them species or OTUs, we can cope with that. But being
unaware of the huge functional diversity connected to what we already call a bacterium
species is nonsense nowadays.
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1

Abstract

Research in microbial ecology is challenging due to its inherent complexity and, at the
same time, is extremely important, because the relationships between microorganisms
and their environments have a crucial role in the health of the planet and all of its inhabitants. Despite major challenges, new technological advances in genomic sciences
have prompted microbial ecology into a revolution in data generation that has allowed
us to move beyond studies of single isolates to the study of entire microbial communities
without reliance on culture-dependent methods. Besides the data generation using these
molecular tools, the adequate use of a theoretical framework is needed to test specific
hypothesis and develop mechanistic models of microbial diversity. The development of
a theory-based and hypothesis-driven research, along with a complex systems analytical
approach, will result in appropriate models required to predict and possibly control the
effect of environmental impacts on microbial diversity.

2

Resumen

La investigación en ecologı́a microbiana es un gran reto debido a la complejidad inherente de su estudio y es, al mismo tiempo, extremadamente importante porque la relación
entre los microorganismos y sus ambientes tiene un papel crucial en la salud del planeta y de todos sus habitantes. A pesar de los grandes retos, nuevos avances tecnológicos
en las ciencias genómicas han impulsado a la ecologı́a microbiana hacia una revolución
en cuanto a la generación de datos, que han permitido movernos de estudios de cepas
únicas, aisladas en cultivo, hacia el estudio de comunidades microbianas completas y
sin necesidad de su aislamiento en cultivo. Además de la generación de datos con herramientas moleculares, es necesario el uso adecuado de un marco teórico que permita
probar hipótesis especı́ficas y desarrollar modelos mecanı́sticos sobre la diversidad mi-
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crobiana. El desarrollo de investigaciones enmarcadas en la teorı́a y que pongan a prueba
hipótesis, junto con aproximaciones analı́ticas de sistemas complejos, resultará en modelos apropiados necesarios para predecir y posiblemente controlar el efecto de los impactos
ambientales en la diversidad microbiana.

3

Introduction

Microorganisms play a primary role in a vast array of ecosystems, from soils to hydrothermal vents to the human body, in which microbes drive key processes, as the heart of
ecosystem function and the keystone of global health. Despite the clear ecological importance of microbes, understanding of underlying mechanisms of microbial behavior,
community assembly and functional consequences of diversity shifts is still limited.
The emergence of microbial ecology as an independent field of investigation in the
1960s was promoted by both the increasing public interest in environmental issues and
the recognition of the essential role of microbes in the biosphere. Microbial ecology links
those areas in which microbiologists are well trained (biochemistry, microbiology, molecular biology) with ecology or the study of the interactions between living organisms and
their biotic and abiotic environment. Partly due to this dichotomy of disciplinary training (microbiologists vs ecologists), the field of microbial ecology has suffered a delay in
its development as a scientific discipline, but other factors have contributed as well. In
this essay we will review three main avenues that have delayed the advance of microbial
ecology as a mechanistic and predictive discipline: (i) practical impediments related to
observation and isolation of microorganisms from natural environments, (ii) problematic
definition of species, and (iii) limited use of a theoretical framework. Nonetheless, in the
recent years these challenges have been overcome or at least addressed, allowing microbial ecology to enter a new phase in which, beyond conducting important natural history
descriptions, clear and well-defined hypothesis are now being posed and investigated.

4

Overcoming difficulties in the study of microbial
communities

It has been estimated that the Earth hosts > 1030 microbial cells [1], a figure that exceeds
the number of stars in the universe by nine orders of magnitude [2]. Besides their great
abundance, microorganisms are also immensely diverse and constitute about 60% of the
Earth’s biomass [1]. But this diversity is literally unseen under the naked eye, and even
if seen, the morphological diversity of microorganisms is unrepresentative of their phylogenetic, metabolic and functional diversity.
As a consequence of these limitations, and until not so long ago, the only way to study
and characterize microorganisms and their functions was through culture and isolation
in selective or enrichment media in the laboratory. However, this approach introduces
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important biases, as well as recovers a very small fraction of the naturally occurring microorganisms in any given environment, and loses the ecological context of the organisms
under study [3]. Thus, the pure culture paradigm has not only limited what microbiologists have studied, it has also limited how they have thought about microbes.
In recent years, breakthrough advances in molecular biology and bioinformatics have
permitted access to the uncultured microbial diversity of any given environment through
the development of culture-independent methods (Figure 1), resulting in a vast literature
on shotgun metagenomics [4, 5] and SSU rRNA gene-based sequencing surveys [6–8].
Furthermore, with the dramatic decline in cost and increase in output, high- throughput sequencing technologies, such as 454 pyrosequencing and Illumina platforms, have
changed the scale of microbial ecological studies and have made deep metagenomic sequencing much more affordable, and have enabled robust statistically replicated designs
even for highly diverse communities [2, 9, 10]. However, some limitations remain a challenge, such as intrinsic sequencing errors, PCR primers biases, overestimation of taxon
abundance or distinguishing metagenomic signatures of uncultured taxa from computational artifacts.
The analysis of microbial communities through genomic approaches, either with targeted genes (e.g. 16S rRNA as taxonomic standard) or by sequencing all the genomic
content of a sample, has allowed a gene-based exploration of complex evolutionary processes and ecological interactions in microbial communities [11–13]. Furthermore, these
technologies have revolutionized our understanding of the microbial diversity in our bodies [14, 15] and on our planet [16–18]. Specifically, culture independent approaches have
permitted to unveil the existence of biogeographical patterns in microbes [19–21], which
was a matter of great discussion during a good part of the last decade. The success of
these first discoveries of the spatial distribution of microbial diversity prompted, in part,
the evolution of culture independent approaches from giving data of only gene sequences
to providing with both information on the taxonomic composition (metagenomes) as well
as description of the metabolic routes (metabolomes) and functional capabilities (transcriptomes and proteomes) of a given community without losing the ecological context.
Moreover, these new technical advances are opening the door to sophisticated studies for
testing the functional responses of microbial communities to environmental stresses [22].
Nonetheless, the promise of genomic studies as a way to build a mechanistic knowledge that links microbial diversity with ecosystem function is challenging, given the extent of microbial diversity and the uncontrolled character of natural environments that
complicate the ecological interpretation of genomic data [23]. A way to manage this challenge is to follow the example of classical ecological studies, where systematic experiments have been pursued under natural or laboratory controlled conditions, aimed to test
specific hypotheses and simplify interpretations [24]. Despite the fact that examples of
experimental approaches with microbes are still few, they are promising [25, 26], as microbial ecologists are aware of the need for a robust experimental design (e.g. replication,
ecosystem characterization, controlled manipulations) across temporal and spatial scales
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Figure 1: Culture-independent molecular methods to characterize microbial community diversity
in the environment.

[2]. Moreover, given the great metabolic plasticity, functional redundancy and adaptive
potential of microorganisms [12, 22, 26], integrative multidisciplinary approaches including genomics, ecological and evolutionary theory will help develop stronger conclusions
and better predictions in microbial ecology.

5

Problematic definition of species

Species is the fundamental unit of biological classification and is critical for describing,
understanding and comparing biological diversities at different levels among ecological
niches. However, what constitute a species is still controversial, especially in microbiology. This is because most ecological theory heavily relies on Mayr´s biological concept of
species [27] or groups with barriers to recombination. It is thus clear that microorganisms,
particularly prokaryotes, with asexual reproduction do not fit to the biological species
definition and make conceptually difficult the analysis of “species” diversity within the
ecological theory.
Discussion around this conundrum has provided some insightful ideas and concepts
that try to reconcile microorganisms with the species concept. One of these ideas is the alternative ecological species concept, which defines species as populations that are genetically cohesive and ecologically distinct. Frederick Cohan [28] has argued that this concept
is appropriate for bacteria and has named bacterial ecological species as “ecotypes”. The
postulates of this proposal include that bacteria occupy discrete niches and that periodic
selection purges genetic variation within each niche without preventing divergence between members of the different niches. Thus, genetically and ecologically distinct species
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can arise (given little recombination or clonality), permitting the application of the ecological theory of populations, communities or macroecology to prokaryotes.
Nonetheless, lack of recombination is an important assumption of prokaryotes that
might not be absolute, given the overwhelming evidence of horizontal gene transfer in
all prokaryotic phyla studied to date. A consequence of gene transfer is that prokaryotic
genomes are thought to be the sum of the core genome and the accessory genome, called
pan-genome [29]1 . The core genome includes all genes that encode essential metabolic
housekeeping functions and can be regarded as the biological species, which maintains
coherence of species in the face of homologous recombination. The accessory genome encodes especial ecological adaptations in genes that can be readily interchanged. Microbes
that belong to the same species, as defined by the core genome, can differ substantially
in the accessory genome, and thus have different ecological capabilities or be different
ecotypes, which makes it incongruent with the ecological species concept.
Thus, when reconciling species concepts, we face a pragmatic problem: how do we define the unit of study in microbial ecology? The current solution has opted for looking at
genes of the core genome (e.g. 16S rRNA gene) that are indicators of what we understand
as a coherent evolutionary unit that is robust in the face of homologous recombination.
These evolutionary units, called Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs), have been a practical solution that, however, is far from being a solution to the conceptual problem. Consequently, much research is required to form a coherent body of theory that relates the fluid
nature of prokaryotic genomes to the ecology of their populations and communities [30].

6

Use of a theoretical framework

Without a theoretical framework, knowledge can be merely seen as a collection of observations and anecdotes with very little potential for generalizations and little predictive
power. Theory helps understanding through the construction of a mechanistic knowledge
of the world. If we do not understand how something works, it is impossible to predict
its behavior or intervene to recover from perturbations.
The comprehension of the principles that govern the communities’ dynamics is a central goal of the general science of ecology [30]. Ecology has its origins in natural history,
and early publications tended to be very descriptive and site-specific [31]. Although many
questions remain unanswered, modern ecology has progressed enormously from an almost anecdotal discipline to a very sophisticated model-based and hypothesis-driven science [31]. However, this theory has been developed mainly from plant and animal studies.
On the other hand, traditionally, microorganisms have been considered “different” from
macroscopic organisms, which implies that different rules, even different theories apply
to them, thus limiting microbiology to separate and disconnected laboratory and ecology studies. Some of the arguments in favor of considering microbes different are their
1

see also Alcaraz’s Chapter in this book.
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huge abundance, total biomass and diversity, their high rate of dispersal and global activities [30]. Moreover, the particular biology of microorganisms regarding sex and genetic
isolation has limited the incorporation of a theoretical framework in microbial ecology research. These scenarios pose the challenge of investigating the applicability of ecological
theory developed from macroorganisms to microbes.
In the course of the development of ecological theory, microbial model systems have
played and important role in the evolution of more rigorous theory, which is also relevant
for all types of organisms [25]. Despite the intrinsic value of bringing theory into the study
of microbial ecology and the great potential of theoretical enrichment through controlled
experiments using microbial systems, there has been a delay in the development of theory
in microbial ecology. One of the most important reasons for this is strongly related with
the challenges described above (technical difficulties in studying microbes from natural
environments and conflicting species concepts).
In recent years, however, microbial ecologists have begun applying macro-ecological
theory into experimental design of hypothesis-driven studies, providing a reference point
for the development of new theories. Specifically, works conducted at the community
scale by Martiny and collaborators [22, 32] and by Fierer and collaborators [26, 33] are
paradigmatic in the use and construction of ecological theory with microbial systems.
Particularly, questions regarding the functional role of such vast microbial diversity and
the drivers of dispersion and spatial distribution of microorganisms have guided their
most recent investigations [7, 16, 34]. In line with these works, Bohannan and collaborators have also applied ecological theory in the study of spatial patterns in microbial
diversity [35] and ecological dynamics of human microbiome [36]. These studies have
provided important glimpses into the underlying mechanisms that structure ecological
communities.

7

The coming of age, towards a predictive science

The development of bioinformatics and molecular genomics tools has replaced methodological barriers with conceptual barriers in the progress of microbial ecology. To date,
microbial ecologists recognize a lack of unifying theories and concepts that can serve
analysing and interpreting the vast amount of information and scattered results derived
from metagenomic approaches [34, 37, 38]. Thus, despite many fundamental questions
that remain to be answered (see Box 1), current avenues of research in microbial ecology
are aimed in the direction to fill this conceptual gap.
The revolution in sequencing and advanced computational tools offers affordable access to functional and taxonomical inventories of microbial communities in any given
space and time. On the other hand, despite unresolved debates on microbial species definition, practicality has prevailed by using 16S rDNA sequences as a proxy for microbial
taxonomic diversity [17, 19]. However, recent studies in microbial ecology have been
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conducted to go beyond taxonomic or functional descriptions, using massive inventory
information (i.e. metagenomics, metatranscriptomics, metabolomics) within a complex
ecological and evolutionary framework to unveil mechanistic aspects of the microbial
world through predictive models [11, 39].
Box 1. Challenges for microbial ecologists.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The large fraction of microbial life that remains uncultivated.
Accurate modification of natural microbial communities for study in the laboratory.
Predicting the effects of disturbance in natural microbial communities.
Unravelling the functions of unknown microbial genes.
The importance of microbial community assembly in ecosystems.
Spatial scale of microbial community functions and interactions.
Co-evolution in interacting microbial species.
Study of unexplored genetic and physiological diversity of the rare biosphere.
Testing ecological theory in microbial model systems.
Applying the principles of population biology and evolution to the study of microbial
communities.

The transition towards a predictive science is not of minor importance, as it must consider the impact that microbial community modelling can have in almost every biological
realm, from disease to ecosystem management. Examples of current avenues of research
that are filling the technological-conceptual gap in microbial ecology come from studies of human and soil microbiomes [14, 40]. In both, we find notable efforts to develop
general theories and models that aim to understand the relationship between community structure and ecosystem function in order to predict microbiome behaviour and its
consequences [13, 34, 41].
Microbial ecologists are also conducting research around a key debate regarding the
relevance of microbial taxonomic composition in the functioning of ecosystems. In other
words, is it important to know who is there to predict what they will do? [22, 38]. To
address this question, different approaches are being followed, from field samplings to
laboratory experiments, most using new technologies available for sequencing, but more
importantly with a theoretical ground for the study of microbial diversity patterns (see
“use of a theoretical framework”). However, the full potential of massive sequencing
technologies in the study of ecosystem functions may come also from other study approaches. Ecosystem functions (e.g. mineralization rates in soils) or system properties,
such as resilience and robustness, may not be information readily accessible from inventory or multivariate analyses. Thus other approaches, such as network analyses, promise
to advance our understanding of microbial systems properties and dynamics.
Recently, microbial ecology studies have started to incorporate analytical tools derived
from complexity theory, among which network analysis coupled with dynamic modelling
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offer great promise in the search for a more predictive science [13, 34, 39, 42]. The reason,
we believe, is because the relationship between microbial diversity and ecosystem functioning may lie greatly in the complexity of interactions that exists within any microbial
consortia or community [43], as well as with abiotic parameters. The consequences of
these interactions are nearly impossible to account for with standard multivariate analyses. Network theory approaches coupled with dynamic modeling of the interactions may
aid in both experimental design, to test specific hypothesis, and visualizing consequences
in scenarios where the structure of the network is altered.
Given current scenarios of environmental change and the major influence that microorganisms play in biogeochemical cycles, it is not only scientifically important to transcend a descriptive discipline towards a theory-based predictive science. Understanding
and predicting microbial diversity responses facing environmental challenges is of major
relevance because of the ecosystem consequences that microbial communities perturbations may have. Today, challenges are in the theoretical and analytical approaches to be
taken and in the collective efforts of the scientific community to gather information and
make it publicly available for its analysis. The massive data collection and analysis within
a solid and systems-based theoretical framework in the study of microbial diversity will
allow us to develop predictive models for improved strategies of study and concrete actions in ecosystem restoration and management, as well as in public health policies.
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Abstract

The tumorigenic process shares many similarities with the evolution of ecosystems. Different processes promote heterogeneity in the population of neoplastic cells, this in turn
is manifested in differential rates of proliferation and the emergence of selection, whereby
tumor cells with the highest survival and proliferative advantage are selected for in the
face of environmental filters. This model of clonal selection, is of wide acceptance and
represents core knowledge regarding cancer progression and tumor evolution. However,
according to it, tumor evolution is associated to a series of clonal expansion, linked to
driver mutations that confer fitness gains such that one clone competitively exclude less
fit ones. The end result of this process will be the eventual domination by one clone
(clonal homogenization). However, heterogeneity is the rule. The issue we address in
this contribution is what prevents clonal homogenization and what is the impact of this
upon metastatic progression. We do that by developing two separate ecological models to
understand neoplastic progression and invasion of secondary organs (metastasis) respectively. In particular, we propose that after its initial appearance, populations of malignant cells can further fine-tune their local fitness by internal Darwinian selection creating
new malignant strategies which are more efficient at exploiting the growth opportunities
within the local tissue. This initiates an evolutionary progression of clone replacements.
After a period of such microscopic directional evolution, the local ecology of the tissue undergoes a transition into a neutral ecology. Such ecology then generates malignant clones
with a range of proliferation strategies (neoplastic biodiversity) which then venture into
the circulatory system reaching out secondary organs. Subsequently, at a secondary organ, the malignant cell remain in a latent state until opportunities for invasion show up
due to the disappearance of resident normal cell linages that prevented their invasion. A
process akin to invasion in metacommunities.
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Resumen

El proceso de crecimiento tumoral comparte muchas similitudes con la evolución dentro de ecosistemas. Distintos procesos promueven la emergencia de heterogeneidad en
la población de células neoplasicas, esto a su vez se manifiesta en tasas diferenciales de
proliferación celular y la emergencia de selección, tal que las células tumorales con la
mayor sobrevivencia y ventaja proliferativa son seleccionadas. Este modelo de selección
clonal es ampliamente aceptado. Sin embargo, de acuerdo a él, la evolución del tumor
se asociarı́a a una serie de expansiones clonales asociadas a mutaciones tipo ”driver” que
confieren ganancias en adecuación tal que un clon excluirı́a a los menos competitivos.
Este proceso terminarı́a con la eventual dominación por un único clon (homogeneización
clonal). Sin embargo la heterogeneidad es la regla. El problema que nos ocupa en este trabajo dice relación con entender qué es lo que previene la homogeneización clonal y cúal
es el impacto de este proceso sobre la progresión metastática. Para hacer esto desarrollamos dos modelos para entender la progresión neoplásica y la invasión de otros órganos
secundarios (metástasis) respectivamente. En lo particular, proponemos que las poblaciones de células malignas, en el órgano primario, atraviesan por un proceso de selección
clonal que genera clones con potencial de crecimiento e invasión cada vez mayor y que
este proceso termina con una ecologı́a neutral. Los clones que caracterizan este ecosistema
neutral poseen un rango de estrategias proliferativas (biodiversidad neoplásica) algunos
de los cuales se dispersan y llegan a otros órganos. Una vez en el órgano secundario, las
células malignas esperan en un estado de latencia, la emergencia de una oportunidad que
les permita invadir, lo que asociamos a la desaparición de ciertos linajes que previenen la
invasión. Un proceso similar a la invasión en metacomunidades.

3

Introduction

Complexity science is increasingly gaining importance in biomedicine [1] as a result of
the realization that the human body, as any other living system, is inherently complex
and that to fix its malfunction requires an interdisciplinary approach. This trend is particularly apparent in cancer research, where new perspectives coming from fields such as
physics [2–5], ecology [6–9] and evolution [10–13] are becoming popular to deal with the
challenges that the complexity of cancer poses. The complexity of neoplastic disease progression is manifested somehow in the hallmarks of cancer [14]; six biological capabilities
acquired during the multistep development of tumors (sustaining proliferative signaling,
evading growth suppressors, resisting cell death, enabling replicative immortality, inducing angiogenesis, and activating invasion and metastasis) that, as we will discuss more in
detail, manifest in the emergence of a complex cellular ecosystem. The existence of these
hallmarks, however, does not imply that all cancers are equal, for another quintessential
characteristic of cancer is heterogeneity. This is manifested in changes in the identity of
genes that drive the development of tumorigenesis across different cancers, in the diver-
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sity of clones that coexist within tumors and through out cancer progression within each
cancer type, and in the range of potential non-exclusive processes that underlie this diversity, including genomic instabilities, drift, selection, stochasticity in gene expression,
and non-genetic causes [15–18]. Further, understanding the functional roles associated to
this diversity, which is sustained and sustains a complex web of intracellular and extracellular networks known as the ”tumor ecosystem” [19], may be a key to harness cancer
progression and its robustness [20].
There is limited knowledge on the structure of the tumor ecosystem and the kind of
interactions that different neoplastic clones can sustain, both among themselves and with
recruited normal cells [21, 22]. Available evidence suggests, however, that at least competition, commensalism and cooperation are important [3, 7, 23]. Similarly, the dispersal
of cells from the primary tumor during metastatic progression also represents a research
challenge. We know that those migrant cells that can survive in the circulation and adapt
to the new environment of a distant organ are the ones that will prevail and proliferate
but it looks like describing metastasis as a simple one-way migration of cells from the primary tumor to the target organ may not do justice to the complexity of the phenomenon
and may miss important mechanisms that can be therapeutic targets [24]. Thus to achieve
understanding of the complexity of tumor ecosystems and the suite of adaptive strategies
that cancerous cells can exhibit in different host environments is of paramount importance for todays cancer research [25] and may be key for the development of effective
therapeutic interventions.
The tumorigenic process shares many similarities with the evolution of ecosystems;
there are factors within tumors and in the surrounding healthy tissue that promote the
emergence of heterogeneity in the population of neoplastic cells, this in turn is manifested
in differential rates of proliferation and the emergence of selection, whereby tumor cells
with the highest survival and proliferative advantage are selected for in the face of environmental filters, which could be a therapeutic treatment or associated with the process of
cancer progression itself, such as hypoxia that occurs as a consequence of growing further
and further apart from servicing blood vessels [26, 27]. This model of clonal selection, first
proposed by Peter Nowell in a seminal contribution [17], has become a well established
core knowledge of cancer progression and tumor evolution. However, according to it,
tumor evolution is associated to a series of clonal expansion, linked to driver mutations
that confer fitness gains such that one clone competitively exclude less fit ones much alike
periodic selection in stressed bacteria [28]. The end result of this process will be the eventual domination by one clone (clonal homogenization). However, heterogeneity is the
rule [21]. The issue then is what prevents clonal homogenization and what is the impact
of this upon metastatic progression. In a recent review [18] has pointed out that tumor
homogenization could be constrained by driver mutations having a small fitness effects,
by spatial variability and by microenvironmental variability, which may tend to equalize
fitness and promote coexistence of clones.
In this chapter we develop two separate ecological models to understand neoplastic
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progression and invasion of secondary organs (metastasis) respectively. We aim at generating a simple mathematical framework that will increase our understanding of the linkages between tumor progression and subsequent metastasis. To achieve this we strongly
argue for an ecology of cancer ecosystems bringing together ecological approaches to oncology. In particular, we propose that within the tissue located in the primary organ,
after its initial appearance, populations of malignant cells can further fine-tune their local fitness by internal Darwinian selection [13, 16, 17] creating new malignant strategies
which are more efficient at exploiting the growth opportunities within the local tissue.
This initiates an evolutionary progression of clone replacements. After a period of such
microscopic directional evolution, the local ecology of the tissue undergoes a transition
into a neutral ecology [29]. Such ecology then generates malignant clones with a range of
proliferation strategies (neoplastic biodiversity) which then venture into the circulatory
system reaching out secondary organs. Subsequently, at a secondary organ, a transition
in tissue status from resistant to permissive ecologies could characterize the latent versus
metastatic transition.
Before delving into our model for the emergence of clonal selection and diversity in
tumor ecosystems we need to make some consideration regarding our view of multicellular organisms and in particular, to introduce a conceptual view of organisms as cellular
ecosystems.

4

Metazoa as coherent multicellular ecosystems

Life cycles span a continuum of cellular ecosystems exhibiting multiple levels of integration, cooperation, degrees of physical attachment, as well as other adaptations for viscous
selective assortment. Along this continuum we find several life history strategies ranging
from: quorum sensing bacteria like Vibrio harveyi that exhibit high degree of functional
coherence; loose aggregates of cells with little degree of differentiation, coordination and
integration such as the case of Trichoplax ahaerens; or like Dictyostelium discoideum, which
behaves as a population of single-celled amebas as well as a multicellular slug and fruiting body. Higher order metazoa are highly integrated and aggregated life cycles that lie
at the complex end of the continuum of integration levels and therefore posses highly
structured regulatory systems. These regulatory structures exist at multiple scales within
the individual host and have been structured by thousands of years of evolution. Such
macroevolutionary process has produced a large degree of modularity, with bodies being
organized into organs and organs into tissues and where numerous cell types are continuously being produced and destroyed allowing for the dynamic emergence of a multicellular individual. The evolutionary trajectory of metazoa, however, endowed each cell with
a hidden repertoire of modular ancient regulatory structures. This repertoire or toolkit
corresponds to pre-existing adaptations, of an earlier layer of genes that controlled looseknit colonies of only partially differentiated cells, similar to tumors, and characteristic of
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proto-metazoan or transitional forms between unicellular and multicellular organisms.
These hidden modules (i.e. Metazoa 1.0s toolkits) can overrun the current modes of operation upon environmental insult [3]. Metazoa organisms are monopolies of niche construction [30] on which cells transiently generate an autopoietic machine [31] operating
far from equilibrium [32]. In homage to Davis and Lineweaver [3], we label this machine
as if running a “Metazoa 2.0” as its operating system.

Figure 1: Metazoa as cellular ecosystems and the organ’s tissues as a lattice. (A) At different time scales tissues are generated from somatic stem cell lines (white circles). Filled
circles represent the germ line, and white circles filled with symbols represent several
terminal somatic cell lines. Reproduced from [33]; (B) Stem cell populations are capable
of longterm proliferation and persistence while local populations of differentiated cells
represent sink populations, whose persistence depends upon the continuous recruitment
from stem cell differentiation. (C) A network of ecological interactions. Adapted from [8];
(D) Stem cell (white circles) differentiate into specific somatic cell type populations (patterned white circle), they do it in specific locations that are the basic units of tissue physiology. We represent such spatial landscape as the organ lattice L = LSC ∪ LDiff : a network
of stem cell niches (white circles, sub-lattice LSC ) connected by dispersal (dashed edges)
to other stem niches and by differentiation-migration (black arrows) to specific somatic
niches (patterned white circles, sub-lattice LDiff ).
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Organ’s tissues as cellular networks building networks of patches
Coherent supra cellular structures such as tissues and organs from metazoa form a body
(see Figure 1A ) which is for the reproduction of the germinal line through a monopoly
of niche construction [30] enforced by control systems which are nested and modular.
At temporal scales larger than the lifespan of the host, only the germinal line has reproductive potential while bodies are transient structures. As ecosystems, bodies are also
modular systems where proliferation, differentiation, cell migration, and cell attachment
are highly structured by a combination of global and local control factors. Persistent somatic stem cell lines (open white circles in Fig. 1A,B) supply all differentiated cell types
(patterned white circles in Fig. 1A,B) by differentiation, migration (black headed arrow)
and recruitment.
Inspired by the work of Pienta and collaborators [8], we describe an organ (such as
the bone marrow for example) as an ecological community of different cells types interacting in a complex network embedded together within a landscape of extracellular components. In Figure 1C we depict such scenario as an interaction graph. In this graph, each
node (colored circles) represent a cell of a given cell type (species) such as: hematopoietic
stem cells (HS), mesenchymal stem cells (MS), endothelial cells (E), pericytes (P), fibroblasts (F), macrophages (M), T lymphocytes (T), B lymphocytes (B), dendritic cells (D), and
other cell types interacting in several manners (colored edges) while co-constructing the
organ (bone marrow) in a coherent fashion. Each of these types in the network, has cell
populations in precisely regulated anatomic locations around stem cell micro environments known as stem cell niches (SCN, [34]) forming a landscape ecology determined by
the histology of the tissue. Local stem cell populations inhabit such locations and from
these stem cell micro-patches, differentiated cells migrate to replenish nearby locations
hosting sink-populations of terminally differentiated cells. In Figure 1B we represent such
differentiation and dispersal process where a persistent (r > 0) stem cell population at a
given location, supply with new cells a nearby sink population (r ≤ 0) of differentiated
cells. Such landscape can be abstracted as a lattice L consisting of discrete locations (Figure 1D), referred here as ecological micro-scale patches, which have the potential to host
local populations of a given cell type. This lattice organ is composed of a sub-lattice LSC of
SCNs and a sub-lattice LDiff of patches with the potential of hosting local populations of
terminally differentiated cells.

5

Neoplastic progression and the adaptive phases of cancer

The control of proliferation within microscopic patches
Tissue architecture is represented here by a lattice of local patches of opportunity (local
niches) for clonal expansion at given anatomical locations x ∈ L. We can think of the
dynamics of cell densities within a single patch. The local environment is limited from the
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top-down by physical factors such as insoluble factors patterning the extra-cellular matrix
and pressure from the nearby tissue. Thus, the patch has its maximum carrying capacity
(in terms of local cell density of a given type). A patch is also regulated bottom-up by
the host by providing local soluble factors which act as nutrients. We imagine a local
population of cells with density φ ∈ [0, 1] following density dependent growth,
1 1 d
φ = r(~s, ω
~)
1 − φ φ dt

(1)

and where r(~s, ω
~ ) is the local per-capita per-niche population growth rate. The growth
rate depends on the cell proliferation strategy ~s = (β, δ) and the control field from the
host ω
~ = (ω+ , ω− ) operating in the local tissue. Thus we define,
r(~s, ω
~ ) ≡ ~s · ω
~ = βω+ + δω−

(2)

to represent local growth (here ω+ ∈ [0, 1] and ω− ∈ [−1, 0]). Notice that growth is regulated by both, a cell’s strategy ~s as well as by the location dependent factor ω
~ representing
the host’s tissue renewal processes operating as complex spatial fields.
For simplicity let’s imagine a location x ∈ LDiff within some terminally differentiated
somatic tissue such that ω+ = ω (0 ≤ ω ≤ 1) and ω− = −1. In such location x, the rate
of cell death is δ and it sets up the lifespan δ −1 for a cell of a specific somatic type. Host’s
homeostasis and self regulation regenerates levels of habitat quality ω in the location at a
net rate F = λ(1−ω), where λ is the overall rate at which the components of habitat quality
(i.e. nutrients, oxygen) are provided,and working against a local habitat degradation rate
C = φωβ (where  takes care of units). With such representation of a cell population and
its local ecology of habitat renewal we get,
d
φ = (βω − δ)φ(1 − φ)
dt
d
ω = λ(1 − ω) − φωβ
dt

(3)
(4)

which corresponds to the system studied by Keymer and collaborators [29, 35]. For terminally differentiated cell populations, proliferation rates (βω) have to be small compared
to apoptotic processes (δ) such that long-term persistence is not possible in the system
described by eqs. 3-4. Regeneration of such local terminally differentiated populations
is only by differentiation and migration from a near-by SCNs. In this manner, terminally
differentiated cell populations are controlled so they cannot persist in the long-run. Thus,
all somatic terminally differentiated populations are represented by the “extinction” solution (ω̂0 , φ̂0 ) = (1, 0) of equations 3-4 which corresponds to the “normal” phase of healthy
tissue.
Normalizing the timescale by the scale of the maximum cell proliferation rate (β −1 ),
we can represent a cell proliferation strategy ~s by the scalar ω ∗ ≡ δ/β which corresponds
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to a dimensionless niche utilization parameter space (ecological aspect space). With these
rescaled parameters, the system is,
d
φ = (ω − ω ∗ )φ(1 − φ)
dτ
d
λ
ω =
(1 − ω) − φω.
dτ
β

(5)
(6)

The emergence of Neoplastic progression
Here, the extinction solution (ω̂0 , φ̂0 ) = (1, 0) of equations 5-6 corresponding to the healthy
state is stable for proliferation strategies satisfying ω ∗ ≥ 1 (see left panel in Figure 2). We
denote these collection of healthy strategies Ω0 = {ω ∗ : ω ∗ ≥ 1}. However, due to genomic
instabilities one cell can mutate and change its strategy to a new one in the strategy space
defined Ω6=0 = {ω ∗ : 0 ≤ ω ∗ < 1} leading to the stability of the bottom up (ω̂1/2 , φ̂1/2 )
and top-down (ω̂1 , φ̂1 ) solutions of equations 5-6 (see [29]. If this happens we have the
emergence of neoplastic progression, which starts with a cell changing its healthy strategy
ωr∗ ∈ Ω0 into a malignant one ωµ∗ ∈ Ω6=0 . Genetic instability, environmental insults as well
as genetic predisposition and non-genetic factors [18] can trigger such change but the
origin of the first malignant cell population is not at focus here. What it is, is what follows
once this mutant malignant clone has appeared within a tissue.

Figure 2: Solutions and fitness landscape for the adaptive dynamics of eqs. 5-6. Left is
the stable solution φ̂ as a function of parameter ω ∗ . Right, is the fitness gradient S 0 for the
range of cell proliferation strategy parameter. The value H identify the transition between
the periodic selection and the neutral regime. Adapted from [29].
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The aftermath of cell’s disobedience
The neoplastic progression starts when a somatic cell stops listening to the social contract
ruling its host and instead opts for the non-trivial solutions (φ̂ > 0) of equations 5-6. Once
a malignant cell line exists, it starts evolving its strategy ω ∗ by internal darwinian mechanism outlined by [17]. Here there is directional selection towards more efficient types
with more aggressive growth rates and smaller values of ω ∗ than their ancestor linages.
Ecological replacements ensure low biodiversity of clones exhibiting unregulated growth
rates and causing a persistent accumulation of biomass (pressure) which create the tissue
anomalies characteristic of hyperplasia. The topology of the fitness landscape characterizing the adaptive dynamics [29], induces a succession of evolutionary replacements
ωr∗ → ωµ∗ driven by driver mutations that confer fitness advantages, increasing the growth
rate or fitness of the mutant in the environmental condition set by the resident. This is
manifested in increasingly larger invasion exponents calculated as
S ≡ Sωr∗ (ωµ∗ ) ≡

1 d
φµ = (ωr∗ − ωµ∗ )(1 − φˆr )
φr dτ

(7)

that dictate that a malignant clone will take over the patch from the healthy resident and
the fate of that mutant clone once a new one arises. At each replacement event ωr∗ → ωµ∗ ,
the mutant becomes a resident and due to its smaller value ω ∗ ∈ Ω6=0 it will establish
itself. As shown in the right panel of Figure 2, we can see that the fitness gradient S 0
rules the adaptive dynamics so that that every new mutant who’s strategy is to the left
(smaller in value) of the resident clone will invade the patch. Under this regime, malignant clones evolve towards smaller values of ω ∗ thus becoming incresingly aggresive in
terms of growth advantage.

The development of heterogeneous tumors
The serial replacement of clones proceeds until a critical value H = λ/(λ + β) is reached;
a point where the ecology of the tissue transitions into a neutral regime, that is the fitness
landscape becomes flat. At this critical value of a cell strategy ω ∗ = H, an heterogenous
neoplasia begins to develop as the local ecology saturates and biodiversity emerges [29]
and thus the tumor ecosystem begins to accumulates biodiversity and developing heterogeneity. The emergence of invasive neoplasia, corresponds to the emergence of neutrality
in the local ecology of the tissue. At this point in neoplastic progression the malignant
population has a strategy ω ∗ ≤ H and therefore has no competitive advantage towards
any other mutant on the left of H (with small enough ω ∗ ). Here multiple clones coexists
in a neutral ecology consisting of a diverse cellular metacommunity of cell proliferation
strategies ωr∗1 , . . . , ωr∗N .
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Figure 3: The progression of Neoplasia and the emergence of biodiversity

Biodiversity emerging as the onset of neoplasia
The adaptive dynamics studied by [29] can be made to correspond to the continuum of
tissue phenotypes characterizing neoplastic progression: (0) normal tissue, (1) hyperplasia (precursor to neoplasia), (2) dysplasia (intra-epithelial neoplasia), (3) micro invasive
(invasive neoplasia), (4) metastasis. We can think these phenotypes as caused by cell proliferation strategies which are distributed along an ecological aspect-space defining a cell’s
capacity to exploit system disobedience. In Figure 3, we map the neoplastic progression
to the three possible regimes of the adaptive dynamics:
• extinction regime, where a population of healthy cells running “Metazoa 2.0” is maintained by the supply of differentiated cells from SCNs dispersing into local niches
hosting differentiated sink-populations (where r ≤ 0). Here the extinction solution
ω̂ = 1 and φ̂ = 0 represents the state of the tissue
• bottom-up regime, where an unregulated population of differentiated cells is growing
at rate r > 0 by avoiding the control mechanisms of the host. These cells, running
some broken version of a “Metazoa 1.0” toolkit start generating new variants. Thus,
the malignant biomass begins to evolve a better proliferation strategy ω ∗ . New more
efficient clones take over and expand the malignant biomass. Clonal replacements
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continues until the evolving value of proliferation strategy reaches a critical value
ω = H.
• top-down regime is when the local ecology has become neutral due to saturation. An
invasive neoplasia consists of a community of multiple neutral strategies. Such neutral ecology produces a diverse spectrum of aggresive malignant cell types which go
around trying to disperse to a differnt community or secondary organ, and initiating
metastasis progression.
In a linear and order sequence the affected tissue progresses from the bottom-up regime
towards the top-down regime where it will produce malignant cells that disperse into
other organs. The issue then is would these cells invade this new communities of cells
and colonize the secondary organ or not?

6

Metastasis, dispersal and invasion of secondary cell
communities

So far we developed a simple model to understand neoplastic progression but does not
include metastasis. Neoplasias, however, produce invasive malignant cell populations
that will reach far away organs where after some time in dormancy (latency) these cancer cells invade and colonize the secondary organ [36]. Metastasis is the final stage of
neoplastic progression and associated to the spread, and colonization of a distant organ
by cell originated from a primary tumor. This process can be conceptualized as an invasive ecology problem [8]. In what follows we describe a simple model, originally used in
metapopulation dynamics, to understand this process.
The conditions that allow for the colonization and invasion of a secondary organ is
the critical question underlying metastasis formation. This process is complex as cells arriving in secondary organs can be hidden in small numbers without invading the tissue
suggesting that successful invasions by metastatic propagules could be facilitated or prevented by the ecological status of the cell community at the secondary organ. This can
be shown by developing models of organogenesis based on schemes of cell community
assembly using metapopulation models. By extending on the work of Chen and collaborators [9], We suggest that changes in the patterns of species packing could determine the
susceptibility to invasions by metastatic cells.
To motivate our model we will focus in a particular tissue, the bone marrow. Like in
many tissues, in the bone marrow, differentiation from stem cells occurs in patches know
as Hematopoietic Stem Cell (HSC) niches. At these locations, persistent populations of
HSC can be found. Since there are multiple of these locations within the tissue, at a large
enough spatial scale (a landscape metapopulation scale), following Chen and collaborators [9], we can represent the tissue by a patch occupancy model of a HSC metapopulation.
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In this view, several locations (stem cell niche patches) can be empty or occupied by a local
population of HSC at any given moment. Thus, we can use the following model [37],
dp/dt = f p(1 − p) − mp,

(8)

to represent the proportion of occupied patches the metapopulation of HSC holds in the
organ. A particular strategy characterizing the metapopulation is given by the pair of colonization and extinction rates (f and m respectively). A persistent HSC metapopulation
in endured as long as its reproductive number (R) satisfy R = f /m > 1.
The question we will now try to address is Under which conditions would this system
be invaded by a malignant cell? In the metapopulation scenario of Chen and collaborators [9], the invasion of a secondary organ (i.e. the bone marrow) can be understood
by applying the corresponding two-species (cancer clone vs. HSC) model representing a
competitive hierarchy between a superior competitor (HSCs, type 1) and an inferior one
(cancer clones, type 2) but which nonetheless has a better colonization strength (f2 > f1 ).
Under a constant extinction rate m we represent such system by,
d
p1 = f1 p1 (1 − p1 ) − mp1
dt
d
p2 = f2 p2 (1 − p1 − p2 ) − (f1 p1 + m)p2 .
dt

(9)
(10)

Figure 4: The limiting similarity and packing in secondary organs (see text for details).
Fig. Adapted from [38]

As noticed by [9], the consequences of this trade-off (Figure 4) is associated with the
emergence of a “competitive shadow” (depicted in black), which imposes a limit to how
similar the two species can be in aspect space. For the sake of simplicity let us consider the
mortality constant case where the HSCs that are the top competitor which have the lowest
colonization rate f1 . At equilibrium, it is clear that f1 > m is needed for the viability of
the HSCs. Note then that now the cancer cells are represented as another value f2 > f1 ,
since they are better colonizers but poorer competitors for the niche-lattice (representing
the 2-cell-type model of the organ—bone marrow). A cancer strategies with a parameter
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value f2 lying within a zone of aspect space shadowed by strategy f1 cannot invade. Thus
for cancer colonization we have δf ≡ f2 − f1 = (m + ∆)(∆/m), where ∆ = f1 − m and
we have,
f2 > f1 + δf
(11)
A cancer cell can only coexist (invade the organ) if its fecundity is greater than that of the
HSC by amount δf . Notice that the long-term occupancy of HSC-niches by HSCs (vertical
hight) determines the size of the shadow and this is an organ property, not a cancer cell
property. If another sub-type of HSCs is created which would have a lower fecundity it
would achieve a lower site-occupancy and therefore it will cast a smaller shadow.
An organogenesis model of a diverse bone marrow
Inspired by the diversity that has been described in adult tissue SCs [39], we imagine the
same principle as discussed above (between cancer and one type of HSC) but now we
apply a multi-cell type model of the organ (bone marrow) where HSCs are not only a
single type with a specific colonization capability R = f /m but rather a diverse collection
of values Ri = fi /m forming an organ community with the same competitive trade-off.
A simple model for organogenesis can be simulated by using a community assembly
model consisting of serial introductions of different cells types with random values for
their relevant parameters (see refs [40] and [41]). Taken the constant mortality case, we
get that our bone-marrow-organ-lattice would look now like a multi-type competitively
hierarchical community of different stem cells,


X
X
1 d
p = fi 1 −
pj  −
fj pj − m.
(12)
pi dt
j≤i

j<i

The important point is that organogenesis is the process by which an equilibrium community is achieved. And this involves the assembly of different SCs that fill up physical
space (patches/stem cell niches) as well as aspect space while being serially introduced.
These serial introductions of types (see [40]) acts here as a model for bone marrow organogenesis. In this view, as organs (communities) assemble, shadows in aspect space emerge.
These shadows protect the local organ from cancer invasion. Even though there might
be dormant cancer cells waking up everywhere, since the community is packed with cell
types whose aspect space is covered with their competitive shadows, the invaders (the
dormant cancer cells) cannot invade.
Invasion and extinction cascades
If any of the cell-types in the assembled organ goes extinct, it will trigger a domino effect
since its shadow will go away with it and then a hole in aspect space is created. As
these holes develop, the protected polymorphism of cell types making the organ looses
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protection from invasion by the same cancer cells which where not able to invade before.
If such scenario is true there are immediate consequence for cancer metastasis. The organ
side is important. Sometimes recurrence of a tumor that was cured can be due to changes
in the native cells of an organ. If changes due to host aging or other stresses change the
patterns of ecosystem packing in host organs they could become vulnerable to invasion
by awakening dormant cancer cells already present on the organ which nevertheless have
always the same intrinsic properties. As organs change their composition in terms of
cell strategy parameters (aging), otherwise healthy organs could become vulnerable to
metastatic invasion due to intrinsic changes on their constituent cells rather than changes
in the cancer cells themselves.

7

Final remarks

In this contribution we have presented our views on the phenomenon known as cancer.
We see it as an ecological and evolutionary process that can be understood using simple models of ecological interaction and evolution. In particular, we have shown that the
model introduced by us to account for the emergence of diversity in microbial ecosystems [29] can be applied to understand the emergence of diversity in tumor ecosystems
and in particular the existence of two adaptive regimes; one of competitive replacement
or clonal selection, and one of neutral coexistence. This result helps to reconcile the existence of tumors with different amounts of heterogeneity and suggest that clonal diversity
should increase through time. Interestingly, in a recent study of Barret´s esophagus, a
premalignant condition in which the lining of the esophagus is damaged due to chronic
stomach acid exposure, Carlo Maley and collaborators [42] showed that clonal diversity
increases through time, as the disease progresses and asserts that ”Progression to cancer
through accumulation of clonal diversity, on which natural selection acts, may be a fundamental
principle of neoplasia with important clinical implications.” We could not agree more. However, how much time is required to attain diversity may differ among tumor ecosystems.
In [43, 44] it is reported on the early emergence of diversity in colorectal cancer progression. It would be particularly illuminating to compare the trajectories of clonal diversification in different types of tumors to get a better understanding on how variable is clonal
succession in tumor ecosystems.
Ours is not the only model that attempts to understand clonal evolution and interaction. Among the first models to explicitly cue in on the interaction between clones in a
tumor is the model of cellular competition by [45] on clones found in Ehrlich ascites carcinoma. Their model, and subsequent elaborations upon it [46] are purely ecological and do
not includes evolution or progression, but they highlight the importance of competition
among clones. An interesting step forward is [47] who models the interaction dynamics
of normal and cancer cell populations to derive the conditions under which a cancer cell
population would invade, and concludes ”the importance of increased efficiency in substrate
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absorption as a mechanism enabling tumor cells to (a) proliferate despite inefficient energy production and (b) compete successfully for resources with the numerically superior host cells. As
with many biological invasions observed in nature, success of the invaders can be enhanced by disruption of the local ecology...” Although the model by Gatenby does not include evolution,
it does point out to a plausible mechanism by which the progression of cancer could get
started, emphasizing the importance of the up regulation of glycolysis observed in cancer cells (or Warburg’s effect) and the increase in acidity that this ensues, as fundamental
for cancer invasion. In subsequent models Gatenby have included evolution explicitly
by using game theoretical arguments to understand the emergence of the glycolytic phenotype [48, 49] but do not explicitly reproduce cancer progression and the coexistence of
multiple clones in the tumor ecosystem. We see our model as similar, though more general and less mechanistic, that the one introduced by [49]. Both models point out that
ecological theory and evolutionary dynamics may hold the clue to crack open the tumor
ecosystem and advance in both treatment and understanding of cancer complexity.
Space is recognized as an important factor in ecological dynamics and in explaining
coexistence in interacting populations (e.g. [50, 51]). In cancer research, the existence of
spatial heterogeneity in tumor ecosystems has long been recognized (e.g. [6, 52, 53]) but
only recently became under mathematical analysis, after the seminal work by [6] on the
role of spatial heterogeneity in maintaining clonal diversity. Stochastic spatial models
have shown that space may affect both cancer initiation and progression [54] as well as
the emergence of diversity [55]. The latter work in particular use ecological and life history theory to assess the role of competition-colonization tradeoffs, typically associated to
the spatial dynamics of species invasion and persistence to model tumor ecosystems. In
particular, the authors aim at testing the notion that clonal diversity may result from the
existence of different and spatially predictable selection regimes that select for different
phenotypes; an invasive one at the front of the tumor and a maintenance one associated
to promote tumor infrastructure inside the tumor. Their model support the existence of
spatially variable selection regimes that promote the existence of different phenotypes, we
argue that this may be one of the process involved in the competitive replacement that we
observe in our model, but it cannot account for the coexistence of clonal diversity, which
in our case is associated with the emergence of neutrality.
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Game of Life: simple interactions
ecology
L. Caballero, G. Cocho & S. Hernández, IF and C3, UNAM, Mexico

1

Abstract

Alan Turing in his work of 1952 stated the importance of the analysis of pattern formation
in biological systems focusing in color patterns and subject to chemical mechanisms, but
his work was limited because of the mathematical complications of the model. However
he had the clarity to propose the need of a new paradigm to face such biological problems.
It was until the late seventies that John Conway proposed a mathematical game, based on
cellular automata, with a clear biological similarity, where the most basic entities, called
cells, can be in one of two possible states, conceptualized as dead or alive. The proposed
rules give the game a critical trait, this is, within a specific threshold the cells can stay alive
otherwise they will become dead. This game is known as Conway’s Game of Life. The
emergence of new patterns is one of the properties of Conway’s Game of Life, another is
the great diversity of forms that it can span. All of this depend on the initial conditions of
the game. Along this chapter we propose Conway’s Game of Life as an alternative model
to study ecological systems.

2

Resumen

Alan Turing en su trabajo de 1952 planteó la importancia del análisis de la formación de
patrones en los sistemas biológicos enfocándose en los patrones de color y restringiéndose
a mecanismos principalmente quı́micos, pero su trabajo quedó acotado por la complicación derivada del modelo matemático propuesto. Sin embargo, tuvo la claridad de
establecer la necesidad de plantear un nuevo paradigma para abordar este tipo de problemas biológicos. Fue hasta los setentas que John Conway propuso un juego matemático,
basado en autómatas celulares, con un claro sı́mil biológico, donde las entidades más
básicas son celdas con dos estados posibles, conceptualizadas como vivas o muertas. Las
reglas propuestas le dan un un caracter crı́tico al juego, esto es, dentro de un umbral es-
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pecı́fico las células pueden seguir viviendo y fuera de este umbral la supervivencia no es
posible. A este juego se le conoce como el Juego de la Vida de Conway. La emergencia
de patrones no preestablecidos es una de las propiedades de este juego, otra caracterı́stica
importante es la gran variedad de formas que pueden generarse. Todas estas dependientes de las condiciones iniciales con las que comience la evolución del Juego de la Vida.
A lo largo del capı́tulo proponemos al Juego de la Vida como una alternativa de modelo
para estudiar a los sistemas ecológicos.

3

Introduction

Since the publication of the article The chemical basis of morphogenesis written by Alan Mathinson Turing in 1952, the study of morphogenetic patterns has taken a surprising turn.
Turing proposed a model to explain how patterns emerge during development. The purpose of his work was to discuss a possible mechanism by which the genes of a zygote
can determine the anatomical structure of the resulting body. To do this he proposed that
by using certain known physical laws it is possible to explain many of the phenomena of
morphogenesis. His proposal suggests that a system of chemicals called morphogens (for
qualities in the generation of shapes) react together and diffuse through the tissue, which
can help to account for the main phenomena of morphogenesis. Such a system, although
originally it can start from a quite homogeneous state, after a while may develop a pattern
or structure due to instability of homogeneous equilibrium, which is triggered by some
random disturbances [1, 2].
This model describes the evolution of the system in two parts: the mechanical and
the chemical. The mechanical part of the system describes positions, masses, speeds and
elastic properties of the cells, and also the forces interacting among them. The continuous
form of the model generates essentially the same information but in the form of tension,
speed, density and the elasticity of the material.
The chemical part of the system is given by the chemical composition of an individual
cell and the rate of diffusion of each substance between two adjacent cells. In the continuous form of the model, the concentrations and diffusion rates of each substance must be
determined for each point in the system and for every moment.
Although Turing did not consider all of the aspects proposed in his reaction-diffusion
model (hereafter RD), he postulated that in order to compute the system’s evolution one
must take into account changes in the position and changes and velocity which are given
by Newton’s laws of motion. He also considered osmotic pressure, tensions generated by
the system’s elasticity and movement as given by chemical information, dissemination of
chemicals. Regions where such diffusion is possible are given by mechanical information.
Having in mind some of these postulates Turing presented a mathematical model
based on nonlinear partial differential equations with constant coefficients. In it he es-
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tablished the basis for the development of models, now known as reaction-diffusion (RD)
models (see review in [2–5]).
Since the development of Turing’s RD model, the theoretical study of the emergence
of patterns in morphogenesis has received a lot of attention including research on color
patterns studied by dynamic generic RD models [1, 3]. But oftne RD models do not consider the cellular and tissue environment in which these patterns emerge (see [6–9]), it is
therefore important and useful to integrate in the same model the mechanical and chemical aspects considered in the Turing model, aiming at an explanation supported by experimental biological evidence, about the mechanisms involved in the emergence and
maintenance of patterns in morphogenesis.
One of the main interests driving Turing in his work was the need for a deep understanding of the formation of patterns, but as he himself states it, when many different
properties are included in this problem, such as electrical and mechanical properties, not
only the chemical aspects originally considered, the complexity of the problem escalates
rapidly. Thus he pointed out the need to develop a paradigm where the exploration of different environments, and conditions over these environments, could be stated in a more
natural and biological fashion, setting the basis for further exploration and analysis on a
very complex and widely misunderstood topic.
Following this reasoning, we propose to describe a framework where we can include
aspects like tissue and physical mechanisms involved in the study of cellular interactions
during morphogenesis which were put aside in Turing’s original proposal, although they
were mentioned as important for understanding the general problem of morphogenesis.
In contrast with classical mathematical techniques the framework that we are seeking
needs to be able map the different properties of the living systems in a more natural way.
In the 1970’s, John Conway described a mathematical game named The Game of Life
or Conway’s Life that makes an analogy with living cells. That is, if a living cell is overcrowded or extremely isolated it will die, and it will survive only if it has the right number
of neighbors around it. This game has many interesting properties and it will be described
in the next section.
Given that Ecology is the science that studies the interactions between sets of biotic
and abiotic factors we can establish an analogy with Conway’s Life through the Ecology
that emerges through a basic and simple set of rules that make a diverse zoology of patterns (see [10]) which coexist and interact giving rise to a set of complex interactions in a
self-organized way. This contrasts with the general perception that every system requires
a different history and that a completely different set of rules is needed to describe such
a system. It is very important to specify that the simple rules we are talking about are
not the ones that give rise to different patterns in the skins of animals or at least not only
that set of rules (which can be interesting in itself) but include those rules that apply to
any kind of system that is known to show emergent properties through the interaction of
autonomous entities within it.
Historically biology has understood biological mechanisms as objects that are restricted
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by matter in a physical and tangible way. Modeling in biology is usually carried out in a
canonical fashion incorporating all of the interacting aspects of the modeled phenomenon
in an ad-hoc way, but it is often forgotten that restrictions interacting with the systems
are an intrinsic part of them. This meaning that such restrictions are not just a different
dimension added on to a biological one, but are an active part of this biological dimension.
In contrast with this historical vision of how modeling is carried out in biology, the
proposed alternative framework seeks to rethink this modeling process by starting with a
set of simple and representative rules for all of the different entities interacting in the phenomenon selected to be modeled and letting the devised rules make the system evolve
long enough for all of the entities that cannot coexist gets eliminated through such evolution.
As we will see in the following sections, the Game of Life provides an excellent example of how a set of simple rules can span a diverse zoology, not only designing the final
form that each member of this zoology should have but also defining the interactions
among them, therefore providing a framework where we can really talk, experiment with
and analyze an ecology of biological patterns.

4

Computation, Cellular Automata and Conway’s Game of Life

One of the most interesting and profound debates in Biology concerns form and function.
Which one determines the other? Throughout time from ancient Greek philosophers to
the present day scientists, such as biologists have given much attention to this specific
question.
This question has received a lot of attention from a great and diverse community of
scientists but at this point we are going to make reference to two who which have made
landmark contributions in the field of Mathematics and Computer Science.
The first is Alan M. Turing, part of whose work was described in the first part of the
present chapter. The second is the Hungarian John von Neumann, a prolific mathematician, who inspired by the work of Alan Turing, worked in the 1940s on the technical and
philosophical problem of self replication. His main aim was to determine the specific set
of rules by which a machine could replicate itself. He devised an automaton D structured
in the following way: One part is the functional structure A. A second part is the structure
that copies the set of instructions IA while a third part C inserts the copy of the instructions into the new structure [11]. This is what was later known as a cellular automaton.
In the late 60s John Conway worked on a form derived from than in Neumann’s work.
He and his students devised an automaton with a simpler set of rules than Neumann’s but
with some important mathematical inclusions, such as the capacity universal computation
[12]. He then came up with a recreational mathematical construction named by Conway
himself as Life, or as the Game of Life as we know it, which was published in [13].
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As said in the previous paragraph one of the most important characteristics of Conway’s Game of Life is its capacity to perform universal computation, meaning that what
every other computer can do, can be done with this specific cellular automaton, given the
proper initial conditions.
The usual concept of computation sees it as a synonym of calculation. This is not
wrong only incomplete. The concept of computation in cellular automata (CA) can be
understood in the following two ways [14]:
• If the CA is understood as the program, then the mapping between the initial configuration (input) and the final state (output) is what we can call computation.
• A more theoretical approach would be to select a very specific input that can emulate any other computer (universal computation). However this interpretation is
extremely difficult to go into in depth and its valuable results are restricted to a
computational sciences theoretical frame.
The biological and physical importance of the concept of computation resides in the
relationship between discrete and dynamical systems, and the utility of different models
designed to understand natural phenomena. Bearing this in mind we now can describe
the general aspects of Conway’s Game of Life as follows. A group of cellular automata
will be arranged in a bidimensional lattice in which every cell can be in two states, 0
to resemble the dead state and 1 to resemble alive state. The value of every cell will be
determined by the state of its neighbors by the following rules:
• Every cell remains dead if its surroundings are dead. Meaning that if no more than
2 two cells are alive, the present cell will remain dead.
• Every cell will die from overcrowding or solitude. Meaning that a cell which is alive
will die if it has more than three living or less than two living cells adjacent.
• Every cell will come to life if it has three living neighbors.
• Every new cell stays alive if it has either two or three living neighbors. This establishes that life can exist in a small and fair well determined range of eight possible
values.
All this rules are updated in a synchronous way throughout the whole lattice [15, 16].
A great diversity of different patterns emerged from this small set of rules, which can
be classified into three main groups: a set of static objects, a set of objects with periodic
forms but static in space, and a set of moving objects. Some examples can be seen in
figures 1, 2, 3 and 4.
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Figure 1: Three still forms of life which can serve as memory.

Figure 2: Both steps of a period-2 oscillator named Beacon.

The importance of these types of objects formed in Conway’s Game of Life comes from
the fact that to carry out universal computation the combination of the former elements is
needed in the following way.
In order to compute anything it is easy to realize that the ability to count and to store
information is required. This is accomplished by the periodic and static classes respectively. That is, the still elements work as memory elements and the periodic elements
can aid as counting entities. The third class, namely the class of moving objects class,
carries out the task of transporting information. This particular aspect is of great importance, since our main interest is in the mechanism to communicate information in different
scales.
These three types of elements are used to prove that Conway’s Game of Life can perform universal computation. A sketch of universality of computation can be seen in [16].
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Figure 3: A period-4 oscillator named Gray Counter.

Figure 4: A puffer that acts like a train, except only that it leaves debris behind

5

Simple Rules and Pattern Formation

The Game of Life is a particular case of cellular automaton but the cellular automata
model is widely used to model patterns using simple interactions. For an extensive review you can check [9].
During the 1980s and early 1990s Stephen Wolfram did an extensive research into a
simplified form of a cellular automaton, one that can evolve in only one spatial dimension
and one temporal dimension. This automaton consists only two possible states to describe
and a radius. This is the so called Elemental Cellular Automata which is an automata
whose actual state can be affected by its present state and the one of its nearest neighbors.
That is:
t
t
σnt+1 = f (σn−1
, σnt , σn+1
)

(1)
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Wolfram’s work is an extensive qualitative and quantitative exploration of all the possible elemental cellular automata that can be formed with this elemental configuration.
From this research he came up with a widely used classification of all possible cellular automata formed with this configuration and based upon statistical properties of different
configurations. His work can be read in [17] and with more technical detail in [18]. The
classification of the different types of CA is shown in the following table.
Class
1
2
3
4

Description
Evolution rapidly leads to a unique homogeneous state, that is they evolve
to a fixed point pattern.
Evolution, after some iterations that depends on some appropriate initial sequence, leads to a set of values that are either stable or periodic.
Almost all initial states lead to chaotic patterns with such statistical properties
that makes it difficult to extract structure out of them.
The most interesting class of them all since even when they seem to reach a
quiescent state, some of them show persisting spatial structures that repeat in
time, that is, structures that can propagate indefinitely through the evolution
of the cellular automata. The Game of Life is known to be in this class, also
the Elementary Cellular Automata rule 110.
Table 1: Classification of different rules derived from Wolfram’s work

Our main interest in the Game of Life is precisely the fact that there is speculation that
it is a Class 4 CA and that out of very simple and biological-like rules a varied and rich
range of patterns can be formed. Bak et al showed in [19] that this game can be in a critical
regime, meaning that structures of all scales are present at one given time. Also, as stated
before, the Game of Life is a self-organized system, meaning that it is driven by evolution
of the system. Thus, as shown by Per Bak et al., this simple set of rules can produce a
self-organized criticality.
The importance of this fact is that when the system is in a critical state it can provide
a mechanism for the emergence of scale-free structures [19] and therefore resembles at
least in a way the mechanisms used by Nature to form all sorts of structures and patterns.
Some examples of recent findings can be seen in [20, 21].

6

Conclusions

As we have mentioned, Conway’s Game of Lfe is a versatile mathematical and computational tool with some interesting particularities. The first is the limited and simple set
of rules describing it. The second is the fact that it is a zero player game, that is, it is a
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game driven by the evolution of the initial condition, a set of initial living and dead cells,
with successive iterations of the simple set of rules previously described. The third is the
apparently abundant zoology that can be produced with them. It is important to note
that the Game of Life is reported to be, not without debate [14, 22], to be a class 4 cellular
automaton, suggesting that the ability to create all of this ecology of living creatures (in
a broad sense of “living” and “creatures”) is partly related to the fact that a set of rules
operating in a critical regime is necessary in order to create this diverse set of patterns.
Another interesting aspect that needs to be remarked is the fact that in this computational game, unlike many canonical mathematical structures, form is function, meaning
that specific forms induce specific functions. For example, if we alter just one neighbor
in some of the objects presented like the oscillators (figure 2) or the puffer (figure 4) we
may completely alter its function. This is observable even in the static forms in the Game
of Life like the still objects (figure 1). All these aspects taken in consideration imply that
synchronization and specific structural issues need to be taken into account in order to
present a functional Game of Life that can carry universal computation.
This small computational self-organized game is a good start to model and comprehend the importance of the rules and the interactions between the forms they generated
through them in order to rise produce great ecological diversity. It is an alternative way
to understand such a system instead of the usual approach of constructing different histories and sets of working rules for every system. In order to create new and possibly
more complex forms the rules can be used in a recursive fashion with multiple iterations.
It is important to note that if the chosen rules work well with the formation of small scale
structures then there is no apparent need to choose some other rules until they stop working. All the forms created under this framework can be tested together, forming bigger
ensembles at each time step, and the persistence in time of such ensembles will depend
entirely of their surroundings.
In this context it is important to note that in the biological world we are surrounded by
“historical contingencies” wherever we look. These contingencies include the evolution
of genetic information coding phenotypical characteristics and the fact that such genetic
information is subject to changes in the environment. Another example is the way biological diversity is reshaped by the different mass extinctions registered in biological history.
All these examples can be modeled through a CA with a layered model in which the upper
layer interacts with the bottom layer in a stochastic fashion. But the central point about
the effects of historical contingencies is that evolution in biology is not determined by the
initial conditions of the system. This is not the case in the Game of Life, which functions
by a deterministic set of rules, since every final state is determined by a specific initial
condition which the game starts with. We believe that further research needs to done on
this topic.
Another topic for further research is the fact that the structure of biological organisms
is modular and hierarchical. Could it be possible that dynamics determined by a Conway’s Game of Life set of rules can show this specific aspect?
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If we take Conway’s Game of Life as our paradigm, then we can say that patterns
emerge under diverse circumstances subject to ecological interactions. These seems as
very sophisticated patterns however it also seems that a great diversity of patterns can
emerge under the restrictions of simple rules: that is, that the interactions among different
biological factors can span a great number of different form of life but we can only account
for just a small group of conserved patterns.
And extending this particular subject the reader could ask whether only celullar automata defined in Conway’s Game of Life are capable of spanning such a diverse interacting zoology with such properties. Could another type of automaton give rise to such a
rich environment? So, a further research topic can be precisely this: what is the simplest
automaton capable of spanning this diverse ecosystem? The reasons why we chose the
Game of Life is because of its natural and biology-like set of rules which we think makes
it easier to understand and reinterpretate for this purpose.
As we have seen in the Game of Life we only have a small set of rules which that
nevertheless can span complex patterns which maintain a close resemblance to biological
life as we know it.
As we know, in biological life we can have basal states and modifications of these
basal states generated throughout their evolution. So we can ask ourselves whether it is
the diversity of the forms of life which must be accounted for as a possible outcome, even
when life itself strike us as limited.
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Non-Linearity in population ecology
C. Martorell, Facultad de Ciencias, UNAM, Mexico

1

Abstract

Non-linearity pervades population ecology at all levels, from the vital rates of individuals
to multispecies interactions. Here, I exemplify some of such non-linear processes, and
how the models that we use to describe them suggest that a wide variety of complex phenomena may arise, e.g., chaos, self-organization, or critical thresholds. In some cases I also
point out how the usage of different non-linear functions determines the behavior of the
models. Thus, it is important to know which functions describe real processes appropriately, parametrize them with actual data, and assess their effects on population dynamics
that is modeled. This is critical to understand the causes of complexity in nature.

2

Resumen

Los procesos no lineales caracterizan a la ecologı́a de poblaciones en diferentes niveles,
desde las tasas vitales de los individuos que las componen hasta las interacciones con
numerosas especies. Aquı́ se ejemplifican algunos de estos procesos no lineales, y cómo
los modelos que empleamos para describirlos sugieren la existencia de una gran variedad
de fenómenos complejos, e.g., el caos, la autoorganización o los umbrales crı́ticos. En
algunos casos se señala cómo el uso de diferentes funciones no lineales determina el comportamiento de los modelos. En consecuencia, es importante conocer cuáles de dichas
funciones describen más adecuadamente los procesos reales, parametrizarlas con datos, y
evaluar sus consecuencias sobre la dinámica poblacional modelada. Esto es fundamental
para comprender cuáles son las causas de la complejidad en la naturaleza.

3

Non-Linearity in population ecology

Non-linearity permeates biology, and populations are no exception. In fact, populations
have played a central role in the development of non-linear sciences. They have also ignited the interest of many scientists in complexity, self-organization, critical transitions,
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and chaos, perhaps because non-linearity arises so naturally in population ecology. The
causes for non-linearity in populations span different levels of organization, from the attributes of individuals to interactions with other species.
Demography integrates the vital rates (survival, growth, and fecundity) of individuals
in order to understand and model population growth. These vital rates are intrinsically
non-linear, frequently as a result of bounds on parameter values; for instance, survival
probability is bounded at zero and one, and only non-negative fecundities are biologically feasible. Several models based on different assumptions have been proposed to
describe the growth of individuals, but none of them is linear. Our everyday experience
confirms that we animals do not grow indefinitely, but undergo a series of changes in
growth rate and ultimately reach a maximum size that changes very little as we grow
older. Perhaps because linearity in vital rates is so biologically absurd we know little
about how demography would change if linearity were assumed. However, the specific
form of non-linearity chosen when modeling vital rates has a significant impact on our
inferences about population dynamics [1].
Intraspecific competition has received much attention from population ecologists. The
earliest models for population dynamics, i.e., the changes in population numbers over
time, already incorporated the effect of diminishing resource availability as population
density increases. The well-known logistic curve dates from 1838. Subsequent development of the discipline has resulted in a true bestiary of functions that describe population
growth, both in continuous and discrete time. These models are known by the names of
their authors: Ricker, Gompertz, Hassell, Beverton-Holt, Maynard-Smith and so on. All of
them are non-linear, as changes in competition over time modify the population growth
rate, which eventually becomes zero (or shows a more or less complex dynamics). Each
model is based on different mechanistic assumptions, and appears to describe accurately
the dynamics of different taxa. For instance, the Ricker model
N(t+1) = λNt e−αNt

(1)

(where Nt is the size of the population at time t, λ is the intrinsic growth rate, and α is
the per-capita competitive effect) has been used to model animal populations successfully
[2], while the Hassell model
λNt
(2)
(1 + αNt )β
almost universally provides the best fit to plant data. It must be noted that β frequently
equals one, so the Hassell model becomes the Beverton-Holt model in most plant species
[3].
Population growth models have played a prominent role in the development of the
theory of complex systems. In a groundbreaking paper, Robert May (who at the time was
studying population growth models with George Oster) popularized the notions of bifurcations and chaos by showing that, as the intrinsic population growth rate increases,
N(t+1) =
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the population does not reach a fixed size but instead cycles between two points. Further
increments in the intrinsic growth rate induce new doubling (or bifurcations) of the number of points in the cycle until the modeled behavior of the population becomes extremely
complex, i.e., chaotic [4]. The bifurcation diagram of the model analyzed by May has since
become one of the visual stereotypes of complexity and chaos.
In population models, complex dynamics can only occur if the population does not
approach the carrying capacity monotonically, but “overshoots” it [5]; hence the name
overcompensation for such behavior. The mechanism is easy to envisage: assume a population of annual insects below its carrying capacity. Because resources are abundant, the
number of eggs laid can be extremely large, leading to a population that is well above the
carrying capacity in the next year. Then, calamitous competition may preclude reproduction, again sending the population back to a negligible density. In simple continuous-time
models, where the population regulates itself instantaneously in response to changes in
density, such behavior in unlikely. Time lags may nevertheless occur. As I write this, children in the Mexican population are less numerous than teenagers as a happy result of a
reduction in birth and population growth rates. However, when the current demographic
wave of teenagers becomes reproductive, Mexico’s population growth is expected to accelerate again as a time-lagged echo of larger birth rates in the past. Thus, time lags may
induce models that resemble overcompensation and thus result in very complex dynamics [6]. Overcompensation can only arise if the function relating Nt+1 to Nt reaches a maximum for some value of Nt [2]. Nevertheless, it must be noted that density-dependence
in one of the vital rates of a demographic model may result in very complex dynamics
regardless of whether it is over- or undercompensating [7].
Allee effects are ubiquitous in nature and result necessarily in a non-linear behavior.
Allee effects occur when populations perform poorly when density is low because of inbreeding, low probability of finding mates, collapse of social systems, lowered capability
to deter predators, etc. This means that the population growth rate may increase with
density, but, because of intraspecific competition, growth must eventually decline if density is high enough. In models, the interaction between these opposing forces may result
in chaos [8]. Such models also show another trait of complex systems: critical transitions.
If the population is large enough it may persist indefinitely, but if its density falls below
a critical threshold, the population becomes trapped in an “extinction vortex” and disappears [9].
Interspecific competition is similar to intraspecific competition in many respects, and
the mathematical models used to study both of them are frequently the same, displaying
the same range of complex responses. However, things become complicated when many
species are considered. For instance, the Lotka-Volterra model with two species converges
to a unique stable point, or else to one of two stable attractors depending on the initial
conditions. However, if four species interact, chaos may appear, and with five species any
complex behavior is possible [10].
The coexistence of several competing species has been the subject of a long-lasting
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debate in ecology. As early mathematical and experimental research demonstrated, in
simple systems one or a few species outcompete the others. Temporal or spatial variability in environmental conditions have been proposed to preclude such extinctions, and
may thus explain the high diversity observed in natural communities. Peter Chesson
has shown that variability can only promote coexistence among competitors through two
mechanisms: storage effects and relative non-linearities. The former occur if the effects
of competition and environment are non-additive. Life-cycle stages that endure adverse
conditions also promote storage effects by establishing strongly non-linear relationships
between environmental conditions and population growth. Relative non-linearities permit coexistence in models when a species that would be displaced competitively under
average environmental conditions has the most concave response to the environment.
If so, this species becomes the strongest competitor under extreme events, which, if occur frequently enough, may rescue the species from imminent extinction [11]. Despite
the (biological) simplicity and generality of Chesson’s theory, storage effects and relative
nonlinearities have seldom been tested in nature.
The population dynamics of predator-prey systems also relies heavily in non-linear
phenomena. Perhaps the most important of these is the functional response of the predator, i.e., the number of prey consumed as a function of prey density. On one hand, increased prey density reduces the time that the predator invests in searching for food, thus
increasing the consumption rate. On the other hand, there is a minimum time required
to handle and assimilate food items, setting an upper limit to the number of prey that
the predator may eat per time unit. The balance between these opposing trends imposes
a strong non-linearity on functional responses. The specific form of these functions depends on the biological attributes of the system such as the capability of many predators
to switch between different prey items. Several models have been proposed to describe
functional responses, such as the popular Holling equations in all their variants [12, 13].
The form of the functional responses determines the dynamics of predation models in
several ways. It affects coexistence: it is easier for animals preying on the same items to
coexist if their functional responses are different. Also, models with type-III functional
responses (in which predators ignore specific prey items when their density is low) may
easily result in the growth of the prey population when it has a low density, allowing it
to recover when it becomes scarce. This does not happen when the functional response is
type II, making coexistence more difficult. Functional responses also determine whether
the model’s dynamics shows damped oscillations, cycle limits, or is unstable [12, 13].
Traditionally, models assume that the vital rates or the density-dependent interactions
are averaged across all the individuals in the population. More sophisticated approaches
that simulate the behavior of each organism are becoming increasingly popular [15]. One
of the reasons why individual-based models have a remarkable predictive power in plant
ecology is that they explicitly incorporate space. Interactions between plants in a population depend non-linearly on the space between them, and the dispersal kernels of seeds
are frequently non-monotonic functions of distance [16]. Limited dispersal causes the ag-
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Figure 1: Self-organized spiral spatial patterns that emerge in a predator-prey system. Colors
correspond to different predator (in this case a parasitoid; right panel) and prey (host; left panel)
local densities. Modified from Rohani & Miramontes 1995 [14]. Image courtesy of the authors.

gregation of individuals, increasing the demographic importance of intraspecific interactions inordinately relative to their per-capita intensity [17]. Spatial patterns also determine
the population-level outcome interspecific competition, which may not be proportional to
the competitive ability of species [18].
One of the most appealing emergent properties of non-linear, spatially-explicit models is self-organization. Mosaics of areas dominated by different competitors permit coexistence in models that otherwise predict extinction. Beautiful spirals characterize the
landscape when predation drives population dynamics [19](see Figure 1). At least that is
what theory says: the empirical evidence for such phenomena in real populations is still
weak. Nevertheless, some intriguing results have arisen from these models: for instance,
a minimal area is required for self-organization to permit coexistence. Such insights are
most relevant when designing natural preserves or assessing the conservation value of
vegetation remnants .

4

Concluding remarks

By now it must be obvious that non-linearity is omnipresent in population ecology, and
that perhaps every conceivable form of complexity may arise from it. I would like to
finish stressing some points that hopefully are also apparent by now. 1) The outcome of
non-linearity is heavily dependent on its functional form. Theoretical ecology is ripe with
non-linear models, but such corpus is rarely confronted with the data in a direct, quantitative manner: empirical studies are full of proxies and indirect indexes that preclude
direct tests of the theory. It is encouraging that this panorama has been changing in the
last couple of decades thanks to potent statistical techniques and computational tools. It is
critical to know which non-linear models are appropriate and under which circumstances.
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2) Perhaps because of the hypnotic beauty of complexity, much emphasis has been placed
on searching for complexity in our models. However, we need to test if the observed complexity in real populations actually arises from the mechanisms assumed in our models.
Lets assume that we observe a complex population-dynamics: does this complexity arise
from specific parameters in a simple model such as May’s? Or is it the result of interactions between several populations as in the Lotka-Volterra model? We need to build
models that comprise the intricacies of nature [20], parametrize them with real data, and
then analyze if the dynamics of the model is truly complex and why. 3) That deterministic systems may be inherently complex must not blind us from the fact that populations
are also driven by external factors that ecologists envision as stochastic (e.g., climate, disturbances). In practice, stochasticity and chaos produce similar patterns that are difficult
to tell without very large data sets. Methods such as the analysis of non-linear time series are becoming available for such task, but are still cumbersome or unable to deal with
high-dimensionality problems. We need to understand how complexity interacts with environmental noise in model and real populations. This interaction may itself be complex,
as it happens with resonance [21]. Population biology needs to link the complexities in
the mathematical and the real worlds –and exemplar efforts are currently under way.
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Randomness in Biology
P. Miramontes, Facultad de Ciencias UNAM, Mexico

1

Abstract

Using concepts of dynamical systems theory a formal framework of randomness is advanced. Given the fact that chance plays an important role in biology and specifically in
evolutionary biology, the purpose of this essay is to reevaluate, under this framework, the
way we perceive how biological phenomena may be operating.

2

Resumen

El azar juega un papel muy relevante en la biologı́a. Aquı́ se propone un nuevo enfoque
para lo que se debe de entender como aleatorio y se espera que dicha propuesta modifique
la manera como percibimos los fenómenos biológicos.

3

Introduction

The concept of randomness is deeply ingrained in biology. Specifically in evolutionary
biology where it plays a major role in the Neodarwinian scheme where the major, or even
unique, source of genoptypic variation is random mutations. As a matter of fact, in the
1940s and 1950s, the Modern Synthesis fused the Darwin’s principle of natural selection
with Mendelian inheritance to create the Synthesis where the gradual and random allelic
substitution is the only source of evolutionary change [1]
We now know that this is far from being true because there are some mechanisms
contributing to the genotypic diversity that are not either random or small, in the Darwinian sense. Just for example: gene and genome duplication, horizontal gene transfer or
symbiogenesis [2].
As of now, it seems to be that there is a vast majority of scholars accepting that the
source of biological variation are random but its products are not and that the origins of
biological order is natural selection. Then the lack of a clear definition of what should be
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understood by random is somewhat shocking. Most of the people feel comfortable with
the dictionary definition of randomness as “Having no definite aim or purpose; not sent
or guided in a particular direction; made, done, occurring, etc.” Phrased this way (Oxford
Dictionary) it seems tailored in a circular way to fulfill the Neodarwinian needs.

4

Chaos and Time Series

Irregular, uncorrelated behavior in biology used to be conceived as random without any
further inquiry and with no analysis of the meaning of randomness. Most of the times
it is modeled by adding white noise to a deterministic signal. The sharp separation between determinism and randomness was originated by a wrong identification of determinism with predictability. This scheme is being abandoned as our knowledge of chaos
is spreading. The possibility of finding unpredictable behavior in a deterministic system
was a shock for the advocates of the dichotomy determinism–randomness. Thanks to the
seminal papers of Edward Lorenz [3] and Robert May [4] 1 chaotic systems have today a
legitimate place in science.
Chaotic behavior is deterministic and unpredictable at the same time and notwithstanding it has a number of hidden regularities that allow the researcher to measure the
degree of correlation (or lack of), the predictability horizon and the structure of the longterm behavior, the so-called Attractor. Before the advent of chaos theory, an attractor could
be a point attractor or a periodic cycle. At present, it is well known that chaotic regimes
give birth to attractors having fractal structure (the opposite is not always true). Ruelle
and Takens christened them as strange attractors.
When collecting data from the field or the lab, a biologist usually gets it organized as
a sequence of one or many variables taken at uniform time intervals. This is a Time Series
and mathematically is expressed as a sequence
{xi }ni=1

(1)

An actual time series from an experiment or census is hardly random 2 . Then it should
be the outcome of a dynamical system, if this is the case, it could be an iterated system
xi+1 = f (xi ) or the discretization of a differential equation xi+1 = hf (xi ) + xi = g(xi ).

5

Attractor Reconstruction

A very important and yet unsolved, in general, task is to find the dynamical system that
produces a given the time series. A celebrated advance in this direction is the embedding
1
2

The chaotic behavior was already seen by Henri Poincaré by the end of the XIX century. See [5]
In any sense of the term. Accepting the opposite would mean that there are no natural laws
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theorem by F. Takens [6]. In 1980 he demonstrated that to find the dimension (the number
of state variables) of a dynamical systems it is enough to know the output of one of them
to reconstruct the attractor.
Let us assume that we have a scalar (one dependent variable) time series and that the
underlying dynamics has an strange attractor embedded in an space whose dimension
is yet to be determined (point or periodic attractors are easily detected by many ways so
they are excluded from now on). The procedure is as follows:
• Construct a vector time series from the original one by pairing consecutive values
allowing a time gap
xi 7→ (xi , xi+τ )

(2)

The τ parameter is chosen by trial and error. If τ is too small the points will be too
close to each other and the main traits of the reconstructed attractor will be hidden
in a flatten figure over the identity line in R2 . If, on the other hand, τ is large the
points will be uncorrelated and the plot will be a shapeless cloud. Now, repeat the
procedure increasing the embedding dimension:
xi 7→ (xi , xi+τ , xi+2τ , . . . , xi+nτ )

(3)

until the attractor geometrically fully develops.
Figure 1 shows the Lorenz Attractor. It is the destination set of a system of three
differential equations. The left figure is the phase space of the solution trajectories of
the numerically integrated systems. On the right, the reconstructed attractor using
only the data of one state variable following the procedure above outlined with
τ = 8. The issue is that having just a one-variable time-series it is not clear to know in
advance how many degrees of freedom has the still unknown system. To overcome
this problem the following procedure is recommended:
• Measure the fractal dimension of the vector set in R2 . There is a number of methods
to numerically estimate the fractal dimension of a set in Rn . One of the faster and
more accurate ones is the correlation dimension [7]:
C() = n→∞
lim
→0

g()
N2

(4)
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Figure 1: The Lorenz Attractor. The left figure Lorenz’s System numerical solution. On
the right, the attractor reconstruction after Takens’ Theorem.

Where g() stands for the number of points that are far from each other in less than
. It is accepted that the correlation function scales as:
C() ∼ d

(5)

where d is the fractal (correlation) dimension.
It is then straightforward to estimate the fractal dimension d as the slope of a line in
a log(C()) versus log(). Once it is done, repeat the procedure and reevaluate the
fractal dimension increasing the dimension of the embedding space. Plot the results
in a diagram of the correlation dimension as function of the embedding dimension.
The asymptote of the points (Figure 2) is the fractal dimension of the attractor and
the integer number greater than it is the number of effective degrees of freedom of
the putative dynamical system that produced the time series.

6

Discussion

Given a time series, it is then straightforward to follow the steps outlined above to reconstruct the putative attractor and to determine the number of state variables that are
enough to engender it.
A white noise time series does not finds ever an asymptote; the straight line keeps
going upwards as the embedding dimension growths. This is the signature of randomness. What we call chance, haphazard or stochastic is nothing more than high dimension
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Figure 2: The asymptote of the red line is the dimension of the space that embedding the
attractor. A white noise time series never bends down (black line)

chaos. It could be argued (mostly by mathematicians) that in any case randomness could
be reached in the limit when the dimension approaches infinity and that those limits are
never attained. This argument is easily treated when one reasons that the whole building
of physics is founded in the model of the continuum of real numbers and that there seems
to be no contradiction with the fact that physical objects are not continuous. Taking limits
when one approaches zero or infinity should be thought as metaphors in Natural Sciences.
So far I have shown that what we call randomness is nothing more that high–dimensional
chaos3 .
Creationism often recur to the thought experiment of a typing monkey to claim the
supposedly impossibility of Biological Evolution. Of course they are right of the monkey
acts randomly. What they do not say is that evolution is restricted by Physical constraints
that reduce the possible outcomes over which selections acts. Under constraints it is like
the monkey typing over a doctored typing machine that does not allow forbidden dimers
(in English the dimers “ww”, “qq”, etc. do not exist), trimers, tetramers, and having
also limits over the word length. After all these restrictions the typing machine is not
random anymore and it could be shown that it is colored noise and their reconstructed
phase portraits are low dimensional. Nonetheless, there is no formal studies about the
relationship of colored noise and chaos.
3

An anonymous reviewer called my attention to the paper: “Chaos and Deterministic versus Stochastic
Nonlinear Modeling” (Santa Fe Institute Working Paper, where Martin Casdagli advanced similar ideas years
ago.)
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There is fear to accept a deterministic Nature. This fear is understandable because
“biological determinism” is a well characterized ideological posture that is frequently
identified with political conservatism. There is nothing wrong with accepting a deterministic biology in the sense outlined in this essay even acknowledging that the ultimate
components of biological systems should obey Quantum Mechanics where the notion of
determinism gets blurred. The realm of Biology is far from the weird phenomena occurring in Quantum Mechanics; the Theory of Complex Systems teaches us that as we move
up in the hierarchical ladder of the organization of matter, the laws governing the lower
levels become irrelevant to describe the upper ones. To identify determinism with teleology is also a mistake since we understand the laws of chaos. Chaotical phenomena have
no purpose and are unpredictable and, notwithstanding, are deterministic. Is there a real
randomness? The kind of randomness illustrated by a Casino roulette?. The aim of this
essay is to invite the community to view even this case as a case of ultimate determinism. In this framework, there is no point to treat as separate concepts randomness and
high-dimensional chaos.
Randomness should be admitted as the mask we use to cover our lack of knowledge.
Biology would gain a lot of understanding in the real meaning of its object of study if it
accepts that behind what we call Randomness there are natural laws acting.

7
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Bridging genotype and phenotype
J. Davila-Velderrain & E.R. Alvarez-Buylla, IE and C3, UNAM, Mexico

1

Abstract

Understanding the mapping of genotypes into phenotypes is a central challenge of current
biological research. Such mapping conceptually represents a developmental mechanism
through which phenotypic variation can be generated. Given the nongenetic character
of developmental dynamics, phenotypic variation to a great extent has been neglected in
the study of evolution. What is the relevance of considering this generative process in the
study of evolution? How can we study its evolutionary consequences? Despite an historical systematic bias towards linear causation schemes in biology; in the post-genomic era,
a systems-view to biology based on nonlinear (network) thinking is increasingly being
adopted. Within this view, evolutionary dynamics can be studied using simple dynamical
models of gene regulatory networks (GRNs). Through the study of GRN dynamics, genotypes and phenotypes can be unambiguously defined. The orchestrating role of GRNs
constitutes an operational non-linear genotype-phenotype map. Further extension of these
GRN models in order to explore and characterize an associated Epigenetic Landscape enables the study of the evolutionary consequences of both genetic and non-genetic sources
of phenotypic variation within the same coherent theoretical framework. The merging of
conceptually clear theories, computational/mathematical tools, and molecular/genomic
data into coherent frameworks could be the basis for a transformation of biological research from mainly a descriptive exercise into a truly mechanistic, explanatory endeavor.

2

Resumen

Entender el mapeo de genotipo a fenotipo es un problema central en la investigación
biológica moderna. Este mapeo representa conceptualmente un mecanismo de desarrollo capaz de generar variación fenotı́pica. Dado el carácter no genético de la dinámica
del desarrollo, la variación fenotı́pica en gran medida ha sido ignorada en el estudio de
la evolución. Cual es la relevancia de considerar este proceso generativo en el estudio
de evolución? Como podemos estudiar sus consecuencias evolutivas? A pesar de una
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tendencia histórica hacia los esquemas lineales de causalidad en biologı́a, en la actualidad la adopción de un enfoque de sistemas basado en razonamiento no lineal y de redes
es cada vez más común. Dentro de este enfoque, la dinámica evolutiva puede ser estudiada mediante el uso de modelos dinámicos simples de redes regulatorias genéticas
(RRGs). Mediante el estudio de la dinámica de RRGs, es posible definir genotipos y
fenotipos. El rol coordinador de las RRGs constituye un modelo operacional de mapeo
de genotipo a fenotipo. La extensión de estos modelos de RRGs con el objetivo de explorar y caracterizar un Paisaje Epigenético asociado permite el estudio de las consecuencias evolutivas de fuentes de variación fenotı́pica –tanto genéticas como no genéticas– en
un mismo marco teórico coherente. La fusión de teorı́as conceptuales claras, herramientas matemático/computacionales y datos moleculares/genómicos en modelos coherentes
podrı́a ser la base de una transformación de la investigación en biologı́a: pasando de ser
un ejercicio principalmente descriptivo hacia un verdadero esfuerzo mecanı́stico y explicativo.

3

Introduction

The mechanistic understanding of the mapping of genotypes into phenotypes is at the
core of modern biological research. During the lifetime of an individual, a developmental process unfolds, and the observed phenotypic characteristics are consequently established. As an example, a given individual may or may not develop a disease. Can we
explain the observed outcome exclusively in terms of genetic differences and an unidirectional linear relationship between genotype and phenotype? Researchers in biology have
mostly assumed so. Over the last decades, scientists under the guidance of such geneticcausal assumption have struggled with inconsistent empirical observations. The biological relevance of the phenotypic variability produced during the developmental process
itself, and not as the consequence of genetic mutations, has only recently started to be
acknowledged [1–5].
Understanding the unfolding of the individuals phenotype is the ultimate goal of developmental biology. Evolutionary biology, on the other hand, is largely concerned with
the heritable phenotypic variation within populations and its change during long time
periods, as well as the eventual emergence of new species. Historically, population-level
models seek to characterize the distribution of genotypic variants over a population, considering that the phenotypic variation is a direct indicator of genetic change. Certain
assumptions are implicit to such reasoning. Are those assumptions justifiable in light of
the now available molecular data and the recently uncovered molecular regulatory mechanisms? What is the relevance of considering the generative developmental sources of
phenotypic variation in the study of evolution? The aim of this paper is to highlight how a
systems view to biology is starting to give insights into these fundamental questions. The
overall conclusion is clear: an unilateral genocentric approach is not enough. Evolution
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and development should be integrated through experimentally supported mechanistic
dynamical models [6–13].
In the sections that follow, we first present a brief historical overview of evolutionary
biology and the roots of a systematic bias towards linear causation schemes in biology.
Then, we discuss the assumptions implicit in the so-called neo-Darwinian Synthesis of
Evolutionary Biology – the conventional view of evolution. In the last section, we briefly
describe an emerging research program which aims to go beyond the conventional theory of evolution, focusing on a nonlinear mapping from genotype to phenotype through
the restrictions imposed by the interactions in gene regulatory networks (GRNs) and its
associated epigenetic landscape (EL). Overall, this contribution attempts to outline how
the orchestrating role of GRNs during developmental dynamics imposes restrictions and
enables generative properties that shape phenotypic variation.

4

Darwin’s Legacy

Darwin eliminated the need for supernatural explanations for the origin and adaptations
of organisms when he put evolution firmly on natural grounds [14]. In the mid-19th century, Darwin published his theory of natural selection [15]. He proposed a natural process,
the gradual accumulation of variations sorted out by natural selection, as an explanation
for the shaping and diversity of organisms. This insight was what put the study of evolution within the realms of science in the first place [14]. Although it has had its ups
and downs [16], the Darwinian research tradition predominates in modern evolutionary
biology. Much of its success is due to a new (gene-centric) interpretation, the so-called
neo-Darwinian modern synthesis [17]: the merging of mendelian genetics and Darwin’s
theory of natural selection due to prominent early 20th century statisticians. In this framework, development was left outside, and evolution is seen as a change in the genotypic
constitution of a population over time. Genes map directly into phenotypes (see Figure
1a), implicitly assuming that genetic mutation is the prime cause of phenotypic variation.
Observed traits are generally assumed to be the result of adaptation, the process whereby
differential fitness (the product of the probability of reproduction and survival) due to genetic variation in a particular environment, leads to individuals better able to live in such
an environment.

From Natural Selection to Natural Variation
Natural selection -a force emanating from outside the organism itself- is the conceptual
core of the Darwinian research tradition. Conceptually, the general process is as follows.
Random mutations occur during reproduction; these mutations are responsible for generating different (genetic) types of individuals. The selection process then results from the
fact that each type has certain survival probability and/or is able to achieve certain reproductive performance given the environment. Through this differential rate, some types
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are maintained while others are dismissed. It is said that, in this way, selection makes a
“choice” [18]. From a wider perspective, it is generally accepted that selection is a generic
process not restricted to biological evolution [19]. Any error-prone communication process in which information is consequently transmitted at different rates leads itself to a
selection mechanism. However, despite the appealing conceptual clarity of the selection
mechanism, it is not generally appreciated that the complexity inherent to biological systems hinders the mechanistic understanding of biological evolution. Because the reproductive performance of a given type of variant is, mainly, a function of its phenotype; the
paradigmatic selection process described above is plausible when one assumes a straightforward causation of phenotype by genotype [10]. A more faithful model of biological
evolution should explicitly consider a genotype-phenotype (GP) map [20, 21], a developmental mechanism which specifies how phenotypic variation is generated (Figure 1b).
The generated variation is then what triggers selection [22]. Importantly, a deviation from
a linear causation view of development would potentially impact the rate and direction
of evolution [8, 23, 24].
Although not always discussed, Darwin himself devoted much more attention to variation than to natural selection, presumably because he knew that a satisfactory theory of
evolutionary change requires the elucidation of the causes and properties of variation [25].
After all, natural selection would be meaningless without variation. Ironically, given the
success of the neo-Darwinian framework, phenotypic variation to a great extent has been
neglected in the study of evolution [26]. The mechanistic understanding of the sources of
phenotypic variation constitutes a fundamental gap in conventional evolutionary theory.
Neither Darwin, nor the founders of the neo-Darwinian modern synthesis were able to
address this problem given the biological knowledge available at the time. Moreover, deviations from the basic assumptions of the conventional theory were not always generally
appreciated [27].

Implicit Assumptions in Evolution
Being the development of science an evolutionary process itself, it is reasonable to expect that social-historical contingency has profoundly biased the pathways of scientific
inquiry. This seems to be the case in the history of biology. For example, (1) Darwin’s war
against divine explanations for biological complexity caused within the scientific community an automatic rejection for any goal-oriented activity within organisms. This situation
favored the adoption of the idea of random (uniform) variation [28, 29]. (2) The mainstream focus of neo-Dawinism on optimizing reproductive success (fitness) by natural
selection of random variants; on the other hand, implicitly neglected the relevance of
gene interactions (see Figure 1a) [30]. Finally, (3) the establishment of the central dogma
of molecular biology (gene → mRNA → protein) further cemented a linear, unidirectional
scheme of causation of molecular traits (one gene - one protein, one trait) [10]. These
events are thought to be associated with a deeply rooted systematic bias towards linear
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causation schemes in biology [10, 31]. They also favored the adoption of three major implicit assumptions upon which the neo-Darwinian tradition was developed, namely: (1)
mutational events occur randomly (e.g. unstructured) along the genome; (2) given that
the phenotypic effects of successive mutations in evolution are of additive nature, gene
interactions and their phenotypic influence can be, to a large extent, ignored; and (3) the
phenotypic distribution of mutational effects mirrors the genetic distribution of mutations [30].
Scientists are now re-examining the most basic assumptions about evolution in light
of post-genomic, systems biology [28, 32]. Compelling evidence has been presented even
against assumption (1) above. For example, Shapiro has shown how a truly random (unstructured) nature of mutational events is empirically unsustainable. He has coined the
term “natural genetic engineering”, referring to the known operators that produce genomic changes and which are subjected to cellular regulatory regimes of epigenetic character [29]. It seems that the generative properties of genetic variation are nonuniform, and
thus, biased as well. Assumptions (2) and (3) above are, instead, mainly concerned with
how phenotypic variation is generated given a genetic background; or in other words,
with the mechanistic understanding of the GP map. Here, we are concerned with this
developmental process and its evolutionary relevance.

5

From Genes to Networks

At the beginning of the 21th century, biology confronted an uncomfortable fact: despite
the increasing availability of whole-genome sequence data, it was not possible to predict, or even clarify, phenotypic observations. In fact, we now know that there is not
sufficient information in the linear DNA sequences of the complete genomes to recover
and/or understand the diverse phenotypic states of an organism. It was clear that cell
behavior was much more complex than anticipated. Since then, biological research has
increasingly been oriented towards a systems-level approach that goes beyond obtaining
and describing large data sets at the genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic or metabolomic
levels. An assumption of such systems approach to biology is that cell behavior can be
understood in terms of the dynamical properties of the involved molecular regulatory
networks. Modern molecular evolutionary studies are starting to incorporate this network thinking: genes are not individual entities upon which evolutionary forces act independently. Evolutionary forces, functional constraints, and molecular interactions are
conditionally dependent on the systems level [33]. How a systems-view impacts our understanding of the GP map?

Fundamental Sources of Natural Variation
Although the concepts of genotype and phenotype are fundamental to evolution, it is not
straightforward to operationally define them: In practice genotype and phenotype dis-
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Figure 1: a) A straightforward genotype-phenotype relationship: the genetic distribution of the
observed locus would completely mirror the phenotypic distribution; gene interactions are ignored; as a result, three different genotypes would correspond to the same phenotype given the
locus under observation. b) A developmental process from genotype to phenotype, a GP map:
through the development of an individual nongenetic phenotypic variation is generated each generation; in an evolutionary time-scale, evolution operations (blue) produce genetic variation. Selection acts on phenotypes; phenotypic variation is the product of both genetic mutational operations and epigenetic developmental processes.

tinctions are just partial [34]. This is part of the reason why simple theoretical models are
so important for the epistemology of evolution. A common working model in systems
biology is that in which the phenotypic state is defined at the cellular level. The cellular
phenotype is represented by the activity of each of its genes, its expression pattern. Since
the regulatory interactions among the genes within the cell constitute a network, the network effectively represents the genotype of the cell, while its associated expression profile
represents its phenotype (Figure 2). The structure of the former derives directly from the
genome, while the latter changes through development. In practice, we just observe certain expression patterns (e.g cell-types) - with small deviations - and not others. Why is
that?
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GRN developmental dynamics generates phenotypic nongenetic (epigenetic)
heterogeneity

When thinking in terms of a genotype-phenotype distinction based on GRN dynamics, it
is natural to consider an abstract space where all the virtually possible phenotypes reside.
We call this space the state-space. Empirical observations suggest that something should
be maintaining cells within specific, restricted regions of this space. The structured nature of the underlying GRN determines a trajectory in this state-space: given the state
of the genes regulating a gene i, and the functional form of the regulation, the gene i is
canalized to take specific future states. Eventually, this self-organizing process would inevitably lead to the establishment of those states which are logically consistent with the
underlying regulatory logic. In this way, the GRN imposes constraints to the behavior of
the cell. The resultant states are denominated attractors and correspond to observable celltypes. These are the basis of the well developed dynamical-systems theory of cell biology
(for a review, see [35, 36]). This theory was first applied to propose a GRN grounded
on experimental data for understanding how cell-fate specification occurs during early
flower development (see, [37, 38] and update in [39]). Originally, the approach was inspired by theoretical work in randomly assembled networks by Stuart Kaufman [40]. In
the last decades, the theory has been supported by a wealth of consolidated theoretical
and experimental work (see, for example [7, 13, 41]).
Through GRN dynamics, development generates cellular phenotypes. The general
acceptance of this generative role necessarily implies deviations from the neo-Dawinian
framework. Importantly, (1) the effect of a perturbation (mutational or otherwise) on the
manifested phenotype is not uniformly distributed (truly random) across all the genes in
the network, and (2) the interactions in the network are fundamental to the establishment
of the phenotype. The orchestrating role of GRNs constitutes a non-linear GP map: phenotypic variation does not scale proportionally to genotypic variation; it is not linear (Figure
2). Two important consequences of these mechanistic view of developmental dynamics
have been eloquently pointed out recently. First, the nonlinear character of this mapping
ensures that the exact same genotype (network) is able to produce several phenotypes
(attractors) [40]. Second, given that molecular regulatory events are stochastic in nature,
a cell is able to explore the state-space by both attracting and dispersing forces - forces
that slightly deviate the dynamics from the determined trajectory. Any phenotype of a
cellular population at any given time is statistically distributed: even seemingly homogeneous, isogenic populations present molecular phenotypic heterogeneity at the single-cell
level [10]. These sources of variation are the natural product of developmental dynamics.
Consequently, at any given time, a population can manifest phenotypic variation that is
relevant to evolution (heritable) in the absence of genetic variation. How can we study
evolution without ignoring the fundamental role of developmental dynamics?
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Figure 2: The orchestrating role of GRNs constitutes a non-linear GP map. Through the restrictions
imposed by the interactions in GRNs, cellular phenotypes (represented by expression profiles) are
generated. Due to the nonlinear character of GRN dynamics, the GP map is one-to-many. The
effect of mutations in the phenotype is not uniformly distributed over the genes, but depends on
the interactions: mutations can or cannot result in different phenotypes depending on the genetic
background and the location of the affected genes in the network.

6

Evolutionary Systems Biology Approaches

A systems view to evolutionary biology, in which network models as GP mappings are
considered explicitly, is under development (see, for example [9, 11, 42]). Within this
general framework, several specific approaches are proposed in order to study the evolutionary consequences of considering developmental sources of phenotypic variation. In
this section, we briefly present a preview of an emerging complementary approach.

Epigenetic (Attractors) Landscape Evolution
In 1950s, C.H. Waddington proposed the conceptual model of the epigenetic landscape
(EL), a visionary attempt to synthesize a framework that would enable an intuitive discussion about the relationship between genetics, development, and evolution [43]. His
reasoning was based on the consideration of a fact: the physical realization of the information coded in the genes - and their interactions - imposes developmental constraints while
forming an organism. Now, in the post-genomic era, a formal basis for this metaphorical
EL is being developed in the context of GRNs [10, 44, 45]. The key for this formalization
is an emergent ordered structure embedded in the state-space, the attractors landscape
(AL). As well as generating the cellular phenotypic sates (attractors), the GRN dynamics
also partitions the whole state-space in specific regions and restricts the trajectories from
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one state to another one. Each region groups the cellular states that would eventually
end up in a single, specific attractor. These sub-spaces are denominated the attractor’s
basin of attraction. Given this (second) generative property of GRN dynamics, the formalization of the EL in this context is conceptually straightforward: the number, depth,
width, and relative position of these basins would correspond to the hills and valleys of
the metaphorical EL. We refer to this structured order of the basins in state-space as the AL
(see Figure 3). The characterization of an AL would correspond, in practical terms, to the
characterization of an EL. Is this formalized EL useful for the mechanistic understanding
of phenotype generation?

Multicellular morphogenetic processes unfold naturally in the EL
The structured EL is a generative property of the GRN dynamics, but at the same time,
it also constrains the behavior of a developing system. While a developing system is following its dynamically constrained trajectory in state-space, developmental perturbations
from internal or external origin can deviate it. In a cellular population, then, the probability of one phenotypic transition or another during development, as well as the stationary
distribution of phenotypes, would be conditioned on both the localization of the individual cells in the EL and on the landscape’s structure. As a general result of this interplay,
determinism and stochasticity are reconciled, and robust morphogenetic patterns can be
established by a hierarchy of cellular phenotypic transitions (see, for example [44, 45]). In
this way, morphogenetic processes effectively unfold on ELs. How could this theoretical
framework improve the understanding of evolutionary dynamics?
We have an effective nonlinear GP map from GRN to EL. Given an experimentally
characterized GRN, the EL associated to real, specific developmental processes can be
analyzed [13, 44, 45]. Both cellular phenotypes (attractors) and morphogenetic patterns
are linked to the structure of the EL. Can we describe this structure quantitatively? How
robust is the structure to genetic (network) mutation? Can we describe quantitatively
the change in structure in response to both mutational and developmental perturbations?
How slower is this rate of change in comparison to the time-scale of developmental dynamics (landscape explorations)? What are the phenotypic consequences of different relative rates of change? Does the resultant evolutionary trajectory of the reshaped EL structure subjected to mutations predicts the probability of phenotypic change (innovation) based, for example, in the appearance of new cellular phenotypes or morphogenetic patterns? (Figure 3). Insight into these and similar questions could enhance the mechanistic
understanding of the evolution of morphogenetic processes.

7

Conclusion and Challenges

A modern systems view to biology enables tackling foundational questions in evolutionary biology from new angles and with unprecedented molecular empirical support. Little
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Figure 3: The Epigenetic (Attractors) Landscape. a) Through a dynamical mapping - a mathematical representation of the gene regulatory logic - GRNs generate both the cellular phenotypes
(attractors) and the ordered structure of the state space - the AL. Through the structure of the AL,
the EL is formalized in the context of GRNs. b) The number, depth, width, and relative position
of attractors correspond to the hills and valleys of the EL. The topography of the landscape can
change in response to perturbations. Mutations could eventually reshape the EL and consequently
eliminate and/or generate novel phenotypes.

is known about the mechanistic sources of phenotypic variation and its impact on evolutionary dynamics. The explicit consideration of these processes in evolutionary models directly impacts our thinking about evolution. Simple, generic dynamical models of
GRNs, where genotypes and phenotypes can be unambiguously defined, are well-suited
to rigorously explore the problem. Further extension of these models in order to explore
and characterize the associated EL enables the study of the evolutionary consequences of
both genetic and non-genetic sources of phenotypic variation within the same coherent
theoretical framework.
The network-EL approach to evolutionary dynamics is promising, as it directly manifests the multipotency associated with a given genotype - the capacity of a GRN to generate multiple, stable cellular phenotypes. Although conceptually clear and well-founded,
its practical implementation implies several difficulties, nonetheless; specially in the case
of large networks. Work has been done in which the landscape associated with a spe-
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cific, experimentally characterized GRN is described quantitatively in terms of robustness and state transition rates [46], for example. However, neither the methodology to
derive ELs from GRNs, nor the quantitative description of ELs are standard procedures.
Most approaches require approximations and are technically challenging for the case of
networks with more than 2 nodes. Further research in the quantitative description of experimentally grounded GRNs is still needed in order to explore the constraints and the
plasticity of ELs associated with a genotypic (network) space. In this regard, discrete dynamical models are promising tools for the exhaustive characterization of the EL, and for
the study of multicellular development [45]. A second major challenge is the generalization of GRN dynamical models in order to include additional sources of constraint during
development. Tissue-level patterning mechanisms such as cell-cell interactions; chemical signaling; cellular growth, proliferation, and senescence; inevitably impose physical
limitations in terms of mechanical forces which in turn affect cellular behavior. Although
some progress has been presented in this direction [47, 48], the problem certainly remains
open.
The post-genomic era of biology is starting to show that old metaphors such as Waddington’s EL are not just frameworks for the conceptual discussion of complex problems. The
merging of conceptually clear theories, computational/mathematical tools, and molecular/genomic data into coherent frameworks could be the basis for a much needed transformation of biological research from mainly a descriptive exercise into a truly mechanistic, explanatory and predictive endeavor - EL models associated with GRNs being a
salient example.
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Criticality in gene networks
S. Sandoval, C. Torres, M.P. Garcı́a & M. Aldana, UNAM, Mexico

1

Abstract

Along evolution, living systems have prevailed in different and constantly changing environments, each one demanding a distinctive set of phenotypic traits in order to survive.
Over their lifetime, most organisms need to cope with a huge spectrum of perturbations
ranging from external temperature and pressure changes to inherent disruptions such
as genetic mutations. Life in these circumstances have forced organisms to be phenotypically robust, in the sense that their phenotypes have to maintain functionality under
many conditions. At the same time, living organisms must be flexible enough as to develop new phenotypes in order to keep up with new environmental challenges. At the
heart of the problem of how organisms reach this equilibrium between phenotypic robustness and phenotypic innovation, we find the concept of dynamical criticality. For
it is at criticality, namely at the brink of a phase transition between ordered and chaotic
dynamics, where phenotypic robustness and innovation can coexist. Here we present a
theoretical framework for the evolution of genetic regulatory networks that provides a
very likely explanation of how criticality emerges in evolution. Under this framework,
we evolve populations of networks subjected to mutations and demand the fulfilment of
two selection criteria that are common to the evolution of all living organisms: (i) at each
evolutionary step the already acquired phenotypic traits must be conserved, and (ii) in
the long term new phenotypic traits must emerge. (We will refer to “phenotypic traits”
as the dynamical attractors of the network). Surprisingly, these two selection criteria are
enough to rapidly produce populations of networks operating at criticality. Additionally,
by demanding a non-trivial information content in the phenotypic traits of the network,
we obtain topologies similar to the ones observed in real organisms, characterized by the
presence of global regulators or ”hubs” (i.e. nodes that regulate the expression of a great
number of other genes). This last point is a clear example where restrictions imposed on
the dynamical properties of the network can shape its topological structure.
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2

Emergence of critical dynamics in gene regulatory networks

Resumen

Durante su desarrollo, los organismos vivos tienen que contender con una gran variedad
de perturbaciones que van desde cambios de temperatura y humedad en el medio ambiente, hasta alteraciones permanentes en su metabolismo y material genético. Por lo tanto,
a lo largo de la evolución han tenido que generar dos caracterı́sticas importantes para su
supervivencia. Por un lado, el fenotipo de los organismos vivos tiene que ser lo suficientemente robusto para seguir funcionando adecuadamente en presencia de perturbaciones.
Por otro lado, dicho fenotipo tiene que ser lo suficientemente flexible para eventualmente
generar nuevas caracterı́sticas que le permitan al organismo contender con nuevos retos
ambientales. Existe evidencia teórica y experimental de que este balance entre robustez e
innovación fenotı́picas se logra al “borde del caos”, es decir, cuando las redes genéticas de
los organismos vivos operan en el punto crı́tico de una transición de fase entre dinámicas
ordenadas y dinámicas caóticas. Sin embargo, aún no se sabe cómo es que a lo largo de la
evolución se generaron redes genéticas operando con dinámicas crı́ticas. En este capı́tulo
presentamos un modelo evolutivo de redes genéticas que se basa en un principio muy
sencillo pero fundamental de la evolución: La emergencia de nuevos fenotipos, necesarios para adaptarse a nuevos entornos, ocurre sin destruir las caracterı́sticas fenotı́picas
que ya se habı́an adquirido antes. Esto se puede resumir coloquialmente diciendo: “la
mosca no perdió las patas cuando le salieron las alas”. Veremos como este principio es el
responsable de generar redes operando con dinámicas crı́ticas.

3

Introduction

One of the most challenging problems in Systems Biology is to understand the relationship of the structure and dynamics of the genome with the collection of phenotypes of
the organism. There are two different approaches to this problem. One of them is to
understand how gene expression patterns derive in distinct phenotypes [1–3]. This approach is of particular interest because it may lead to important therapeutic applications.
For instance, one would like to predict the existence or absence of certain diseases (e.g.
cancer or diabetes) from a particular set of gene expression patterns [4, 5]. On the other
hand, we could also tackle this question from an evolutionary point of view, where one
would aim to understand how adaptive constrains on the phenotypes influence the structure and dynamics of an underlying genetic network. It is clear that both the structure
and dynamics of the genome have been crafted through evolution to determine the phenotypic traits of the organism. Indeed, experimental studies have shown that modifying
the topology of a regulatory network directly alters its dynamics, which in turn affects
the phenotypic traits of the organism. As an example of the above, in Ref. [6] it is shown
that gene expression patterns resembling logic gates (AND, OR, NOR, etc.) arise by synthetically shuffling the regulatory architecture of a bacterial promoter. Depending on the
logic gate coded in a particular promoter, the bacterium can codify (or not) a fluorescent
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protein. Analogously, constraining the dynamics of a system during its evolution results
in the appearance of important topological properties. For example, in Ref. [7] Parotti
and his co-workers showed that imposing some stability constraints on the dynamics of a
growing network, results in the emergence of complex topological properties, such as the
ubiquitous scale-free topology.
However, understanding how the genomes acquired their observed structural and dynamical properties, and how such properties are intertwined to determine the organism’s
phenotypic traits, is not a trivial matter. The main limitations lie in understanding how
evolution has molded phenotypes, as we do not know the exact series of environmental
changes that each species underwent throughout its evolutionary history. Additionally,
we know neither the particular constraints that each environment imposes, nor the effect
that such restrictions would have in the genome’s structure and dynamics. Nonetheless,
despite the particularities of the evolutionary history of each species, there are two common characteristics in the evolution of every organism:
(a) evolution occurs in changing environments, and
(b) the new phenotypic traits, needed to cope with new environmental challenges, emerge on
top of the already existing ones.

Property (a) states the widely accepted fact that evolution towards different (and perhaps
more complex) forms of life is necessary, only because the environment changes and confronts organisms with new survival challenges. If the environment, as perceived by the
organism, stayed always the same, evolution would be unnecessary. This does not rule
out the existence of diversity, as even in the absence of selective pressure genetic drift is
known to occur. Property (b) states that when new phenotypic traits are developed, previous ones do not disappear. Instead they are most likely conserved or slightly transformed.
Thus, changing environments represent the driving force that generates new phenotypic
traits across evolution.
So, the fact that organisms develop and survive in changing environments has two important consequences: phenotypic robustness and phenotypic innovation [8–10]. This essentially means that living systems must be able to maintain certain functionality in the face
of perturbations, imposed by the changing environments, and at the same time be able to
transform their phenotypes, and consequently their gene expression patterns, when the
new environmental challenges become so demanding that the emergence of new functionalities is required. In this context, phenotypic robustness is a measure of how resilient
the organism’s phenotypes are when faced with a wide variety of perturbations [11, 12].
Highly robust systems would be those that preserve their phenotypes and functionality
under perturbations; while lesser robust systems would lose functionality and drastically
transform their phenotypes, even in the presence of small perturbations. We will discuss
later how a system can gain or lose phenotypes.
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Very importantly, two broad types of perturbations must be differentiated. First, we
have transient perturbations, which range from environmental noise or brief chemical exposures, to even some epigenetic modifications. These perturbations affect the patterns of
gene expression and the corresponding phenotypes only in the short-term. Second, there
are much more stable changes such as point mutations, DNA recombinations, gene duplications, deletions etc. These perturbations are of particular interest, since they may affect
the evolutionary path of a living organism, and its descendants, in an almost permanent
manner. Although it is true that most of the genetic mutations are either neutral or unfavorable, eventually a set of those changes could derive in a new and fitter phenotype.
This is exactly what phenotypic innovation refers to. Therefore, phenotypic innovation
will be defined as the capability of an organism to generate new phenotypes, in order to
successfully adapt to new conditions.
Later on we will give a precise definition of phenotypic robustness and innovation in
terms of the dynamical properties of genetic network models. Here, suffices it to mention that evolving in changing environments will have repercussions in the ability of the
genetic network to innovate and be robust; properties which in turn are dictated by the
topology and dynamics of the network. In fact, previous work in this direction shows that
changing environments, each one demanding new abilities or posing new constraints, can
significantly speed up evolution [13]. Interestingly, the highest speedup was found in environments that changed gradually and therefore shared some requirements with the previous ones. Such environments changed the network topology through the spontaneous
modularization of the system [14].
The ability of living systems to generate new phenotypes while preserving the previous ones is called evolvability [15–18]. This term can be summarized in colloquial terms
by saying that “the fly got the wings without losing the legs”. In other words, at the core
of evolvability is the fact that, in the presence of new environmental challenges, new phenotypes emerge on top of the already existing ones. This requirement demands a delicate
balance between forces of opposite nature: phenotypic robustness, in which organisms do
not respond to perturbations (transient or permanent); and phenotypic innovation, which
entails the generation of new phenotypes as a response to permanent mutations.
In physical systems, a very similar balance between robustness and responsiveness
is often attained close to a critical point, namely at the brink of a phase transition, between ordered and chaotic dynamics [19]. Systems operating in the ordered regime are
impervious to change, as they are able to gradually vanish every perturbation. On the
contrary, chaotic systems are extremely sensitive to perturbations and their behavior is
often unpredictable, with small initial perturbations propagating rapidly throughout the
entire system. The delicate balance between robustness and sensitivity to perturbations
is achieved close to criticality, where perturbations neither disappear nor propagate indefinitely, but typically remain confined to a small subset of elements. Because of this
particularity of critical systems, it is natural to ask whether the juxtaposition in living systems of phenotypic robustness and phenotypic innovation could also be understood in
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terms of critical dynamics.
In 1969 Stuart Kauffman empirically found a phase transition between ordered and
chaotic dynamics, with a non-trivial critical point, in simple genetic regulatory network
models [20]. His studies led him to propose that real genetic networks should operate at
(or close to) criticality, as it is exactly at this point where the system exhibits the aforementioned balance [21]. Since then, his idea has been known as the life at the edge of chaos hypothesis. Nonetheless, in that pioneering work, Kauffman analyzed the network response
exclusively under transient perturbations. Despite this analysis is useful to describe the behavior of an organism under perturbations that occur during its life time, evolution also
requires living systems to be phenotypically evolvable under genetic mutations, which
occur at much longer time scales and across generations.
Unfortunately, the life at the edge of chaos hypothesis, as insightful and appealing as
it is, was formulated on not very solid grounds. This is because for many years, the implications of the dynamical phase in which the network operates, to the evolution of such
network under permanent mutations, were unclear. Here we discuss a model of network
evolution, and show that when genetic mutations are properly considered, Kauffman’s
hypothesis still holds. We will see that the two properties (a) and (b) mentioned above,
although simple, have profound implications in the evolution of genetic networks. These
two properties constitute the main ingredients that generate critical dynamics, and consequently, phenotypic robustness and innovation. As a prototype model for genetic regulatory networks we will use the Boolean network model proposed by Kauffman [20], as
there is now plenty of evidence showing that it effectively captures the essential aspects of
the gene regulatory process [22–27]. So, in the next section we will describe the Kauffman
model of gene regulation and its three dynamical phases: ordered, critical and chaotic.

4

Boolean networks and criticality

In the Boolean approach proposed by Kauffman, the dynamical state of the genetic network is encoded in a set of N boolean variables, σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σN , each representing the state
of expression of a given gene. Thus, σn (t) = 1 or σn (t) = 0 according to whether the nth
gene is expressed or not at time t, respectively. The state of expression σn of the nth gene
changes in time and is determined by the state of expression of its regulators according to
the equation
σn (t + 1) = Fn (σ1n (t), σ2n (t), . . . , σknn (t))
(1)
where {σ1n , σ2n , . . . , σknn } are the kn regulators of σn and Fn (·) is a Boolean function of kn
arguments that is constructed according to the activatory or inhibitory nature of the regulations. For networks of real organisms, the regulators of each gene and the corresponding
Boolean functions are constructed with base on the biological knowledge of the system.
Nowadays there is solid evidence showing that the Boolean approach is able to reproduce
the gene expression patterns observed experimentally in several organisms.
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Since we are not interested in a particular network of any specific organism, in the initial population we use random networks in which the kn regulators of a given gene σn are
chosen randomly from anywhere in the system. The Boolean functions are also assigned
randomly in a way such that for each of the 2kn configurations of the kn regulators, the
Boolean function evaluates to 1 with probability p and to 0 with probability 1 − p. This
is just the standard Kauffman model whose dynamical properties have been extensively
studied. In particular, it is known that this simple model exhibits a continuous phase
transition between ordered and chaotic dynamics [28–31]. In the ordered phase, any perturbation in the initial condition eventually disappears whereas in the chaotic phase any
such perturbation propagates to a large fraction of the network. The parameter that determines in which dynamical phase the network operates is the so called network sensitivity
S defined as
S = 2p(1 − p)K,

(2)

where K is the average number of regulators per gene. If S < 1 the network will be in the
ordered phase, and if S > 1 it will be in the chaotic phase. The critical phase is attained
for S = 1, where the dynamics are not extremely sensitive to perturbations in the initial
conditions (as in the chaotic phase), but the perturbations will not always disappear (as in
the ordered phase). Fig. 1 illustrates the dynamical behavior of the network in the three
different phases.
Because the network has a finite number of genes, there is also a finite number Ω = 2N
of possible dynamical states, ranging from 000 . . . 0 where all the genes are inactive, to the
state 111 . . . 1 where all the genes are active, including all the intermediate states. This
does not mean that, starting from a given initial condition, the network will necessarily
explore all the Ω = 2N possible states. In fact, before the network can go through all
the possible states, it gets trapped in a dynamical attractor. Since the dynamics given by
Eq. (1) are deterministic, starting out from one initial state, the network will go through
a series of transients until a previously visited state is reached. At this point the network
enters into a periodic pattern of expression that repeats itself over and over again. These
periodic patterns are exactly the dynamical attractors mentioned above. Usually, several
attractors may exist for the same network. All the states that converge to the same attractor constitute its particular basin of attraction. Networks operating in the ordered phase
typically have a small number of attractors, whereas networks in the chaotic phase have
a really large number of them [29]. Thus, the dynamical rule given in Eq. (1) partitions
the state space into disjoint sets consisting of the attractors and their corresponding basins
of attraction. The set of all the attractors (and their basins of attraction) is known as the
attractor landscape of the network. The biological relevance of the dynamical attractors
was first pointed out by Kauffman, who formulated the hypothesis that the attractors
correspond to the stable patterns of expression of the genetic network, which in turn correspond to the different cell types or, more accurately, to the different functional states of
the organism (its phenotypic traits). This hypothesis has been firmly demonstrated for
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Figure 1: Network dynamics in the three different phases. (A) Graphic representation of the
network state at a given time point. The color of the nodes represent their activity: white if the
node is active and black if it is not active. (B) The N genes of the network have been placed on a
square lattice just for visualization purposes. Starting with one initial state (on the left) the system
develops in time until a stable state is reached (on the right). (C) The initial state is perturbed so
that a few genes (less than 1%) are forced to change its activity. The perturbed genes are represented in red. If the network were operating in the ordered regime, the initial perturbation would
disappear after some time and the network would reach the same stable state as without the perturbation. By contrast, in the chaotic regime the initial perturbation amplifies and propagates to
a very large portion of the network, which ends up in a completely different state. In the critical
phase, typically what happens is that the perturbation neither disappears nor propagates to the
entire network, but remains confined to a small subset of genes.

several cases [22, 32, 33].

5

Waddington Epigenetic landscape

The fact that a given network has multiple attractors solves an important problem posed
by Conrad H. Waddington with respect to the Modern Evolutionary Synthesis (MES),
where it is proposed that a genotype (a given set of genes) corresponds to exactly one
phenotype. In the 1950s Waddington noted that MES could not explain multicellularity,
as this theory assumes that genetic mutation is the only source of phenotypic variation.
But then, how could cell differentiation occur without any inheritable genetic mutation?
Waddington proposed that throughout the development of an organism, intrinsic restrictions, imposed by gene expression and shaped by evolution, would occur. This idea led
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Figure 2: Waddington epigenetic landscape. In this metaphor, the undifferentiated embryonic
cell is imagined like a ball that can roll down the hill on a surface that represents all possible states
of expression in the genome. The stable minima in this surface would correspond to the stable
phenotypes of the organism. The different bifurcation points represent alternative differentiation
pathways.

him to formulate the concept of the epigenetic landscape as a metaphor of such restrictions.
Waddington’s epigenetic landscape consists of an hypothetical surface, with crests and
valleys, over which a ball rolls down from the highest point of the surface, and ends into
any of the possible lower minima (see Fig. 2). Along the way, there are ramification points
where the ball can take different paths that lead to different minima. In this metaphor, the
ball represents an embryonic undifferentiated cell whereas the surface represent all the
possible states of expression of the genome. Thus, the undifferentiated cell “rolls down
the hill” searching for the stable expression minima. In each ramification point of the development, the embryonic cell could take one path or another, depending on the presence
of certain inductors, homeotic genes or even stochastic fluctuations. This mechanism was
interpreted by Waddington as the effect of the environment over gene expression. The
stable minima of the surface would then correspond to the stable phenotypes which the
cell can get to.
Waddington’s epigenetic landscape was considered for many years as a metaphor
that could not be proved experimentally. However, after Kauffman’s work, it was clear
that the attractor landscape of a genetic network represents the formal materialization of
Waddington’s metaphor. The dynamical attractors correspond to the stable minima of
Waddington’s surface (stable phenotypes), whereas the basins of attraction correspond
to the grooves and furrows (developmental pathways) that lead to these minima. This
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correspondence was first proved experimentally by S. Huang et al. and subsequently
corroborated by other research groups [32]. Thus, the attractor landscape resolves the
question of how the same genotype can give rise to a variety of different phenotypes.

6

Criticality of the attractor landscape

It is important to stress that the definition of the ordered, critical and chaotic phases given
before, is closely related to the dynamical response of the network to transient perturbations (see Fig. 1). However, there is a much more profound manifestation of these dynamical phases, in relation to the way in which the attractor landscape changes when the network is permanently mutated [34]. Indeed, since the attractor landscape is determined by
the network topology and the Boolean functions, one would expect that changing either
of these properties consequently modifies the attractor landscape. One can also expect
that the magnitude of this change will depend on the dynamical phase in which the network operates. In our group we have investigated the relationship between the dynamical
regime of the network and the evolvability of its attractor landscape. To do this, we first
formulate an operational definition of phenotypic robustness and phenotypic innovation
as follows:
• A network is phenotypically robust, under a given mutation, if its dynamical attractors do not change as a result that mutation.
• A network is phenotypically innovative, under a given mutation, if new attractors
appear as a result of that mutation.
• A network is evolvable under a given mutation if it is both phenotypically robust
and innovative. In other words, if all the attractors it had before the mutation are
conserved and also new attractors appear.
According to the previous definitions, it is also important to define the mutations under which a network is going to be considered evolvable. We have implemented a particular type of mutation that is the main cause of genome growth and evolution: gene
duplication followed by divergence [34]. We start from a Boolean network with N genes,
{σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σN }, which we will call the original network, and randomly chose one of its
genes for duplication. Let σi be the randomly chosen gene. We duplicate this gene and
form a new network with N + 1 genes, in which σi = σN +1 . This means that immediately
after the duplication event σN +1 has the exact same regulators (inputs), the same regulated genes (outputs), and the same Boolean functions as σi . Afterwards, we mutate some
of these properties in the duplicated gene σN +1 , making it different from the parent gene
σi . This process, called genetic divergence, is known to occur very rapidly after the duplication event [35]. We will call the network resulting from this duplication-divergence
event the mutated network. As a result of the duplication-divergence event, the attractors
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of the mutated network may change, or they may even disappear whereas new attractors
may appear. Robustness will be then quantified as the fraction of attractors of the original network that are conserved in the mutated network after the duplication-divergence
event. If all the original attractors are conserved, then the network has robustness R = 1,
whereas if none of the attractors are conserved, the network has no robustness: R = 0.
Fig. 3 shows the probability P (R) that a random Boolean network has robustness R at
each of the three different phases; ordered (S = 0.5), critical (S = 1) and chaotic (S = 1.5
and S = 2). Clearly, the network robustness decreases as the dynamics transit from the ordered to the chaotic regime. This can be observed as the probability P (1) that the network
conserves all of its original attractors rapidly decreases, whereas the probability P (0) to
conserve none of them increases. These results show that networks operating in the ordered regime are very robust, as with high probability their attractors do not change under
mutations. But precisely because of this, ordered networks cannot evolve since their attractor landscape is “frozen”, which makes them incapable of generating new attractors.
On the contrary, chaotic networks are very innovative. In such networks, there is a very
high probability that the attractor landscape completely changes after the duplicationdivergence event. These chaotic network are innovative but they are not robust, so they
cannot evolve either. Critical networks are peculiar in the sense that they are robust and
innovative at the same time. This can be observed in Fig. 4, which shows the probability
Pe (S) that after a gene duplication-divergence event, a network with sensitivity S conserves all of its attractors and generates at least a new one. Note that this probability is
maximum for critical networks (S = 1).
Thus, from the theoretical point of view, criticality is a desirable property that confers
the phenotypic robustness and innovation the network needs to evolve. Two important
questions arise from this conclusion: Are the genetic networks of real organisms critical? And if so, how did criticality emerge throughout evolution? The first question was
answered affirmatively by several groups, who reported experimental evidence showing
that the networks of real organisms exhibit dynamics compatible with criticality [36–40].
As for the second question, our group has investigated the evolutionary mechanisms that
generate critical dynamics. In particular, we arre interested in knowing whether ordered
or chaotic networks can evolve towards criticality, or if critical networks need to be born
being critical. In the next section we present a simple evolutionary model, rooted on biological grounds, that gives a general answer to these questions.

7

Evolution towards criticality

In the previous section we assumed that the network is already operating in a given dynamical regime (ordered, critical or chaotic) and then proceed to determine the effect of
mutations on the evolvability of the attractor landscape. The main result was that, under
a gene duplication-divergence event, critical networks exhibited the highest evolvability,
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Figure 3: Probability P (R) for the network to have phenotypic robustness R under gene
duplication-divergence events. The different graphs correspond to networks operating in the three
different dynamical phases: ordered (S = 0.5), critical (S = 1), chaotic (S = 1.5) and super chaotic
(S = 2). Note that as the dynamical regime passes from ordered to chaotic, the network becomes
less robust, as the probability P (1) for the network to conserve all of its original attractors decreases and the probability P (0) to conserve none of its attractors increases.
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Figure 4: Probability Pe (S) for a network with sensitivity S to be evolvable, namely, to conserve
all its attractors and generate at least a new one, after a gene duplication-divergence event. Note
that this probability is maximum for critical networks.

as they conserved all the original attractors (phenotypic robustness) and were able to generate new ones (phenotypic innovation). In this section we will proceed in the opposite
direction, starting with random networks operating in arbitrary dynamical phases and
evolving them through mutations and gene duplication-divergence events. It is throughout this process that we will demand evolvability. This means that only the networks that
conserve their already acquired phenotypes (attractors) and also generate new ones, will
be the ones selected to survive and continue further trough the simulation. Our goal is to
determine if the requirement of evolvability across the evolutionary process will favor a
particular dynamical regime.
We start with a population of M0 = 1000 random Boolean networks (all different), each
with N = 20 genes. At this point, all the genes have exactly K regulators and the Boolean
functions have a bias of p = 0.5. Hence, the sensitivity of the networks in the initial population is entirely determined by the network connectivity K as S0 = 2p(1 − p)K = K/2.
Through evolution, we mutate the networks in the population by adding or removing
connections between the genes, changing the Boolean functions that regulate the expression of the genes, and adding new genes to the network. Although for each network
we perform these mutations randomly, the way in which we implement them is deeply
rooted on the biological phenomenology of genome growth and evolution. More specifically, we assume that each gene is composed of two parts, a regulatory region and a
coding region, and that mutations can occur in any of these two parts with equal probability. Mutations in the regulatory region consist in the addition or deletion of binding
sites to DNA, which in turn change the way in which the gene is regulated. In Ref. [41]
the mutagenic algorithm is described in detail. Here we briefly mention that mutations in
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the regulatory region of a given gene σn will cause the loss or gain of regulators, as well as
changes in its Boolean function. On the other hand, mutations in the coding region of σn
change how this gene regulates its targets, which translates into the gain or loss of targets,
as well as modifications of the Boolean functions of such gained or lost targets. Finally,
the network growth is implemented through gene duplication followed by divergence up
to a maximum size N = 100.
In each generation and for each network in the population, there is a probability µ for
each gene to be mutated in either its regulatory or coding region. After the mutations, we
check whether or not the mutated networks conserve the same attractors they had before
the mutations, and eliminate from the population those networks which do not conserve
all their attractors. Thus, only the phenotypically robust networks can go through the next
generation. We will call this selection process the phenotypic robustness criterion (PRC). The
elimination of the networks that do not satisfy this criterion reduces the population size to
a new value, and therefore we have to replicate each of the surviving networks to restore
the population to its original size. This replication is carried out with a certain bias (or
fitness) α per network that will be discussed later.
Every two thousands generations all the networks in the population simultaneously
undergo a duplication-divergence event, after which the only networks that survive and
pass to the next generation will be the ones that in addition to fulfilling the PRC, also generate at least one new attractor. Thus, every two thousands generations we are demanding
evolvability. Therefore, we will call this selection process the phenotypic evolvability criterion (PEC). Under this criterion we eliminate from the population all the networks which
do not satisfy the PRC or do not generate new attractors (even if some of these latter
networks do fulfill the PRC).
There are two important points to be considered when new attractors emerge. First,
every time a new attractor is found, it is added to the set of attractors that must be conserved to fulfill the PRC. We will call this growing set of attractors, which will be under
selective pressure, the phenotypic attractors. Each network has its own set of phenotypic
attractors. Second, the genes in the phenotypic attractors must do something. More precisely, networks whose phenotypic attractors have all the genes in the same state (active
or inactive) will have a low fitness and consequently a lower replication rate. We define
the average genetic expression variability of the network as α = 1 − |ψ1 − ψ0 |, where ψ0
and ψ1 are the average fractions of 0’s and 1’s in all the states of all the attractors of the
network (clearly, ψ0 + ψ1 = 1). Thus, α ≈ 0 if almost all the genes in the attractors are
in only one state (either 0 or 1), whereas α ≈ 1 if more or less half of the genes in the attractors are in the state 1 and the other half in the state 0. In each generation, we replicate
each surviving network in a quantity proportional to its average genetic activity α, which
introduces competition in the replication of the surviving networks, being more favored
the ones with an average genetic variability close to α = 1.
Fig. 5A shows the evolution of the average network sensitivity hSi, where the average
is taken over all the networks in the population. The different curves depicted in Fig. 5A
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Figure 5: Evolution towards criticality. (A) Evolution of the average network sensitivity for four
different populations, each initially composed of networks in one of the three dynamical regimes:
ordered (K = 1, S = 0.5, black), critical (K = 2, S = 1, red), and chaotic (K = 3, S = 1.5,
green; K = 4, S = 2, blue). Under the Darwinian selection given by the PRC and PEC, all the
populations become critical (hSi → 1) in less than 5000 generations (see inset) regardless of their
initial dynamical regime. The control curves (in light gray) were obtained evolving populations
without selection, and show that the mutagenic method alone drives the networks into the chaotic
regime (hSi → 2). Therefore, in our simulations evolution towards criticality is not an artifact
of the mutagenic algorithm. (B) Distribution of sensitivities at two different generations for the
population that started with K = 3 (chaotic networks). Early in the simulation, at generation
g = 2 × 103 , P (S) is quite broad (black line), reflecting a great diversity of networks. However,
through evolution, all the surviving networks become critical and the distribution P (S) narrows
down (red line). The distribution shown here at generation g = 2 × 105 has hSi = 0.998 ± 0.035.

correspond to four different populations that started with networks in the ordered, critical, and chaotic regimes. The curves in light gray that converge to hSi = 2 show the
effect of the mutagenic algorithm only, as they correspond to populations evolving with
mutation but without selection (all the networks survive in each generation). Clearly, the
mutagenic algorithm alone produces chaotic networks. Contrary to this, when the evolution takes place with selection, i.e. implementing the PRC and PEC, the sensitivity of the
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Figure 6: Evolutionary bottlenecks. (A) This plot shows the evolution of the lineages (network
labels) across generations. Each horizontal line indicates the survival time of a particular lineage.
The vertical lines indicate the fixation events in which all the networks in the population are relabelled again after only one lineage was left in the entire population. (B) Probability Pca (L) that a
network with label L in the original population becomes the common ancestor (this is the lineage
that goes through the first bottleneck, giving rise to the first fixation event). Note that only very
few networks (less than 4%) in the original population can become common ancestors. Among
this 4%, only 5 networks are selected in about 80% of the realizations.

networks in all the populations converge, on average, to the critical value hSi ≈ 1. This
demonstrates that the Darwinian selection given by the PRC and PEC indeed makes the
networks evolve towards criticality. Furthermore, Fig. 5B shows the distribution of sensitivities P (S) in one of the populations that started with chaotic networks (S = 1.5), and
for two distinct generation times: Very early in the simulation, at generation g = 2 × 103
(black curve); and at the end of the simulation, at generation g = 2 × 105 (red curve). It
is clear that at the beginning of the evolutionary process a great diversity of networks is
present, which is reflected in the broad distribution P (S). Nonetheless, throughout evolution, the networks become critical and the final distribution of sensitivities P (S) becomes
very narrow, with mean hSi = 0.998 and standard deviation ∆S = 0.035. This shows that
each network in the population is converging towards criticality.
As we mentioned before, the networks that do not satisfy the PRC in each generation,
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or the PEC after the gene duplication events every two thousands generations, are removed from the population. In order to determine how restrictive these selection criteria
are, it is important to measure the survival times of the networks in the population. To do
this, at generation g = 0 we label all the networks in the population with an integer ranging from 1 to 1000. Throughout generations, each network conserves its original label.
Furthermore, when one network is replicated into several copies, the “daughter” networks acquire the same label from the “mother”. Therefore, the labels are inherited from
mother to daughters, which makes it possible to identify different “lineages” through
the evolutionary process. Each network in the initial population gives rise to a different
lineage and therefore, at the beginning of the process there are 1000 different lineages.
However, since the networks that fail the selection criteria are removed from the population, some lineages might disappear. If at generation g only one lineage is left in the entire
population, we relabel the networks in that particular lineage from 1 to Mg , being Mg the
number of networks in the population. This can be considered as the “fixation” of that
lineage in the population. (Note that the existence of only one lineage in the population
does not mean that there is only one network. Rather, it means that all the Mg networks
have the same label, and therefore, all of them share a common ancestor.) Fig. 6A shows
the evolution of lineages throughout generations. The vertical lines show the fixation
events, and the horizontal lines the survival time of a particular lineage. It is clear that the
majority of lineages disappear from the population very quickly, and only very few lineages survive for long times. These results indicate that evolution towards criticality via
the PRC and PEC confronts the population against a series of selective filters (bottlenecks)
which only very few networks are able to go through.
A very important consequence of these bottlenecks is that the final population comes
entirely from only one common ancestor. This rises the question of how reproducible is
obtaining the same common ancestor in different realizations of the evolutionary process.
In other words, if we perform one million different simulations, always starting with the
same initial population of networks but with a different history of mutations and duplications in each realization, how many times the same network in the original population
would be selected as the common ancestor? Since the networks in the original population
were constructed randomly, one might expect that all of them have the same probability
of making it through the bottlenecks imposed by the PRC and PEC. If this were the case,
the probability Pca (L) that the initial network with label L becomes the common ancestor
would be the same for all values of L. Nonetheless, Fig. 6B shows that this is not the case,
as only very few networks are selected as common ancestors.
Another remarkable result is the topological structure of the networks in the final population. We start the simulation with homogeneous random networks for which all the
nodes have the same number of inputs K and a number of outputs drawn from a Poisson
distribution. However, at the end of the simulation the networks have global regulators
(hubs), namely, nodes with a great number of output connections as it is illustrated in
Fig. 7A. This topological structure is known to occur in the genetic networks of real or-
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Figure 7: (A) Structure of a randomly chosen network in the final population. Note the existence
of highly connected nodes (global regulators or “hubs”). (B) Diagram showing the superposition
of all the networks in the final population. The color of a given link indicates its prevalence in the
population, which is the fraction of final networks in which that link occurred. (C) Robustness
of the network when a link with prevalence v is removed. The black curve corresponds to one
randomly chosen network and the red dashed line is the average over the population. Note that on
average, the robustness of the network decreases as the prevalence of the removed link increases.

ganisms, such a E. coli, S. cerevisiae, S. pombe and B. subtilis [34, 36, 42]. The existence
of global regulators in the final networks was a very unexpected result for two reasons.
First, the topological structure of the network was never considered in the selection mechanism. Second, and more importantly, global regulators introduce strong correlations in
the network dynamics, and it is not obvious that these correlations can survive to the selection pressure imposed by the PRC and PEC. Interestingly, when the α-fitness criterion
is not enforced, i.e. when we allow the possibility for all the genes in the attractors to be
“frozen” in the same state (either 0 or 1), the networks never develop hubs. This strongly
suggests that the existence or absence of global regulators is related to the information
content of the attractor landscape but further investigation is necessary in this matter.
Fig. 7A shows a representative network of the final population. It is important to
mention that the final networks, although similar, are not identical even though they all
have the same set of phenotypic attractors. Fig. 7B shows a superposition of all the networks in the final population and the color code indicates the prevalence of the links in such
networks. This prevalence is measured as vij = mij /Mf , where mij is the number of net-
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works in the final population in which the nodes σi and σj are connected, and Mf is the
total number of final networks. It is clear from Fig. 7B that the most prevalent links are
the ones connecting the global regulators. This suggests that these hubs play an important
role in the evolvability of the attractor landscape. Indeed, Fig. 7C shows the robustness
of the network (the number of attractors that are conserved) when we remove links with
different prevalence. It is clear that on average, the robustness greatly decreases when we
remove the most prevalent links.

8

Discussion

Phenotypic robustness and innovation are two central properties common to all living
organisms. These two properties are closely related to the dynamical regime in which the
underlying genetic network operates. This is because networks that are dynamically critical are also robust and innovative not only under transient changes in the environment,
but also under permanent mutations either in the topological structure of the network
or in its regulatory interactions (the Boolean functions). Therefore, evolution towards
criticality stems out as a fundamental process that can help us understand how living organisms are robust and at the same time have the ability to generate adaptable diversity.
In this work we have shown that dynamical criticality can indeed emerge by means of a
simple and biologically meaningful Darwinian selection process, that imposes two main
constraints on the attractor landscape. First, the networks must conserve the attractors
they have acquired through evolution and second, networks that generate new attractors
as a consequence of mutations, are preferred over the networks that do not generate new
attractors. In this sense, the balance between conservation and innovation of the attractor
landscape plays an important role in the selection process. We should note that innovation of phenotypes occurs in two distinct ways. On the one hand, the emergence of new
attractors can be considered as the generation of new phenotypes. On the other hand, the
addition of new genes to the network also adds new information to the already existing
attractors (the attractor states grow). In either case, for this information to be useful, the
new genes must have some activity that changes from one attractor to another. Therefore,
a third selection constraint comes up naturally, and consists in that the the genes in the
attractors should not be “frozen”. This important biological constraint is not fundamental
for the evolution towards criticality, as the populations become critical even without the
fulfillment of the α-fitness criterion. But it is essential for the existence of global regulators
in the final networks, which suggests a strong relationship between the network structure
and the information content of the attractor landscape.
It is also important to mention that in our simulations the attractor conservation and
innovation criteria are not as stringent as one may think. The reason is that, due to computer limitations, the attractor landscape can be known in full only for small networks.
Thus, we completely determine the attractor landscape for all the networks in the popula-
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tion only for the first generation where the networks are small. After that, in order to find
new attractors we just sampled a small fraction of the state space (we sampled about 104
states for each network). Clearly, we can apply the PRC and the PEC only to the attractors
that are found by means of this under sampling (the set of phenotypic attractors). However, there can be “hidden” attractors that do not come out through this under sampling
process. It is quite remarkable that even when many attractors may not be taken into account, the PRC and the PEC make the population evolve towards criticality. The under
sampling in our numerical simulations has a biological counterpart, which is that for an
organism like E. coli, with N ≈ 300 regulatory genes, it is very unlikely that all the 2300
possible configurations could be explored throughout evolution in order to reach all the
possible existing phenotypes.
Even though there is a great genotypic and phenotypic diversity in the initial population (because all the networks are structurally different and have different attractor
landscapes), throughout generations the population passes through a series of selective
filters which decrease this diversity by eliminating from the population the majority of
lineages. At the end of the simulation all the networks have the same set of phenotypes
(the same set of phenotypic attractors), but slightly different genotypes (different topological structures). Additionally, as we have mentioned before, the existence of highly
connected nodes in the final networks seems to be a consequence of restrictions imposed
on the information content of the dynamical attractors. Thus, our results are consistent
with the idea that restrictions on the dynamics of the network can play an important role
in shaping its topology, as it has been suggested for other types of networks [43, 44].
In conclusion, although dynamical criticality is not a necessary condition in the functioning of living organisms, it can be a consequence of evolution. For it naturally emerges
from the very same forces that allow living organisms to evolve in changing environments: phenotypic robustness and phenotypic innovation.
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Multi-scale modeling of dynamic
systems for evolution
M. Garcı́a & E. Azpeitia, Instituto de Ecologı́a and C3, UNAM, Mexico

1

Abstract

It has long been recognized that processes occurring at different scales of organization
affect the evolution of organisms. Molecular, cellular and environmental sub-processes,
among others, are involved in settling the basis where evolutionary processes will take
place. Changes at the genetic level can affect gene expression patterns, protein biochemical properties, and regulatory interactions, which in turn can modify the structure and
dynamic of regulatory networks. Changes at the cellular level can affect cell properties,
which modify the cell microenvironment, communication and interaction with the surroundings. Finally, environmental changes modify the morphology, physiology and behavior of the organisms. Until now, most of these levels of organization have been studied
as independent from each other. However, all of them interact, constraining and allowing
the evolutionary possibilities at the same time. In such a scenario, the sub-processes are
not just passive players during evolutionary processes, instead they help to determine the
variety of possibilities. With the advent of new theoretical and technological approaches
for biological research, especially from the computational and mathematical fields, multiscale models that study the interaction of these sub-processes in evolutionary processes
are starting to appear. Here we highlight some of the results obtained by these studies in
order to gain a better view of their importance and utility in the areas of development,
evolution and biological complexity.

2

Resumen

Desde hace mucho tiempo se sabe que procesos que ocurren en diferentes niveles de organización afectan la evolución de los organismos. Hay varios subprocesos, como los moleculares, los celulares y los ambientales, entre otros, involucrados en los procesos evolutivos. Cambios a nivel de la secuencia genética pueden afectar los patrones de expresión
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genético, las propiedades bioquı́micas de las proteı́nas, e interacciones de regulación, que
a su vez pueden modificar la estructura y dinámica de las redes de regulación. Cambios a
nivel celular pueden alterar propiedades celulares, modificando el microambiente celular
y el modo en que la célula se comunica e interactúa con su vecindario. Finalmente, cambios ambientales modifican la morfologı́a, fisiologı́a y el comportamiento de los organismos. Hasta ahora, los distintos niveles de organización han sido estudiados de forma
independiente. Sin embargo, todos actúan de forma conjunta, interactuando entre si, para
restringir y posibilitar los procesos evolutivos. En este escenario, los subprocesos no son
actores pasivos durante la evolución, sino que participan en la determinación de las posibilidades evolutivas. Con la llegada de nuevas herramientas tecnológicas y teóricas para
la investigación biológica, especialmente del campo de las matemáticas y la computación,
comienzan a aparecer modelos multi-escala que permiten estudiar la acción conjunta de
los subprocesos durante la evolución. En este trabajo describimos algunos de los principales resultados obtenidos con estos modelos, con la finalidad de mostrar su utilidad e
importancia en las áreas de desarrollo, evolución y complejidad biológica.

3

Introduction: Changing the paradigm, multi-scale modeling
approaches

Most of evolutionary research has been focused on the molecular basis of evolution, as
genetic changes can result in beneficial or deleterious phenotypic changes. Based on the
idea that differences in genes and allele frequency can reflect and determine the evolutionary history of any organism, population genetics has flourished arguably as the most
important evolutionary research field in biology. The proliferation and advances in the
tools and methodologies available for population genetics research have been marvelous
(e.g., [1]), but underestimate the role of development and ecological influences in evolutionary processes. For example, the genotype-phenotype mapping that occurs during
development, which is fundamental to validate current assumptions and understand evolution, is just starting to be understood. Nowadays, we know that the phenotype is the
result of development, which is influenced by diverse processes performed by genes, proteins and other molecules, as well as cell interactions, morphogen fluxes, environmental
conditions, physical forces, among other things, and not genes alone.
Importantly, in part due to the technological improvements, during the last decades
the mechanisms behind biological complexity have become more evident, including developmental and evolutionary ones. There are a large number of elements involved
in such processes, all of which interact non-linearly producing non-intuitive behaviors.
Therefore, these processes are difficult to predict and understand. Given this complexity,
the challenge to understand biological phenomena is largely about the interpretation and
integration of experimental results of a sole process studied in pieces. Because of this,
modeling approaches that allow the integration of different sorts of data have become
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indispensable for biological research.
Biological processes can be studied at different temporal and spatial scales. Spatially, biological research ranges from molecular, to cell, tissue, organ, organism and ecological scales. The temporal scale of biological processes also has a broad range, some
processes occurring in microseconds, like the molecular interactions, while other take
years, like many organisms life cycles, and other centuries or more, like evolutionary
processes [2](see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Different temporal and spatial scales of biological organization.
Different tools and methodologies have been developed to study processes at each
scale. For example, network theory is useful to structurally and dynamically study processes at the molecular, cellular and ecological scale [3]. However, many biological processes are the product of processes acting together at different scales. For example, during
developmental processes, while cells are differentiating via the action of their own gene
regulatory network, they might influence the differentiation status of neighboring cells
through the movement of molecules, leading to coherent cellular patterns, which will
form different tissues and organs. The geometrical and mechanical properties of the tissue can influence morphogen distribution, cellular arrangement and behavior [4–6] which
could modify gene activity. Thus, studying how these processes act together is fundamental for a better understanding of biological processes.
Consequently, multi-scale models are starting to appear more frequently. Similarly,
software to analyze multi-scale models is being constantly developed (e.g., [7–15], see
also the Supplementary Information section at the end of this chapter). In particular,
multi-scale modeling has become a useful tool for the study of development.
The software for multi-scale modeling usually relies in different methodologies and
formalisms that need to be coupled. For example, CompuCell3D (CC3D) is a software that
implements the Cellular Potts Model (CPM) formalism and enables the user to develop
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multi-scale models [7]. Such models can take into account intracellular and extracellular
dynamics, that in a population of cells can lead to the formation of tissues or complex
organs. In CPM cells are modeled as joint positions in a lattice with the same identifier,
and their behavior with a potential energy H. We provide an example of H in the next
equation:

H=

X X
(i,j) (i0 ,j 0 )

Jτ (σi,j ),τ (σi‘,j‘ ) +

X

(Pσ − PT )2

(1)

σ

where (i, j) is a position of the lattice, J is the contact energy between cells, τ is the
cell type, σ is the cell identifier and P is a certain cellular property. The first term includes
two summations over the lattice positions (i, j) and over its neighboring positions (i0 , j 0 ).
The parameter Jτ (σi,j ),τ (σi‘,j‘ ) quantifies the contact energy between the neighboring lattice
points (i, j), (i0 , j 0 ) and serves to model adhesive and cohesive interactions between cells.
Such interactions underlie the formation of cell clusters by cell-cell contacts. The second
term is a summation over all cells to quantify the deviation between the actual (Pσ ) and
the target value (PT ) of a cellular property. Using this term, the user can define different
cellular properties, such as the cell perimeter or area. A CPM simulation uses a MonteCarlo algorithm to select cellular configurations that minimize the potential energy.
At the same time, CC3D allows the use of different modeling techniques for other
biological processes not considered in Equation (1). For example, regulatory networks
can be introduced through different formalisms according to the specific requirements
of a model. It is possible to use Boolean and ordinary differential equations formalisms,
among others. Importantly, cellular properties like the cell adhesion parameters can be
defined by the state of an intracellular network. Moreover, using partial differential equations (PDE), elements of a network can move between cells leading to communication
circuits that help to coordinate a population of neighboring cells. Additionally, using
PDE it can be modeled environmental inputs as nutrient availability.
Therefore, with CC3D it is possible to build models of complex process encompassing
dynamics at the intracellular (regulatory network), cellular (cell adhesion) and tissular
(molecule gradient) scale, which altogether regulate a certain biological phenomena (see
Figure 2).
Multi-scale models of morphogenesis have been used with great results to give insights into how processes are spatio-temporally coupled and which is the role of each
of them in the resulting macroscopical pattern. Anyhow, the use of multi-scale models
to study evolution has remained scarce. Now we review how multi-scale modeling approaches have been successful in different contexts, with an emphasis for development.
Then we look at a few examples of how they have been used in evolution. Finally, we
discuss their utility and necessity to extend their use for the study of evolution.
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Multi-scale models of non-evolutionary biological processes

Multi-scale models have been used in many biological contexts with successful results.
For example, due to global climate change, the demand for models that can predict and
understand the response of organisms to environmental changes has become a main issue
for planning conservation strategies. However, in an ever-changing world, the number
of variables that can affect the organism responses is huge and come from different organizational scales. First attempts to include multiple variables from different scales, like
demography, gene flow and heterogeneous environments, among others, are starting to
appear. These studies have provided projections of species distribution and community
structure [16].
Other studies have focused on the interaction between organisms and environment. A
methodology commonly used for this kind of models is the so-called functional-structural
models [8]. One of the most employed functional-structural models are L-systems [17].
For example, using L-systems, Leitner and collaborators [18], developed a model of plant
root growth that integrates internal cues that in turn responded to changes in the environmental conditions. Using this model, they were able to understand the impact of root
and rizhosphere on plant resource efficiency.
Developmental studies have been the focus of multi-scale modeling. For example,
when nutrients are scarce and the growing conditions are not adequate, Dyctiostelium
discoideum aggregate in a multicellular slug that will develop into a fruiting body. Its formation involves some cells periodically secreting cAMP and others periodically moving
chemotactically towards a cAMP gradient. This process was studied in a two-dimensional
model considering intracellular excitable cAMP dynamics, cAMP secretion and cellular
migration [19]. Because the model studies a population of cells, each of them with an
intracellular dynamic and a gradient of cAMP that guides cell chemotaxis, it constitutes a
multi-scale model. The model was able to reproduce the cellular movements observed
in vivo, and was useful to understand how some sub-processes are spatio-temporally
coupled for the morphogenesis of the fruiting body. Moreover the model predicted that
chemotactic movements produce pressure waves displacing non-responding cells downwards and responding cells upwards of the fruiting body.
Another example of multi-scale models for the study of developmental processes is
one of somitogenesis proposed by Hester and collaborators [20]. The formation of somites
is an important event in the embryonic development of vertebrates as they form different
body segments in organisms as varied as chicken, mice, zebrafish and snakes. Hester and
collaborators [20] proposed a multi-scale model of somitogenesis that takes into account
an oscillatory regulatory network, a growth factor gradient, differential cell adhesion and
cell proliferation. Through multi-scale modeling it was possible to describe how these
different sub-processes are concerted and establish the spatio-temporal dynamic observed
during somite formation. The model makes predictions about some sub-processes and
the somitogenesis process as a whole. For example, it provides hints of the changes in the
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Figure 2: Scales of organization that can been considered in multi-scale models.

parameters of the model that lead to the different number and length of somites observed
in different vertebrate organisms.
This is only a small sample of multi-scale modeling in biology. However, multi-scale
models have been used also to study other developmental processes like gastrulation,
stem cell differentiation, vasculogenesis, diseases like cancer [21] and tuberculosis [22], to
combine physical and molecular processes [23, 24], among many other issues. Now, let us
briefly review some of the multi-scale models of evolution published until now.

5

Multi-scale models of evolutionary processes

In one of the most interesting multi-scale models of evolution generated until now, the
genotype was translated into a dynamical network in a multicellular space to study tooth
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morphogenesis [25]. Depending on the dynamic of the network, specific morphologies
were observed, which corresponded with observed ones in different mammalian populations. The morphology was then translated into a fitness value, which determined the individual chances of contributing to the next generation and the model reproduced actual
evolutionary transitions. Thus, the model allowed the study of the complex genotypephenotype mapping and the identification of the changes in the parameters (mutations)
that give rise to a variety of morphologies actually observed in nature. This is a pioneering
work that considers a genotype translated into a realistic evolving phenotype.
Hogeweg [26] proposed a multi-scale model in which cells had a gene regulatory network that defined its differentiation status and adhesion properties. Cells stretch due
to their adhesion properties and proliferate whenever their volume surpassed a threshold. Evolution was incorporated in the model by allowing random mutation in the gene
regulatory network. Using this model it was possible to simulate and analyze the evolution of complex morphologies as engulfing, budding and elongation, intercalation and
elongation, among others. Thus, by using a multi-scale approach, Hogeweg studied the
concerted action of cell growth, cell differentiation and cell biophysical properties during
evolution of multicellular morphologies.
Moving forward with the evolutionary multi-scale modeling approach, Ten Tusscher
and Hogeweg [27] studied how body a pattern with segments and different cell types
could evolve. In order to do this, they generated a population of organisms, each one
composed of a hundred cells. The identity of the cells and the appearance of segments
were determined by the stable states of a gene regulatory network, which perceived the
concentration of a morphogen wavefront. The network was allowed to evolve, by changing the gene interactions and update functions. Finally, organisms were able to reproduce
and they were selected according to the body pattern that they generated, following a
genetic algorithm approach. This work not only showed how a network able to produce
segments and different cell types could evolve, but also challenged some generic network
features theoretically proposed. For example, it has been proposed that organisms produce different morphological traits (segments and cell types in this case) as a consequence
of the modular structure of gene networks. However, the networks produced in this study
were not structurally modular, but functionally modular.

6

Discussion and conclusions

Some biological processes contain sub-processes that can be studied independently from
each other. Different mathematical tools can be used to model these sub-processes according to the level of description necessary to describe them dynamically. For example,
gene regulatory networks can be modeled with boolean networks, cell signaling with
differential equations, transport of molecules between cells with logic rules, and diffusion of morphogens with partial differential equations, etc. As useful as it is to separate
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spatio-temporal scales to simplify any research, it is extremely difficult to explain biological processes by studying independently each sub-process. Thus, it is often not possible
to fully understand them if we only study their sub-processes in isolation. Consequently,
multi-scale modeling is a necessary tool to understand many current questions in many
different biological fields.
Evolution is not the exception. The evolution of organisms is the result of ongoing
complex processes at different scales. Currently, with the advent of modeling tools and
the increase in available biological data, it is expected a rise in the limited amount of work
done for the study of evolution with multi-scale modeling approaches. Efforts in this
direction would be important in order to understand and gain better insight about evolutionary processes. For example, it would be useful to understand the genotype-phenotype
map and to consider the role of developmental processes to functionally understand how
genetic mutations change the fitness of an organism. Such an approach could explain how
phenotypic novelties arise and are subject to natural selection.
However, multi-scale models present some complications, constrains and limitations.
For instance, as multi-scale modeling deals with spatio-temporal processes, one critical
step is to carefully couple such processes in time and space, which can be methodologically challenging. Also, multi-scale modeling contain many elements and data. This
complicates modeling, is computationally expensive and prevents analytical analyses of
the models.
It is important to notice, that multi-scale models do not need to consider each and all
sub-processes. Instead, it is an approach that opens the possibility to study how some
subprocesses, important by themselves, are part of a sole process.
As briefly reviewed in this article, multi-scale modeling is a useful tool to discern the
entanglement of processes regulating complex morphological traits, the environmentalorganism interactions, and the effect of environmental change. Importantly, in the studies mentioned, some of the results could not be obtained without the use of multi-scale
modeling since they are the outcome of the interplay between micro- and macroscale dynamics over evolutionary time. Evolutionary studies could take advantage of the great
integrative and analytical capacity of the multi-scale models.
For the reasons exposed above, we think that the use of a multi-scale modeling approach could improve our predictability and understanding of evolutionary processes
under an integrative framework. We hope that this article will convince the reader of the
utility of multi-scale modeling for the study of biological processes, specially the evolutionary ones.
Supplemenary Information Online
For a table compiling a list with examples of software designed for multi-scale modeling,
visit: http://miro.fisica.unam.mx/SI-01.html
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A sound of flower: evolutionary
teachings from complex systems
A. Chaos, Facultad de Ciencias and C3, UNAM, Mexico

Embedded in the mud, glistening green and gold and black,
was a butterfly, very beautiful and very dead.
R. Bradbury

El especialista sabe muy bien su mı́nimo rincón de universo;
pero ignora de raı́z todo el resto.
J. Ortega y Gasset
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Abstract

The new synthesis, mainstream theory of biological evolution, has serious problems when
explaining certain biological phenomena. Reasons of this incapacity lie in Aristotelian
functionalism, in implicit or explicit reductionism and in a disproportionate protagonist
role of natural selection as the principal source of order in nature. The physical form of
living creatures, according with functionalism, has a secondary, even negligible role in establishing natural prototypes. Form follows function. Thus existing structures are seeing
as adaptations maintained and modified just by natural selection, they are exclusively the
product of natural selection, the basic idea of the famous adaptationist program. Natural
selection is a process of election which lead organisms to have a higher fitness; however, it
depends on the existence of characters to choose from. Therefore, other process responsible for the creation of such traits must exist. Self-organization is presented as the previous
force who determines the characteristics of the basic building units, relegating natural
selection to a secondary role. A new evolutionary theory must be formulated that incorporates the teachings of Boolean genetic networks, self- organization, complex systems,
chaos, with the recoverable traditional elements of the new synthesis.
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Resumen

La sı́ntesis nueva, teorı́a dominante sobre la evolución biológica, presenta serios problemas al tratar de explicar ciertos fenómenos biológicos. La raı́z de esta incapacidad se
debe principalmente a que se basa en un funcionalismo aristotélico, en un reduccionismo
explı́cito o implı́cito y en darle un papel protagonista a la selección natural como fuerza ordenadora de la naturaleza. Si se analiza a los seres vivos desde una perspectiva funcionalista, la forma cobra un papel secundario, hasta despreciable, en el establecimiento de los
prototipos naturales. La forma sigue a la función. Por ello las estructuras se perciben como
adaptaciones mantenidas y modificadas sólo por la selección natural, son un producto
exclusivo de ella, idea fundamental del famoso programa adaptacionista. La selección
natural es un proceso de elección que encamina a los seres vivos a aumentar su eficacia; sin embargo, depende de que las caracterı́sticas estén disponibles para elegirlas. Por
lo tanto, debe de existir otro proceso responsable de crear las unidades de construcción
naturales sobre las cuales, posteriormente, la selección natural actuará. Se presenta a la
autoorganización como la fuerza previa que determina las caracterı́sticas de las unidades
de construcción, desplazando a la selección natural a un plano subordinado. Urge crear
una teorı́a evolutiva nueva que incorpore las enseñanzas de las redes genéticas binarias,
de la autoorganización, de los sistemas complejos, del caos, ası́ como los elementos tradicionales recuperables de la nueva sı́ntesis.

3

Introduction

According to Darwin’s theory of natural selection, biological evolution must proceed in
infinitesimal steps [1]. This is known as gradual evolution. Under these circumstances,
the species concept has no reality. It is just an abstraction of the human mind. All recent
species can be traced back by intermediate forms to the universal common ancestor of all
life on Earth. With this perspective, the importance of the fossil record is overwhelming.
The search of intermediate forms, the famous missing links, became an obsession because
several groups of organisms did not have a connecting fossil with any known group. Man,
birds and flowering plants, were the most remarkable. The apparently sudden origin of
the flower, a conspicuous reproductive structure within the botanic world, was called by
Darwin as an “abominable mystery” in a letter written to botanist Joseph Dalton Hooker
in 1881. Nowadays, the fossil record is more complete, thus according with a gradualist
point of view, the evolutionary history of the flower can be linked by a series of steps.
However, it is not clear which is the common ancestor of flowering plants.
The new synthesis, the mainstream theory of biological evolution, born in the middle
of the 20th century, was conformed with a great amount of facts from different biological disciplines: systematics, biogeography, development, paleontology, genetics, etc. [2].
The main ideas sustaining the new synthesis are natural selection, Mendelian inheritance,
population genetics, and germoplasm theory. Other ideas, as the use and disuse of charac-
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ters and the inheritance of acquired characters, life’s tendency to complexity, orthogenesis,
and macroevolution as a different process from microevolution, were denied. The theory
can be resumed as: biological evolution is gradual, it occurs mainly by natural selection
operating on variation among individuals within a population.
More than half a century has past since the new synthesis hatched, but still some fundamental questions have remained unanswered1 . Despite the fact that some wrong ideas
about life have been abandoned, such as Platonic essentialism, others, such as Aristotelian
functionalism and reductionism continue contaminating the interpretations of the evolutionary process. The former postulates that form follows function. Characters of a living
being are the result of a purpose, in that sense, functionalists are teleologists. As such, all
parts of an organism respond to a task, and thus can be construed as being adaptations.
The structure of any character depends on its purpose, its role. The latter, supposes that
an entity is just the sum of its parts. It is possible to study a creature by dividing its body
into pieces, examine each one separately, and finally, put them back together. The organism is the sum of its parts. The inception of the well criticized adaptationist program lies
in these two philosophical positions [3]. Once a living being is finally constructed, natural
selection explains how well it is adapted, but the new synthesis remains mute about the
origin of evolutionary novelties [4]. Final causes (telos) may be studied with a functionalist vision, but not proximal causes (pera); moreover, final causes depend on proximal
ones [5].

A case for Shellock Holmes

4

We live in a planet with an overflowing biodiversity. Sometimes the spectrum of different
shapes of flowers, leaves, eyes, shells, seems infinite. Is nature really so prolific? Where
are the limits to the biodiversity of forms, of nature’s creativeness? Among the animal
kingdom, only four groups have shells. They are the Phylum Brachiopoda, and three
classes within the Phylum Mollusca: cephalopods, bivalves, and gastropods. The richness
of shell forms is astonishing. Ranging from the baroque beauty of the delicate comb of
Venus (Murex pecten), through a resemblance of a blade as in sword razor (Ensis ensis), to
the mystic proportions of nautilus (Nautilius pompilius), creativity of nature looks endless.
Hardly can we imagine new forms. At a first glance, the vast majority of possible shells
forms have been created. Or have they? The new synthesis cannot respond this question.
We need to know how shells are constructed, the secret rules behind them.
Raup [6] made a mathematical model in which the shape of a shell can be described
with three parameters. The first quantity (W) affects the rate at which the diameter of
the tube grows. The opening of the shell becomes wider with each rotation with higher
values. The second (D), affects the distance of the center of the tube from the axis coiling.
1

The main reason of this situation involves the divorce and conflict between two plans of investigation:
the study of development and the study of biological evolution, which occurred in 19th century.
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With higher values the tube of the shell will form further from the coiling axis. Finally, the
last variable (T), affects the distance of the center of the tube from the previous rotation
along the axis of rotation. The shell will be taller with higher values. Any combination
of these three parameters can be plotted in a cube, each dimension will represent one parameter. Inside this cube, each point is a combination of these parameters and represents
a potential form of a shell. Any shell constructed by nature will be inside this cube. This
space is called morphospace: the set of all possible morphs of shells (Figure 1). When
we plot all known forms of these shields, only a small region of the cube is occupied.
An enormous part of it remains empty. With this evidence, the new synthesis explains
that natural selection is the responsible for the order found in the occupied zone. Shells
are mainly, almost enterily, a product of this natural force. The explanation given from
an adaptationist perspective is that there are no shells in the huge void of the cube because they are not adaptive, or some kinds of constraints avoid their existence. Even with
Raup’s model, these answers are extremely general. Much ado about nothing.

Figure 1: Shell morphospace. According to Raup’s model, a shell can be constructed with three
parameters, each point in the cube represents a particular combination of these measures, therefore
a particular shell. Four groups of animals have shells, the zone they occupy is marked inside the
cube with different colors.

5

Spices: self-organization, complex systems, and chaos

Some aggregations of organisms show extraordinary orderly behaviors. Shoals and flocks
are typical examples. Starlings form a vast array of rich and complicated conformations
as they fly over European skies. All birds fly seem to fly according to a general program,
but there is no such plan. There is no leader who commands all birds to follow him. Order
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emerges spontaneously. Local rules between each starling (going near other individuals,
avoiding crash, etc.), generate the global pattern. This property present in some systems
is self-organization.
Reductionist science has been very successful; however, its limits become evident
when it deals with certain kinds of systems and phenomena. Certain groupings are not the
sum of parts, thus, to study them we need to take into account the connections between
their elements. For instance, studying an individual ant or a neuron will not reveal that
a group of them, under specific conditions, and as a property of a particular number and
the way they are connected, can generate an anthill or consciousness. These properties
emerge from the interaction of the elements and cannot be anticipated with a reductionist point of view. A system whose dynamical properties cannot be understood without
acknowledging its connections is a complex system.
Certain processes show a messy relation between their inputs and their outputs. Sometimes this apparent absence of cause or rules is called chance. Moreover, little variations
on the inputs can produce radically different results. But if the initial conditions are exactly the same, the final outcomes will be identical. A deterministic dynamic system with
high sensibility to initial conditions is chaotic.

6

A, B, C, D, E, F, Genes

A wealth of data on the molecular genetic mechanisms underlying different aspects of
flower development have accumulated during the last two decades. The genes controlling cell-fate determination during floral organ specification have yielded the so-called
ABC model of flower development that was derived from genetic analysis of floral organ
homeotic mutants in two plant species used as study systems: Antirrhinum majus L. and
Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. [7]. These species have the stereotypical floral arrangement of almost all eudicotyledoneous flora2 , with sepals in the outermost whorl, then
petals, stamens, and carpels in the flower center. The ABC model states that the identities
of the floral organ types are established by combinations of genes grouped in three main
classes, A, B, and C. A genes alone determine sepal identity; A plus B, petal identity; B
plus C, stamen identity; and C alone, carpel identity (Figure 2). Additionally, A and C
genes are mutually exclusive. The ABC model has been gradually expanded to include D
class and E class genes, which are necessary to produce ovules and floral whorls, respectively [8].
However, the ABC model does not provide an explanation for how such combinatorial selection of gene activity is established during floral organ primordia specification,
and how the spatio-temporal pattern of ABC and non- ABC gene expression is estab2

Among 257,000 species of flowering plants there are just two that have an inverted order of its reproductive whorls: sepals, petals, carpels and stamens. These plants are Lacandonia schismatica E. Martı́nez &
Ramos, and L. brasiliana A. Melo & M. Alves.
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Figure 2: ABC model. I) Diagram of a wild flower with its four floral organs: sepals in light green,
petals in red, stamens in yellow, and carpels in blue. Below: Transverse cut of the stem showing
the concentric influence zones of ABC genes colored according to the floral organ produced. II)
Influence zones of the ABC genes in the stem. III) Influence zones of ABC genes depicting which
kind of floral organ they produce SE- sepal (light green), PE-petal (red), ST-stamen (yellow), CAcarpel (blue). IV) An A mutant produces stamens instead of petals, and carpels rather then sepals.
V) A B mutant produces sepals instead of petals, and carpels instead of stamens. VI) A C mutant
produces petals instead of stamens, and sepals rather than carpels.

lished. Furthermore, the conserved pattern of floral organ determination and the overall
conservation of the ABC gene patterns of expression among eudicotyledoneous species
suggest a robust mechanism underlying such combinatorial selection of gene activities.
The ABC model by itself does not provide an explanation for such robustness either. The
ABC model is purely narrative.

7

The oracle speaks

Inspired by the works of Jacob and Monod [9] about genetic regulation in prokaryotes,
Kauffman [10] proposed that genetic systems can be modeled using Boolean or binary
networks. Nodes represent genes. Links designate the interactions between them and
symbolize how the products of a gene can activate or suppress the activity of other genes.
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If a gene is active, it will be represented by a number one, otherwise it will be a zero. The
state of a gene at any time will be determined by the combination of the states of all genes
from which it receives information according to the equation:
GN (t + 1) = fN (GN 1 (t), GN 2 (t), ..., GN K (t)),

(1)

where GN (t + 1) is the state of gene N at time t + 1, (GN 1 (t), GN 2 (t), ..., GN K (t)) are
the states of the K genes at time t that regulate the activity of gene N , and fN is the logical
rule associated with gene N . The total number of combinations is equal to 2N , where N
is the number of genes. Each of these combinations is called a configuration, and the set
of all possible configurations of a network conforms the Ω space.
At t+1, each configuration has two possible destinies according to logical rules: it may
transform into another configuration or rest unchanged. At long term, the system dynamics will attain one or more configurations. These stable configurations are attractors. An
attractor composed by just one configuration is called a point attractor, otherwise it is a
cyclic attractor, and the number of configurations that form a part of it are its period. The
set of all configurations that end in the same attractor, either point or cyclic, are its basin
of attraction. Basin attraction sizes can range from just one configuration to the entire Ω
space (See example in Figure 3) [11]. Point attractors can be interpreted as cell types or
characters. All other configurations are transient, fugacious, thereby, natural selection is
unable to detect and choose them.

8

The symphony of flowers

According to the ABC model, certain genes are necessary to build a flower. If these genes
are knocked out in the inflorescence, the plant will not produce this structure, rather, it
will just develop an aggregate of leaves. Additionally, if the ABC genes are ectopically
expressed in a leaf, no flower is generated; therefore, there must be more genes involved
in flower formation. Based on experimental data Álvarez-Buylla and collaborators have
delimited these genes, inferred their logical rules and modeled dynamics of the system.
On a first approach [13] the network was not totally binary; 7 of 13 genes had three states.
Finally, the network was translated to a full binary genetic network [14]. Of the total
number of initial combinations (21 3 = 8192), the network attained 10 attractors, which coincide with the gene-expression profiles documented experimentally in cells of A. thaliana
inflorescence meristems and floral organ primordia (Figure 4), and it also reproduces the
gene-expression patterns documented in mutants3 .
When all outputs of the logical rules are systematically mutated, the vast majority of
these point mutations (83.76%) conserved exactly the same 10 attractors originally obtained (we call this kind of change a neutral mutation). The other fraction obtained differ3

The last update of the floral network has subtle variations, but they do not alter the number of attractors
or the overall behavior [15]
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Figure 3: I) Network topology. II) Logical rule for all nodes. Every node has two inputs (ie. A
receives information from B and D). The state of node A depends of the states of nodes B and
D, and the logical rule of A. For example, if B = 0 (input 1) and D = 1 (input 2) then A = 1.
III) System dynamics. The omega space is conformed by 16 configurations. Finally, all of them
reach the same attractor at the center (0000), which is a point attractor. Colors are meaningless.
Simulations and graphics were made using Atalia software [12].

ent combinations of attractors: 8.76% produced the same 10, plus new different attractors
(an opportunistic mutation); 3.87% generated not all the original attractors, that is less
than the original 10 (a reactionary mutation); and 3.60% created less than the 10 original
attractors, but new attractors were obtained (an intrepid mutation) [16].
This behavior supports the idea that biological networks must be very robust in order
to contend with most mutations, but at the same time they require to be a little flexible so
that they can have the possibility to change. An absolutely robust network cannot evolve,
it is frozen. In the other extreme, the dynamics of a completely flexible network is as a
tabula rasa where with each alteration, the system cannot retain beneficial mutations or
characters. Ii is like living in a perpetual revolution. This intermediate behavior lands in
the zone called the edge of chaos [17] and exhibits criticality. Derrida’s curve is another
way to test this out [18].
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Figure 4: I) A. thaliana floral network. A genes are colored in blue, B genes in violet, C genes
in red. II) From 8,192 total configurations just 10 are attractors. The figure shows each attractor
configuration, nodes in red are active, nodes in yellow are inactive. Letters inside the circle of
nodes are the floral organ which corresponds to that attractor: I- inflorescence, S-sepal, P-petal,
St-stamen, C-Carpel. The number at the lower right corner is the size of the corresponding basin
of attraction. Note the huge basins of attraction for the reproductive structures. III) The basin of
attraction of Petal-2 attractor comprised 824 configurations. Each dot represents a configuration.
The central node is the attractor. Simulations and graphics were made using Atalia software [12].

9

Coda

The Ω space is analogous to morphospace. Comprises all possible genetic configurations:
the “geneconspace”. Genetic networks model answers for phenomena that the new synthesis cannot account for. It explains why immense parts of the morphospace is empty,
where most configurations are unstable, it identifies clearly which are the forbidden zones
of this space. It gives priority to form over function, organization over selection.
Binary genetic networks help us understand some fundamental evolutionary properties. First, there is a preceding force of order to natural selection which dictates what
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is stable, what can exist. Natural selection is subjugated by it. Self-organization creates,
natural selection shades. This is consistent with developmental studies in which natural selection is removed, but order prevails [19]. Nevertheless, natural selection retain its
combinatorial power. Second, several biological systems cannot be understood under the
assumption that they are just the sum of their parts. Third, in spite of the robustness of
genetic networks and their deterministic behavior, they change chaotically, thus minor
alterations to genomes can produce large and unexpected modifications of the organisms
and their environments [11]. This is a warning to the indiscriminate and irresponsible use
of genetic engineering and transgenic plants and animals.
Key elements and properties of self-organization, complex systems, and chaos, must
be taken into account to construct a new evolutionary theory, in which adaptive landscapes, fitness, morphospaces, geneconfspaces, attractors, and system dynamics, are combined together into a new paradigm of biological evolution [20].
Furthermore, this interpretation has connotations of ontological ilk about causality in
nature. Life´s contingency may be no more than chaos with camouflage (but see [21]).
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Evolution of modularity
C. Espinosa-Soto, Instituto de Fı́sica, UASLP, Mexico

1

Abstract

Modularity is a widespread property in biological systems. In a modular system there are
sets of densely interacting components, with sparse interactions between sets. Because
of this arrangement, the behavior of elements inside a module depends little on factors
external to the module. Modularity is very important in adaptive evolution as it allows
the adjustment of one part of the organism without affecting previously adapted traits.
It is thus a major determinant of evolvability. Despite its importance, the evolutionary
origins of modularity are still not clear. Because modularity, by itself, does not confer an
immediate fitness advantage to an organism, explaining its evolution is not as straightforward as it is for many other phenotypic traits. However, computational studies that simulate the evolution and development of simple phenotypic traits have recently allowed
the proposal of several evolutionary scenarios that increase the modularity of different
kinds of biological systems. Here, I review some of these studies to show that there are
many possible evolutionary paths to modularity. This observation may help to explain
the prevalence of modular arrangements in living beings.

2

Resumen

La modularidad es una propiedad común en los sistemas biológicos. En un sistema modular existen conjuntos de elementos con muchas interaccioness, con pocas interacciones
entre elementos de conjuntos distintos. Esta disposición causa que la conducta de los
componentes de un módulo dependa poco de factores externos al módulo. La modularidad es muy importante en la evolución adaptativa, ya que permite el ajuste de una parte
del organismo sin afectar otros rasgos. Por lo tanto, es un componente importante del
potencial evolutivo. A pesar de su importancia, el origen evolutivo de la modularidad
aun no se ha aclarado. Debido a que la modularidad no confiere una ventaja inmediata en la adecuación, explicar su evolución no es tan sencillo como lo es para otros rasgos fenotı́picos. Sin embargo, distintos estudios computacionales en los que se simula la
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Figure 1: Modules are sets of densely interacting elements, with few interactions between elements in different sets. The figure shows a system in which elements (nodes) have interactions
(straight lines) with other elements in the system. Two modules, surrounded by ellipses, are easily
recognized.

evolución y el desarrollo de rasgos fenotı́picos simples han permitido el planteamiento
de varios escenarios evolutivos que incrementan la modularidad de distintas clases de
sistemas biológicos. Aquı́, yo reviso algunos de estos estudios para mostrar que existen
muchos posibles caminos hacia la modularidad. Esta observación puede ser útil para
explicar la alta frecuencia de estructuras modulares en los seres vivos.

3

The role of modularity in adaptive evolution

Biological systems are frequently arranged in a modular manner. This means that it is
easy to recognize sets of densely interacting elements, with few interactions between elements in different sets (Figure 1). Modules exist in many different kinds of traits: from
the structure of single macromolecules to complex organs and tissues. In the case of single macromolecules, a module corresponds to a structural element with a high number
of bonds between monomers. In biological molecular or cellular networks, a module
comprises a set of molecules, or cells, in which cross-regulatory or other kinds of interactions are significantly abundant. Such networks include metabolic networks, signaling
pathways, gene regulatory circuits or neuron nets. At a higher scale, the development of
a morphological structure may be modular, if morphogenetic interactions between cells
and tissues occur mostly within a structure.
Elements inside a module behave semi-independently from elements outside the module because there are few interactions between them. For example, a structural element in
a modular macromolecule can fold or unfold with little influence from other parts of the
molecule. Thus, a stem-loop in the secondary structure of a modular RNA molecule may
be preserved after other stem-loops in the molecule fold or unfold. Accordingly, the dy-
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namic behavior of nodes inside a module of a biological network are only weakly affected
by nodes in other modules. As for the development of a module-like body structure, it
would occur semi-independently from adjacent tissues and organs.
Modularity has important effects on evolution. The reason is that genetic changes that
affect one module are frequently constrained to that module. In a hypothetical modular
RNA molecule, a mutation that changes the sequence that produces one stem-loop would
only rarely affect a different stem-loop in the same molecule. Thus, distinct traits, such as
stem-loops in the secondary structures of an RNA molecule, can be tuned independently
by mutation and selection, without affecting those traits that are already adapted. For
example, the catalytic function of one such stem-loop may be modified without altering
interactions to other cell components mediated by other parts of the RNA molecule. Modularity affects the evolution of biological networks and macroscopic organismal traits in
a similar manner. Consider, for instance, Darwin’s finches. In these birds, the beak depth
depends on a module of interacting genes and proteins that includes the protein BMP4.
At the same time, the beak length depends on a different module including the protein
calmodulin. Because of the modular structure of these interaction networks, there are mutations that change beak depth but leave length untouched, and mutations that alter beak
length without changing depth [1]. Beak depth and length can be adjusted independently,
thus allowing mutational access to a wide diversity of beak shapes. The increased access
to many different combinations of trait variants makes modularity an essential component of evolvability, the potential to produce novel beneficial variation through random
mutations [2, 3]. In fact, that modularity facilitates adaptive evolution is also supported
by a study that links modularity of developmental stages to rates of diversification and
adaptive radiations in insects [4]. In the case of Darwin’s finches, modularity of beak development has apparently been paramount in adaptation to a wide diversity of foods, and
hence to the finches’ adaptive radiation [5].
That modularity increases evolvability is well established. However, how modularity
itself evolves is not so easily explained. Since modularity only refers to the organization
of interactions among a system’s components, it does not increase fitness by itself [6].
Hence, the evolution of modularity cannot be explained in the same manner as the evolution of body structures, metabolic abilities, or of many other traits that, if altered, have
immediate effects on organismal fitness. To study the origins of modules we must understand how modularity interacts with other properties of biological systems [6]. An
additional complication in the understanding of the origins of modularity is that, among
random structures, non-modular configurations far outnumber modular ones. Because of
the importance of modularity for adaptive evolution, how modularity evolves in different
kinds of biological systems, from single molecules to molecular and cellular networks to
body parts, is a central question in evolutionary biology. Answering it would be a major
advance in the understanding of the mechanisms that make organisms evolvable.
Despite the difficulties, there have been many recent advances in the study of the evolution of modularity. These advances are largely due to studies where the evolution and
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development of phenotypic traits are simulated in silico. Although limited by the necessary simplifications, such computational studies have many important advantages. First,
a model of a developmental mechanism permits the analysis of how random genotypic
change affects the production of the phenotypic properties that we study. Thus, we can
study variational properties of a genotype, like its robustness to mutations [7] or its potential to access new phenotypes [8]. Implementing random genetic changes and selection
we can also study the effects of different evolutionary scenarios on an evolving population of ‘simulated organisms’. Because we can “re-run the tape of life” by repeating these
simulations as many times as wanted, we can distinguish real evolutionary trends from
historical accidents. Moreover, we can trace all ancestors of an ‘evolved’ population to
study the genetic changes that occurred across such a lineage. In the following section I
review some of the recent studies that have importantly enhanced our understanding of
the evolution of modularity by following a modeling approach.

4

Evolutionary scenarios for the origin of modularity

Understanding how RNA molecules fold to attain their final structures, and how different structures evolve is an interesting topic in biology. One reason why the study of RNA
structures is pertinent is because the catalytic activities that an RNA molecule performs
depend on the shape that the molecule adopts. Many of the reactions that RNA molecules
catalyze, like protein synthesis, are crucial to the cell. Indeed, RNA molecules may have
been critical players in the earliest stages of the evolution of life. The reason is that, unlike
DNA or proteins, RNA molecules can both carry genetic information and catalyze the
chemical reactions that a primordial metabolism would require. In addition, we can use
biophysically grounded algorithms to determine the secondary structure that an RNA sequence adopts. Thus, the relationship between genotype (RNA sequence) and phenotype
(structure) can be assessed.
Modularity in RNA structures may allow tuning different parts of the molecule involved in different sub-functions. Indeed, RNA stem-loops that are conserved across lineages tend to tolerate changes in adjacent sequences [9]. In other words, such stem-loops
may be considered modules, since they are little affected by neighboring monomers.
Ancel and Fontana simulated the evolution of populations of RNA molecules by implementing random mutations on RNA sequences. They used computational tools to
determine the secondary structure adopted by each RNA molecule in an evolving population [10]. The authors designed their simulations so that selection favored structural
similarity to a predetermined RNA secondary structure but also robustness of the minimum free energy secondary structure to thermal fluctuations. These conditions result
in RNA molecules for which an increased fraction of mutations do not change the minimum free energy secondary structure. Importantly, this selection regime also leads to
modularity: In a typical molecule from the evolved population, individual stem-loops
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fold an unfold independently from other structures in the same molecule [10]. Thus, scenarios that increase robustness to thermal fluctuations and mutations produce modular
secondary structures in RNA molecules.
At a higher level of organization we find molecular and cellular networks. These networks include signal-transduction pathways that coordinate cellular functions and communicate cells, gene regulatory circuits, that direct changes in gene activity across development, or neuron nets that link nerve cells to orchestrate neural activity. Molecular and
cellular networks also exhibit modularity. For example, that gene regulatory circuits are
modular is sustained on several independent observations: i) Measures of clustering in
large-scale maps of transcriptional regulation networks indicate highly connected sets of
genes with sparse connections between sets [11]; ii) the existence of modularity in morphological traits, as in the finches’ beaks, suggests an underlying modularity of the regulatory networks that produce those traits [1, 6]; and iii) many experimentally grounded
computational models of gene regulatory circuits successfully reproduce specific developmental processes by considering only a handful of genes [12, 13]. This last observation
also suggests modularity, as it shows that the influence of other factors in the processes
under study is negligible.
One may think that the observations on the modularity of RNA structures could be
extrapolated to molecular and cellular networks. However, this is not the case. While
increased robustness to mutations results in modularity of RNA secondary structures [10],
evolution of robustness in these networks does not produce modular configurations [14,
15]. Thus, there must be other mechanisms behind the evolution of modularity in these
networks.
Kashtan and Alon used computer simulations to evolve networks while selecting
them for their ability to perform a task, which is to compute a specific boolean function. Modular networks can evolve when selection oscillates so that it sometimes favors
systems that perform one task A and sometimes favors those networks that perform a different task B [14]. A crucial additional requirement is that each of the alternative tasks A
and B must be decomposable into sub-tasks, so that B contains the same sub-tasks as A,
but combined in a different manner. Hence, this scenario demands that the goals that the
environment imposes fluctuate in a modular manner. Modularity arises because, among
systems that perform one task (e.g. A), those that are modular are more easily modified to
produce the other task (B). Therefore, modular networks have higher chances to survive
fluctuations. This scenario is currently our best explanation for modularity of traits for
which the direction of selection fluctuates along time. Notwithstanding, while it is true
that many environmental demands fluctuate, whether they do it in a modular manner is
still an open question. Moreover, in this scenario modularity decays rapidly once fluctuations stop. Thus, this scenario cannot explain modularity where environmental demands
do not fluctuate. This may be the case for gene regulatory circuits that perform the same
function in the face of different kinds of perturbations in a wide range of species [12, 13].
Modularly-varying environmental demands are not essential for the evolution of mod-
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ularity in molecular and cellular networks. Andreas Wagner and I studied a simple model
of gene regulatory circuit dynamics that has been valuable to address different questions
in evolutionary biology, like the relationship between sexual reproduction and robustness [16] or the role of plasticity in evolution [8]. Despite the necessary simplifications,
this model is useful to study how cross-regulation produces the gene activity patterns that
distinguish different parts of an organism. Moreover, because of its simplicity, the model
allows the analysis of thousands or millions of gene regulatory circuit ‘genotypes’ and the
gene activity phenotypes that they produce.
In our setup, a circuit ‘genotype’ specifies how a gene changes its activity state in
response to the activity of other genes in the circuit. The genotype is summarized in a
matrix W , in which non-zero entries wij indicate regulatory interactions. Specifically, gene
j promotes (obstructs) the activity of gene i whenever wij is positive (negative). Given a
matrix W , and an initial gene activity pattern, the model allows to follow the changes in
gene activity until the system attains either a steady or an oscillatory gene activity pattern.
We can consider such a final activity pattern as the output of the circuit’s developmental
dynamics, and thus, it defines the system’s gene activity phenotype. Details of the model
may be consulted in [15].
We asked what happens to the structure of gene regulatory circuits when organisms
acquire the ability to produce new gene activity patterns. The evolution of such new
activity patterns is very frequent across the history of life. It precedes the evolutionary
appearance of new cell types, organs or body structures. We found that gene regulatory
circuits that have evolved under selection to produce a single gene activity pattern I increase their modularity after selection for both the ancestral activity pattern I and, from a
different initial condition, a new additional gene activity pattern II [15].
The vast majority of pairs of gene activity patterns I and II picked at random comprise two sets of genes: i) a first set S where selection requires that each gene has the same
activity state (active or inactive) in the two gene activity patterns that the circuit produces, and ii) a second set of genes D where selection promotes different activity states
in the gene activity phenotypes (Figure 2A). In this scenario, modularity evolves because
interactions between genes in S and genes in D obstruct adaptation. Assume a circuit in
which genes in the first set S indeed comply with selection, so that each of the genes in
S has the same activity state in the two gene activity patterns that a circuit produces. In
this case, genes whose activity depends mainly on genes in S are prone to also have the
same activity state in the two patterns that the circuit produces. Thus, selection would
not favor that genes in D were under control of genes in S. Along the same lines, if genes
in D fulfill selection demands, genes regulated mainly by genes in D would likely have
different activity states in the two patterns. Therefore, regulation of genes in S by genes in
D is selected against. The result is the appearance of two densely connected sets of genes
with only few regulatory interactions between sets. Modularity increases further when
more new activity patterns evolve, and under a wide range of parameter values [15].
In contrast to gene regulatory circuits, in neuron nets there are clear connection costs:
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Figure 2: Evolution of modularity after selection to produce an additional gene activity pattern.
A) In this evolutionary scenario, circuits that have evolved under selection for a single gene activity pattern I start being selected for an additional activity pattern II. B) A typical non-modular
circuit after selection for a single gene activity pattern I. C) A typical modular circuit after selection
for both gene activity patterns I and II. Panels taken from [15].

an organism must spend resources (proteins, membranes, ATP molecules) to create more
connections. Clune and collaborators have recently analyzed the evolution of modularity in evolving populations of networks in a scenario where, like in neuron nets, there
are connection costs. The authors found that modularity does not evolve when selection
favors the efficient performance of one task. However, modularity increases if, in addition, selection promotes minimization of connection costs. This regime produces modular
networks when selection disfavors the appearance of new connections and also when selection punishes an increased length of the summed length of all connections [17].

5

Conclusion

Here I have reviewed some of the evolutionary scenarios that increase modularity in different kinds of systems. The list is forcefully incomplete, as many other scenarios that
lead to modularity have arisen in recent years [6, 18]. Is there a ‘winner’ among the several
plausible explanations for the origin of modularity in living organisms? An open possibility is that several evolutionary mechanisms lead to the appearance of modularity, under
different circumstances. Perhaps this is the reason why modularity is so widespread and
why biological systems, across all levels of organization, are evolvable.
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Advocating for a pluralistic perspective on the evolution of modularity does not mean
considering that the issue is settled. The many roads to modularity may not be equally
transited. It is necessary to define precisely the conditions under which each evolutionary
scenario produces modularity. This will allow us to develop a consensus on the most relevant mechanisms for the appearance of modules in biological systems. It is also necessary
to deepen in the consequences that modularity has in the evolution and development of
phenotypic traits. Simulation studies will also have an important role in this endeavor.
For example, this approach has already suggested that modularity favors the recurrent
co-option of some sets of genes [15], and it has allowed deepening on how modularity
facilitates adaptation [19]. New and exciting advances are expected from the study of the
modular organization of biological systems and its impact on evolution.
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Evolution and complexity:
developmental constrains
B. Luque & J. Bascompte, UPM, Madrid and Estación Biológica de Doñana, CSIC, Spain

1

Abstract

In recent decades Complexity Sciences have added an important complement to the understanding of biological phenomena: the processes of self-organization that play an important role as a source of evolutionary novelty. In this view, the origin of the biological
complexity is not due to natural selection alone but to a self-organized process. It is then
when this new order will be modified in one direction or another by natural selection.
Self-organization acts allowing the emergence of complex structures while natural selection operates on the existing ones.

2

Resumen

En décadas recientes, las Ciencias de la Complejidad han contribuido con novedosas ideas
para complementar nuestro entendimiento de los fenómenos biológicos, particularmente
con el concepto de auto-organización, el cual juega un papel muy importante como fuente
de innovación evolutiva. Bajo esta visión, el origen de la complejidad biológica no se debe
solamente a la selección natural sino a los procesos auto-organizados. Luego es que este
nuevo orden será modificado en una u otra dirección por la selección natural. La autoorganización actúa permitiendo la emergencia de estructuras complejas mientras que la
selección natural actúa sobre las ya existentes.

3

Introduction

It was the British naturalists Charles Robert Darwin and Alfred Russell Wallace who,
independently of each other, advanced natural selection as the explaining mechanism for
the evolution of species. In 1859 Darwin himself described and defended this mechanism
in an encyclopedic way in his “The origin of species”. Nowadays it can be described
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as: (1) There exists an intrinsic variability in the different populations as a consequence
of mutations and, specifically, of genetic recombination in sexual organisms. (2) New
emerging features are transmitted to the offspring. (3) Some variations have higher fitness
than others to survive. Individuals owing those features will have a higher mean rate of
survival and/or reproduction. As a consequence, these new features will extend and
standardize along the successive generations until fixation.
The theory of evolution is nowadays one of the soundest theories in science. As the geneticist Theodosius Dobzhansky (1900-1975) used to say [1]: “Nothing in Biology makes
sense except in the light of evolution”. Its scientific success has reached far beyond Biology. Evolutionary Psychology and Evolutionary Medicine, Anthropology has gained
insight on basic human emotions, innate language capacities, emergence of consciousness, biological basis of Moral and Ethics, Memetics, our knowledge about how the brain
or the immune system works, genetic algorithms and evolutionary programming are just
some examples of the large impact the Darwinian paradigm has reached out of its original
field.
The idea on the book “Evolución y Complejidad” [2], by the authors of the present
chapter, was to bring closer two perspectives of evolution which are usually introduced
as confronted to each other. On one side, the vision which emphasizes contingency, frozen
accidents and irreversibility and which determines an eminently historic science. On
the other, a vision based on the comprehension of self-organized processes, analogous
to physical systems far from thermodynamic equilibrium, which determines a structuralist science. This dialog between contingency and structuralism could well stand for the
dialog between Biology and Physics the two authors represent. Multiple are the possible
fronts: generality of the competition process, extinction of the less fit species, the concept
of progress, the preeminent role of the gene in the evolutionary process, etc. We invite
the reader to consult our book in order to gain further insight on these topics. Here, for
reasons of space, we have decided to focus on a single topic: developmental constrains.
The reason is twofold: the clarity of intellectual opposing positions and offer homage to
the work of two great scholars of evolution as were Brian Carey Goodwin (1931-2009) and
Pere Alberch (1954-1998).

Delimiting “the possible” in Nature
“Fauna secreta” [3] was an exhibition by Joan Fontcuberta and Pere Formiguera we were
fortunate to enjoy in the late 90’s in Barcelona. It described the heterodox scientific work
of the naturalist Peter Ameisenhaufen. It was an installation of old-style “cabinets of
wonders” where you could see the collection of strange beings professor Ameisenhaufen
had been able to collect and study throughout his life. The sample consisted of photographs, field drawings, films, videos, sound recordings, maps, laboratory instruments,
correspondence, etc. that Fontcuberta and Formiguera had been recovering from oblivion
in a casual and miraculous way.
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Figure 1: Left: Solenoglypha polipodida in attack position. In its behavior card we read: “Unlike
the known reptiles, the Solenoglypha never rests after eating, on the contrary, it launches into a
frantic race that stops only at the time of defecation”. Right: Centaurus neandertalensis in the throes
of communication with Aaru-1. In the professor’s observations we read: “Every time I hear the
recording of its voice calling my name (albeit with difficulty), I am possessed by a sense of unease”.
Photographs from [3].

Upon entering, the public thought they were going to attend a scientific exhibition
proper of a Science Museum. They ran into the typical avalanche of facts and details presented with the apparent rigor and the distinctive style in which scientific information
usually is presented. The prestige of science has made that. Even when we do not understand something, we suppose that its discourse is true. The exhibition attacked the
voluntary suspension of our critical sense by means of a parody of the scientific discourse
which was taken to absurdity (Figure 1).
Formiguera describes how they liked to walk incognito by the exhibition and to listen
to the comments of the public. He recounts the following conversation between an excited
father and his child: “Son, do you realize the amount of natural wonders yet unknown?”.
And the boy with the patience of a Buddhist said, “Dad, don’t you realize that everything
is a lie?” Outraged, the parent snorted: “Don’t be silly, boy. Would it be exposed in a
museum if it were a lie?”. The two pictures below are two examples of what we could
find there.
Fontcuberta’s work [4] aims to stimulate our critical thinking and our imagination.
Throughout his career, he has repeated similar formulas to “Fauna”, where photography seeks to undermine the authority of the techno-scientific discourse. Let us recall
“Herbarium” [5], a criptobotanical parody described as a “visual vaccine” by its author
or “Sirens”, devoted to the recently discovered fossil of an aquatic ancestor of hominids,
the Hydropithecus (Figure 2).
“Fauna” was inspired by mythology and medieval bestiaries. But it was more than a
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Figure 2: Left: Photography of a Gilandria escoliforcia, from the exhibition “Herbarium” [5], composed by “pseudoplants” made from detritus, plastics, animal bones or parts of various kinds.
Right: Photography of a complete fossil of a Hidropithecus tanaron. This is an adult of 33 years
and indeterminate sex, who was in good health but suffered food shortages, as evidenced by their
dentition.

scientist bestiary, alternative worlds by Joan Fontcuberta invite us to reflect on why there
are certain forms in nature and not others. The theory of evolution has shown us that
the fauna today is only a subset of the possible (just remember Burgess Shale [6]). As
Formiguera and Fontcuberta wrote: “We are pleased to work on zoology because it gives
a very wide margin for uncertainty”. Are we able to define what it is possible in nature
(and what is not)?

A textbook example of functionalism: the limbs of tetrapods
Evolutionary Biology has been traditionally focused on the study of the function of the
various structures of a living being. In this context, we can consider it a predominantly
functionalist science. Structures, such as a limb, a flower or an eye, appear throughout history and, if they provide some biological effectiveness to their possessors, they are fixed by
natural selection. So, typically, you tend to search for a functional reason to each organic
structure and attention to its origin is relegated to a fortuitous occurrence, then selected by
the advantage that gives its possessor. Today, most evolutionary biologists would agree
that functionalist explanations have been abused. As an example of functionalist description, we will focus on the work of natural selection operating on the adaptive radiation
of animal limb of tetrapods (four-legged animals: birds, mammals, amphibians and reptiles). The functionalist arguments will seem loud and clear but we will see that they do
not tell us the whole substance of the matter.
The conquest of the land environment by vertebrates marked an important milestone
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Figure 3: Scheme of the limbs of a human, a cat, a whale and a bat adapted form [7].

Figure 4: Schematic of a lever.

in the history of evolution. It imposed conspicuous morphological changes. Primarily,
the development of four limbs on which supporting and moving the body. In parallel,
changes occurred also in the structure of the spine, which was subjected to greater stresses,
and the development of pelvic and pectoral girdles, which would serve to attach the limbs
to the column.
The first limb derived from a primitive sarcopterygian fin, i.e., from a fin that had a
central skeletal shaft coated with muscle, unlike the actinopterygian-type fin, characterized by having radius and be typical of the majority of fish. This primitive limb had the
following structure: a first axial element, the stylopod, the closest to the trunk which in
the front limb is called the humerus and in the rear limb is called femur. The zeugopod
comes next: structure formed by two parallel bones (radius and ulna/tibia and fibula)
and autopod finally, the structure corresponding to the hand or the foot (carpal/tarsal
elements and metacarpal/metatarsal along with the fingers phalanges).
From this primitive pattern, we can see obvious changes driven by natural selection
in order to achieve the adaptation to different forms of life as we see in Figure 3. In this
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regard, the adaptive value of the extremities is unquestionable. From a physical point of
view, a limb is just a lever with his proximal limb, distal limb and its fulcrum. Statics
would says that, when a limb is at equilibrium, the torque is the same at both ends, that
is, the following equality holds:
Fi · di = Fe · de

(1)

Where di and de represent, respectively, the distance of the proximal and distal limbs
and Fi and Fe are the forces applied on the proximal and distal limbs (see Figure 4). Given
the physical laws of a lever, we can predict the morphological changes that have been
wrought in the molding of a tetrapod limb depending on their lifestyle. Consider a couple
of examples.
A digging animal such as the mole needs to develop large strength at the end of the
distal limb. His limbs are true shovels. In a lever, this distal force can be increased by
reducing the distal distance (de ) and elongating the proximal distance (di ), as obtained
from the expression:
Fe = Fi ·

di
de

(2)

This is precisely the solution seen in digger animals such as the mole. In these animals
we observe the presence of a short, flat and very strong humerus with many crests where
the muscles can insert. The triceps muscle is highly built up. The surface of the hand
is also very large, to act as an actual shovel. Even a carpal bone appears, mimicking
the presence of six fingers, to maximize the digging surface. They also possess a very
elongated olecranon (an evolution of the ulna giving rise to the elbow, the proximal limb).
By contrast, a runner animal is subjected to radically different selection pressures.
What is needed here is high speed delivered at the end of the distal limb. It is easy to
deduce the relationship between the speeds at the two ends of the lever, since the angular
velocities must be identical. The angular velocity is equal to the linear speed divided by
the length of the associated limb end. So that:
vi
ve
=·
di
de

(3)

Where vi and ve stand for the speed of the proximal and distal limb respectively. If
what is needed is a high speed for the distal limb (as in this case), we can derive the
following expression by substitution in the former one:
ve = vi ·

de
di

(4)
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Therefore the speed of the distal limb will be higher when the length of the distal
limb is increased or when the length of the proximal limb is decreased. What happens to
runner animals like the horse? They have very long distal limbs. The bones have been
elongated along evolution (humerus/femur and ulna-radius/tibia-fibula). But this is not
all. To maximize the length of the limb, runner animals tend to stand, not on the hands
and the feet as humans and bears do but on the fingers (like dogs and lions) and even on
the nails (like horses or gazelles). In parallel, due to the frequent physical stresses that
occur during a high speed race, that in turn may lead to dislocations and even breakups,
it tends to be fusion between different skeletal elements, such as the fusion of the ulna
with the radius and the tibia with the fibula.

4

Structuralism in Biology

There is no doubt on the remarkable differences between the limbs of a mole, a horse,
a dolphin, a bat and a bird. The physical interpretation of these variations in terms of
adaptation is elegant and clear. The divergence is often emphasized from a functionalist
perspective. This theoretical framework, that of natural selection modifying a structure in
a particular direction is, however, only part of the whole story. It provides no information
about the origin of the structure, explanation which has only been postponed back in
time along our historical description. How does a limb, or any other structure like an
eye, a leaf or a flower, originate? In all these cases we have a lot of information like
“this structure develops this function” but, what are the rational laws that allow us to
understand the physical process by which these complex structures emerge? How does
complexity appear and to which restrictions is it subjected?
It is clear that natural selection is the main source of biological complexity and the
historical component is of most relevance to understand the evolutionary phenomenon.
But lets not forget that natural selection is not almighty, it is subjected to physical and
chemical laws.
In recent decades Complexity Sciences have added an important complement to the
understanding of biological phenomena: the processes of self-organization that play an
important role as a source of evolutionary novelty. In this view, the origin of the complexity is not due to natural selection itself but to a self-organized process. It is then
when this new feature will be modified in one direction or another by natural selection.
Self-organization acts allowing the emergence of complex structures and natural selection
operates on the existing ones. The theoretical biologist Brian Goodwin, recently deceased,
was one of the main drivers of this new way of thinking in Biology, which could be called
structuralist [8, 9]. Structuralism attempts to find laws that account, in a simple and consistent way, for the emergence of organic structures. Its core idea lies in the belief that the
structure precedes the function.
Let’s return then to our question: we discussed the differences between different tetra-
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Figure 5: Brian Carey Goodwin (1931-2009), the poet of evolution. Great scientist and excellent
person. Goodwin was a pioneer in considering that self-organization play an important role as a
source of evolutionary novelty. He wrote on the preface of his book How the Leopard changed its
spots [8]: “Here we face another curious consequence of Darwin’s way of looking at life: despite
the power of molecular genetics to reveal the hereditary essences of organisms, the large-scale aspects of evolution remain unexplained, including the origin of species. New types of organism
simply appear on the evolutionary scene, persist for various periods of time, and then become extinct. So Darwin’s assumption that the tree of life is a consequence of the gradual accumulation of
small hereditary differences appears to be without significant support. Clearly something is missing from biology. It appears that Darwin’s theory works for the small-scale aspects of evolution:
it can explain the variations and the adaptations within species that produce fine-tuning of varieties to different habitats. The large-scale differences of form between types of organism that are
the foundation of biological classification systems seem to require a principle other than natural
selection operating on small variations, some process that gives rise to distinctly different forms
of organism. This is the problem of emergent order in evolution, the origins of novel structures in
organisms that has always been a primary interest in biology.”
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Figure 6: “Curl-up” by M. C. Escher. We all heard in school that nature had not invented the
wheel, but it is not true. Howard Berg and colleagues found a wonderful example in the 60’s: the
flagella of bacteria. An appendix driven by a rotary engine which can spin up to 17,000 revolutions per minute, although it usually reaches no further than 200 to 1000 revolutions per minute.
Although the details of its operation are still unclear, this discovery turned the unresolved question from “why nature did not invent the wheel?” into “why this design has not been extended to
higher scales?”.

pod limbs but, similarly, the presence of the same construction pattern becomes clear.
There exist an invariance in the basic model that, although transformed over time, remains the same. What has made it possible for the above pattern to remain constant after
millions of years of evolution?

The utility of monsters and the origins of order
We live in a world characterized by a great diversity of organic forms but, this is obvious,
we can classify them because they are finite. However, structural plans different from
the observed ones might exist, as evidenced by the artistic imagination of the next Escher
lithograph (Figure 6). This ascertainment, discussed by the blighted theoretician of development and experimental embryologist Pere Alberch (Figure 7), can be the starting point
to wonder about the source of order in the morphologies of nature. In other words, which
factors make the existing configurations possible and, at the same time, prevent all other
imaginary possibilities?
There are two major intellectual positions when answering this question. One is externalist, based on natural selection and the other is the structuralist or internalist. According to the first, natural selection is the main factor of generation of order, it avoids the
unheard-of morphologies by removing them because of their dysfunctionality. The other
position, the internalist, is to be developed in detail. In essence, it states that there are
internal constraints, that the development process operates as a dynamical system and
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Figure 7: Photograph of Pere Alberch (1954-1998) extracted from the poster of a Congress organized in his memory by the Cavanilles Institute of Biodiversity and Evolutionary Biology at the
University of Valencia, Spain.

some solutions are more likely to occur than others.
The problem is how to distinguish between the two sources of order? Pere Alberch
proposed a wildly imaginative approach . It is about understanding the “logic of monsters”, the study of teratologies, a fully developed during the nineteenth century discipline [10]. Such abnormalities are often deleterious and exhibit no biological efficacy. All
of them are eliminated by natural selection. However, there is some order in the generation of such monsters. This order can be seen in the classification of teratologies by
I. Geoffroy St. Hilaire in their book “Histoire générale et particulière des anomalies de
l’homme et l’organization chez les animaux”. Malformations are not only limited in number but can be classified hierarchically. Actually, from this type of classification we can
conclude that not all teratologies are possible. So there is a source of order. Hence the
advantage of studying the monsters: natural selection can not be the engine of that order, there is no point in talking about monsters better adapted than others, since they are
all nonviable. It is clear that, at least in this case, the source of order is solely driven by
internal factors.
In particular, it is interesting to note that the two-headed monsters are very common
along the different animal groups. In contrast, as Alberch emphasizes, there are no more
three-headed monsters than the ones the human imagination has produced (Figure 8).
The reason must be sought in the dynamical mechanism of embryonic formation, a dynamical system for which some solutions are stable and others not. It is the dynamics of
the generating system which introduces the asymmetry of the solutions, these constrains
on the possible. Let us see then if we can narrow these claims.
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Figure 8: Photograph of the Sisters Salon, a case of a woman with two heads. Interestingly there
is no news of similar cases of three heads. Is there some kind of impediment? Is there a hidden
order in teratologies?

Pattern formation in tetrapod limbs
One of the most fascinating current problems in biology is the understanding in physicochemical terms of the embryonic development. The process leading from a fertilized egg
(a zygote) to an adult individual is a paradigmatic example of self-organization, emergence of order and pattern formation. Until a few decades ago, it lacked a theoretical
framework for understanding this self-organized system. Physics, specifically thermodynamics, was centered on the notion of equilibrium in isolated systems, there the Second Law of Thermodynamics unquestionably holds. Within this conceptual framework,
life sciences seemed divorced from physical laws, surrounding with mystery the phenomenon of life. Nowadays, we know that biological systems do not violate the laws
of thermodynamics, it is just that classical thermodynamics is not the appropriate framework for them. Biological systems are open systems and they must be addressed by modern nonlinear thermodynamics of irreversible processes, a discipline founded by the Nobel laureated Ilya Prigogine.
Dynamical processes involved in the pattern formation of a limb are highly stable
spatial transformations for a wide range of initial conditions. And that is the main reason
for its constancy along the evolutionary process. To support this claim, we will describe
how the limb originates by summarizing the work, both experimental and theoretical,
developed by P. Alberch, N. Shubin, G. Oster and J.D. Murray.
The limb of a tetrapod originates as an small expansion of the body in which there
exists a uniform field of mesenchymal cells. These are surrounded by the extracellular
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Figure 9: Diagram illustrating the formation and growth of cartilage by condensation (adapted
from [11]).

matrix, consisting mainly of protein (Figure 9A). Although there are still many details of
this process which remain unknown, we can form a picture clear enough for the present
purposes (in [11] a more detailed discussion can be found). Once the first condensation
has appeared, as the cartilaginous element develops the cells that form it begin to split
into two groups (Figure 9B). The internal ones have a rounded morphology, while those
that are located in the outer part are flattened. These latter ones differentiate giving rise to
the perichondrium which encases the bone that is being developed. Its most direct action
at this stage is to restrict the lateral growth of the cartilage which can only grows along its
major axis because the subsequent recruitment of cells takes place exclusively in the distal
end of the condensation. This causes its elongation.
In this pattern formation process, the size of the spatial domain is critical. Different
foci of condensation compete for the cells. The size increases up to a threshold value
for which a bifurcation occurs (Figure 9C). In this case, two different foci may appear,
sufficiently distant from each other as to not interfere with one another. Thus, as the foci
compete just for the neighboring cells, a completely heterogeneous distribution of them is
formed, giving rise to zones between the foci which are substantially free of cells.
The model proposed by Oster et al. generates only three different patterns of condensation of cartilage, that is, three types of skeletal elements of the limb, shown in 10. The
first is the focal condensation (Figure 10A), the second type corresponds to the branching
of a pre-existing condensation (Figure 10B) and the third, called segmentation, is nothing but the fragmentation of a longitudinal element into two sub-segments (Figure 10C).
These patterns have been experimentally confirmed and it should be noted that the whole
process of formation of a limb, from its beginning to its final stages, is a process in which
only those three patterns appear and always sequentially, never in parallel.
In the case of the tetrapod, the sequence would be as follows: the first focal condensation occurs and it elongates by recruitment of new cells at the distal extreme. The first
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Figure 10: There are three types of cartilage by condensation: (A) focal condensation. (B) branching from a pre-existing condensation. (C) Segmentation, fragmentation of a longitudinal element
S into two sub-segments (adapted from [11]).

element will lead to the humerus or femur, depending on whether we are considering an
anterior limb or a posterior limb. When the length of this focus of aggregation exceeds a
certain threshold, further growth by recruiting additional cells produces a branch, forming a Y-shaped pattern. Each of these branches will result in the following bone element:
the pair ulna-radius in the forelimb and the pair tibia-fibula in the hind limb. In turn, these
two bone elements begin to elongate and to repeat the branching process when reaching
a certain size. For example, the ulna develop a new branch. The number of centers of condensation depends on the size of the limb bud, as different centers compete for a specific
area of attraction. In this stage of development, this fact determines the next step in the
process of sequential formation of the bone elements. The bifurcation of the ulna causes
that one of the new branches is located very close to the radius. Due to the aforementioned
inhibitory effect, the radius is prevented from branching itself. As a result of this competitive effect, the radius is forced to fragment longitudinally (this is the third type of cartilage
condensation mentioned before). Such longitudinal fragmentation takes place when the
length of the aggregate exceeds a certain critical value and the two ends become separate
aggregation foci, dividing the segment in two parts. The process proceeds sequentially
by repeating the three types of condensation described. The distal elongation progresses
to the formation of carpal (or tarsal) proximal elements. At this stage, the development
which, from the beginning, had taken place along the proximo-distal axis is interrupted
and begins the sequential development along the anteroposterior axis. By means of the
same processes of bifurcation and symmetry breaking, the phalanges of the fingers and
the carpal (or tarsal) distal elements will be formed.
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Figure 11: At the top: natural morphology of the hand of the salamander Ambystoma mexicanum.
Series on the left (Figures B and C): two teratological forms of 4 and 2 fingers respectively, obtained
experimentally. Each of these morphologies perfectly corresponds to a form observed in nature:
to the species Hemidactylium scutatum and to the species Proteus anguinus respectively (adapted
from [11]).
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From a dynamics point of view, the three possible patterns represent robust attractors
of the evolution in the embryonic field. This explains why the limbs of all tetrapods share
such a well-defined and conserved pattern. As Oster et al. pointed out, other morphogenetic processes, even when they might take place, are extremely unlikely because they
correspond to unstable physicochemical solutions. An example of this would be a trifurcation pattern, i.e., a three-branch condensation, as we had already mentioned when
talking about teratologies or monstrosities.
Some cases of modification of the typical pattern of the limb corroborate the effect of
the space in this cascade of bifurcations. Alberch and Gale [12–14] made a detailed study
of the influence of the process of limb development in the genesis of an evolutionary
trend developed in some amphibian species: the reduction in the number of fingers. This
work is particularly illustrative of how evolution works restricting itself to the type of
morphological variation compatible with the self-organizing process of forming a limb.
And this is evidenced by comparison of the natural morphologies with those experimental
patterns obtained by manipulation of some development parameters. Let us look at this
in more detail.
The set of sequential rules described above for the formation of the skeletal elements
that constitute the limb of a tetrapod establishes what may be called a development program. Minor variations will be obtained, not by changing the whole development program but through specific modifications of it. Because the size of the spatial domain
has been so important for the development of this cascade of bifurcations, Alberch and
Gale [12–14] tried experimentally to reduce the spatial domain of the developing limb
and observed the type of change that was produced. To this aim, they made use of a mitotic inhibitor called colchicine which causes the cells not to divide for a certain period of
time, therefore, at the end of the development period there should be a smaller amount
of cells than usual, implying a smaller size of the spacial domain. Thus, depending on
the model, one would expect that some of the branches did not show up because, due
to their proximity, two centers of aggregation would interfere with each other and one of
them would be absorbed by the other. Thus the number of skeletal elements should be
reduced with the amount of colchicine provided. Once the embryo is developed, it will
have experienced the loss of various phalanges, even of complete fingers. This is indeed
the case in the experiments.
However, as Alberch and Gale emphasized, experimentally generated variations are
not produced randomly, but there is a certain sequential order in which the bone elements
disappear. Stated differently, some of these elements are more susceptible than others of
disappearing. This ordering is a consequence of the fact that the limb does not originate synchronously but sequential. The most important thing is that a clear and manifest
parallelism between the experimental variation and natural one can be observed as it is
dramatically reflected in Figure 11. At the top (Figure 11A), the morphology of the hand
of the salamander Ambystoma mexicanum, an example of a primitive hand, can be seen
untransformed. In the series of the left (Figure 11B and Figure 11C), two experimentally
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obtained teratological forms with a progressive reduction in the number of fingers (they
have 4 and 2 fingers respectively) can be observed. Each of these two morphologies perfectly correspond to those observed in nature. Thus, we find the stage of four fingers
in the species Hemidactylium scutatum and the stage of two fingers is represented by the
species Proteus anguinus. The qualitative similarity between the experimental and the natural series suggests that the mechanism by which the reduction in the number of fingers
has occurred along the evolutionary line has been by reducing the spatial domain over
which the process of self-organization operates. The order in the loss of fingers does not
correspond to the order in the loss of phalanges in the fingers. The first sequence occurs
along the anterior-posterior axis, while the second one occurs along the proximo-distal
axis.

5

Towards a structuralist biology

We have seen an example of self-organization process where the interaction between the
dynamics and the changing morphology (boundary conditions) can be stabilized in a finite number of structures. Other a priori valid solutions do not materialize because they
are unstable against perturbations or because they are attractors with a very reduced basin
of attraction. It is in this generative order, rather than in the historical inertia and natural
selection, where we must seek the reason for the invariance of the structure of a limb. The
structure can also be understood as the result of a self-organizing process, something that
is eliminated from the classical evolutionary point of view. It is not a question of weighing
both approaches, but of noting their complementarity, because natural selection is always
at the end of the road.
The main lesson to be drawn from the studies of developmental constraints is that
the structure cannot be separated from the process. In the words of Pere Alberch: “It is
not enough to describe the form as a static entity, defined by the arrangement of its components in space, we must understand the dynamical process that controls its genesis”.
When we build machines, function precedes and determines the shape of the artifact. In
Biology, the shape is generated by internal processes that do not strictly depend on the
function. So the form and the function engage in a dialectic in biological evolution.
Regarding the role played in this process by the genes, it is clear that these are necessary but not sufficient in understanding the formation of such structures. In addition,
under this structuralist perspective, the relationship between genetic and morphological
change is richer. A reduction in the final number of skeletal elements occurred when the
size of the spatial domain was reduced. This can be achieved by various genetic mechanisms such as reducing the rate of cell replication or by modifying the diffusion properties of mesodermal cells that migrate into the limb in formation. Changes in many genes
that determine different parameters of development can lead to the same morphological
change. Moreover, as Pere Alberch et al. proposed, there is a nonlinear relationship be-
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tween genetic and phenotypic change, where a small genetic change can cause a huge
morphological change.
The ideas developed in this chapter are an example of the substantial increase in our
understanding of the process of generation of morphological order along evolution. The
structuralist approach represents a paradigm shift as opposed to the reductionist program. Under the influence of the latter, the gene was the fundamental unit and the origin
of all complexity. The underlying principle can be summarized roughly as follows: a good
knowledge of the genes will give us a good understanding of the resulting organism and
its organizational characteristics. But in the example described herein, a reductionist approach is insufficient, many properties are emergent, i.e., can not be explained by the
behavior of its individual parts.
Reductionism operates through a unidirectional, bottom-up causality, from the parts
to the whole. Structuralism, by contrast, emphasizes the existence of a loop, a bidirectional
causality between different levels: the genes generate a morphological structure that, in
turn, modifies the boundary conditions on which these genes operate. The parts generate
the whole which, in turn, modifies the behavior of the parts. In this sense, the limb of
the tetrapods is formed from a cylindrical expansion. This morphology conditioned the
orientation in which the system began to bifurcate as a result of the subsequent dynamical process. The first condensation will form a single bone element that will elongate in
anteroposterior direction as a result of the cylindrical morphology upon which is acting.
But the first bifurcations are also conditioning the resulting morphology as well which, in
turn, will cause the symmetry breaking to be more probable in certain directions than in
others.
Genes continue to have a great importance because they determine factors such as
diffusion rates of certain morphogens or the size of the embryo from which the cascade
of bifurcations will take place. And based on these values different morphologies can
emerge. But genes –or they regulatory networks– alone do not explain fully the process
by which morphological order originates. The work of Pere Alberch on teratologies is an
exceptional example of this fact. Genes tell us nothing about why two-headed monsters
exist but abnormalities with three heads never show up. Simply put, the greater stability
of a bifurcation versus a trifurcation introduces a bias in the range of possibilities a priori.
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Social evolution: new horizons
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Abstract

Cooperation is a widespread natural phenomenon yet current evolutionary thinking is
dominated by the paradigm of selfish competition. Recent advances in many fronts of
Biology and Non-linear Physics are helping to bring cooperation to its proper place. In
this contribution, the most important controversies and open research avenues in the field
of social evolution are reviewed. It is argued that a novel theory of social evolution must
integrate the concepts of the science of Complex Systems with those of the Darwinian
tradition. Current gene-centric approaches should be reviewed and complemented with
evidence from multilevel phenomena (group selection), the constrains given by the nonlinear nature of biological dynamical systems and the emergent nature of dissipative phenomena.

2

Resumen

La cooperación es un fenómeno muy extendido en la naturaleza; sin embargo el pensamiento dominante en biologı́a evolutiva se ha basado tradicionalmente en el paradigma
de la competencia egoı́sta. Avances recientes en muchas áreas de la Biologı́a y la Fı́sica no
Lineal están contribuyendo a colocar al fenómeno cooperativo en su lugar correcto. En
este trabajo se revisan las controversias más importantes, ası́ como las oportunidades de
investigación más promisorias en el campo de la evolución social. Se argumenta a favor
de integrar, en una nueva teorı́a de la evolución social, a los conceptos de las ciencias de
los Sistemas Complejos con aquellos más relevantes de la tradición Darwinista. Los actuales enfoques genecentristas deben ser revisados y complementados con la evidencia de
fenómenos slectivos en múltiples niveles (selección grupal), las constricciones impuestas
por la no linealidad de los sistemas dinámicos biológicos y la naturaleza emergente de los
fenómenos disipativos.
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Introduction

Cooperation1 is everywhere but ecological and evolutionary theories are firmly grounded
on competition. Cooperation is so common and overwhelming in nature that a simple
turn of our head will spot it around immediately, appearing in multiple ways and forms.
It is so widespread, so much widespread, that it is puzzling why scientists were not willing to easily acknowledge its ubiquitousness and importance. Cooperation and social
phenomena are present in humans and in primates and in social insects –the common
examples usually given– but it is also present in unexpected places such as in plants [1, 2]
or bacteria [3, 4] or even as emergent phenomena in artificial societies of robots or other
creatures of the cyberspace [5]. Why are we so late in acknowledging this fact? What
is the reason of so many years in which biology has lacked a good evolutionary theory
of cooperation and social emergence? Charles Darwin was already aware that social behaviour among animals was “the dirt under the carpet” for his hypothesis of evolution
through natural selection. For him it was so obvious that there was a fundamental and
worrisome contradiction in the mere fact of the existence of ant colonies. How can natural selection favour the worker ant that has given up its individuality in the name of the
public, anonymous ways of the commune? [6]
It was short after the publication of On the Origin of the Species that Herbert Spencer
first used the phrase “survival of the fittest”. The phrase was quickly incorporated into
the Darwinian views of biological evolution alongside another masterpiece of ideology
uncritically converted into science:“the struggle for survival”. Since these days of the
newly-born social Darwinism to the present, little has changed in the mainstream view
that social life is a sort of abomination and that the ultimate goal for the living is that
egoist, strong and best-fitted individuals be passing their genetic material to future generations, leading to extreme gene-centric views.
But it needed not to be this way. As lucidly stated by S.J. Gould: [7] “struggle is often
a metaphorical description and need not be viewed as overt combat, guns blazing. Tactics
of reproductive success include a variety of nonmartial activities such as [...] better cooperation with partners in raising offspring.” In fact, to cooperate rather than defect has
been proven the best long-run strategy, even mathematically: game theory predicts that
for interactions happening more than once, cooperation is the stable strategy. In order to
profit from defection a player has to count on total mindlessness of its partner because an
attentive partner will not tolerate recurrent defection. Since memory and cognition are
ubiquitous among living beings –at least in rudimentary forms– mindless partners will
not be easily found. The alternative for the compulsive defector is, therefore, to interact
with naı̈ve partners, but these become experient right after the first interaction! Since the
amount of partners is finite, there will come a time when cooperation is the only option.
Other mechanisms, besides memory, may stabilize cooperation, even in the face of defec1

Cooperation here is understood as a nonlinear collective action that results in the benefit of a group.
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tors, such as the system spatial structure [8, 9].

4

Cooperation at the dawn of life

It is unknown how the very first living organisms and their ecosystems on earth looked
like. However it is known that the most ancient fossilized organisms were cooperative and social. This is the case of the 3.45 billion years-old Cyanobacteria estromatolites (see Figure 1). Cyanobacteria is perhaps the best example of how cooperative behaviour has driven biological evolution. They are suspected to have transformed the
initial oxygen-free earth atmosphere into an oxygen-rich one triggering the emergence
of aerobic metabolism and ultimately animals. Cyanobacteria are also implicated in the
emergence of chloroplasts through a mechanism of endosymbiotic mutualism, a similar
cooperative mechanism thought to have originated mitochondria and the eukaryote cell.
Stromatolites aside, the most ancient remains of an ecosystem activity currently known
have an estimated age of 3.48 billion years-old. These are mineral structures known as Microbially Induced Sedimentary Structures (MISS) and are thought to have been formed by
biofilms of single-cell organisms, likely bacteria [10]. It is worth noting that present day
biofilms are well-known paradises for the emergence of complex social interactions and
cooperative phenomena among microorganisms (Figure 2). In fact, it is remarkable that
Horizontal Gene Transfer (HGT) was initially discovered in bacteria and that this mechanism of gene transferring is now regarded as a whole new paradigm in evolutionary biology2 [11–16]. In order for HGT to work there are at least one essential requirement: that
the cells involved in the process come and stay together for a while, socially interacting.
This is the reason why biofilms are so important in the early evolution of social life and
cooperation. The finding of HGT has triggered many fundamental questions [17, 18], for
example, is the prokaryote diversity and evolution the result of the horizontal exchange
of genetic material that allows for the sharing and incorporation of new encoding possibilities, i.e. genetic novelties that are more accessible to selection? or should we stick to
the old idea of speciation through random mutations alone [19]? Let’s remember just one
thing: HGT is a gene mixing process that occurs between different prokaryotic species
and even genera [20].
Closely related prokaryote species show individual genomes that are highly diverse
in terms of gene content. As Cordero and Polz reviewed [21], much of this variation is
2
This paradigm can be properly named Post-Darwinian Collective Evolution. Here we have a mesh of interconnected individual cells that transfer genetic material from cells to cells or that incorporate genetic pieces
dispersed in the surrounding environment. This is a socio-environmental scenario where the dynamics of a
large interactions network drives evolution without random mutations. Following what Escalante and Pajares have said in their chapter (this book), the picture that emerges is of the hugest living network ever faced
by biologist before. It is the interconnected world of more than > 1030 cells (much more than the number of
stars in the visible universe) creating dynamically the largest genetic variability collective mechanism ever
imagined.
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Figure 1: Fossilized cooperation. One of the most ancient lifeforms on earth is the gregarious
filamentous prokaryote known as Cyanobacteria (left). This is a photosynthetic organism that
produces oxygen as a by-product of photosynthesis and is worldwide distributed in every ecosystem. Cyanobacteria may form massive aggregations of individuals in shallow waters known as
stromatolites. These are layered accretionary structures formed by benthic microbial communities (BMC) where Cyanobacteria are dominant. Stromatolites are the product of dissipative, selforganized systems involving the BMC and its interactions with the environment. Fossilized stromatolites were first described and interpreted circa 1825 as biotic-induced geostructures in the
late-Cambrian examples seen near Saratoga Springs, New York, USA (upper-right picture, courtesy of Michael C. Rygel). While declining in number since the Cambrian, stromatolites still can
be found in present days as those seen in a Bahamas beach (bottom-right picture, courtesy of Vincent Poirier). Present-day living stromatolites are found in several places around the world, with
notable examples at Shark Bay, Australia and at Cuatro Ciénegas, Mexico.

associated with social and ecological interactions, which have an important role in the
biology of wild populations of bacteria and archaea. Genetic diversity requires the delineation of populations according to cohesive gene flows (social interactions) and ecological
factors, as micro-evolutionary changes arise in response to local selection pressures and
population dynamics.
In the evolutionary history, shortly after the emergence of the prokaryote, singlecell and multi-cell eukaryote emerged but not outside of a cooperative scenario. At a
stage somewhere between grouped-individuals and complex multicellular organisms, the
Colonial Invertebrates emerged. This is the case of the siphonophores, among others, that
are highly cooperative forms that integrate multiple individuals, the zooids, into a metazoa that behaves as a single super-organism. Colonial Invertebrates are at the boundary
between colonially-grouped and complex multicellular organisms. These are very inter-
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Figure 2: The oldest evidence of presumably cooperative life on earth are the Microbially Induced
Sedimentary Structures (MISS). These are formed by the activity of microbial mats and biofilms
(comprised mainly by bacteria). The first MISS described in the literature correspond to those
at the Burgsvik Beds in Sweden (upper picture). However the most ancient vestige of biofilm
activity in the planet is that at the Dresser Formation, Australia [10]. Biofilms and microbial mats
are common among present day social bacteria such as those depicted in the lower photographs,
corresponding to a polymicrobic biofilm epifluorescence (left) and an Staphylococcus aureus biofilm
that has growth at the surface of a medical catheter. Biofilms act as spatio-temporal substrates
for the assembly of micro-ecological conditions and social interactions among prokaryotic multispecies.

esting organisms for the study of social evolution but have been traditionally disregarded
since current gene-centric theories of the origin of sociality offers no satisfactory explanations for their evolutionary pathways. Volvox, a colonial organism of green-algae is in a
similar place regarding its evolutionary origins despite being a model organism for the
study of multicelularity evolution (see Figure 3).
Cooperation played a crucial role in the emergence of multicellularity [27], regarded
by John Maynard-Smith and colleges as one of the major transitions in the evolution of
life [28]. It is also interesting to notice that Maynard-Smith regarded the origin of social
groups (for example ants, bees, wasps and termites) as another major transition in evolution. He has, however, failed to remark that cooperation is implicated in most of his
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Figure 3: Volvox: a social green evolutionary road. Current evolutionary theory suggests that
a photosynthetic cyanobacterium-like prokaryote was endosymbiotically engulfed by a eukaryotic cell giving rise, eventually, to the entire green plant clade but to green algae in the first
place [22, 23]. Later in the evolution of sociality, about 200 million years ago, green algae would
assemble into spherical colonies of up to 50,000 cells to form the Chlorophyta. This taxa has an
extremely interesting genus called Volvox that was among the very first microscopic organisms
seen in Antonie van Leeuwenhoek’s microscope, circa 1700. Despite all the years that have passed
since, there is not a clear idea of how this evolutionary road of cooperation has led to multicelularity, although some recent works point towards environmentally-induced factors as important
mechanisms [24]. A typical Volvox colony includes both an asexual cell colony and a sexual one
producing microgametes and would also include strong cell differentiation, for example the cells
have phototropic eye-spots, which enable the colony to swim towards light. The swimming of the
organism occurs in collective coordinated fashion, with many cells being flagellated. In the picture
above, tree Volvox individuals. Images like this have given rise to the repeated question of, how
does a cell group evolve into a multicellular individual? [25]. A fundamental question that still
remains open; however emphasis on cooperative mechanisms is increasingly common [26].

identified major evolutionary transitions to the point that the opportunity to visualize
cooperation as an extremely important force that drives biological evolution, was missed.
Modern post-Darwinian evolutionary theory sees natural selection and randomness
as important mechanisms in evolution but argues that these are not the only sources of
the extraordinary creativity of nature that we see around [7, 29–32], something else is missing3 . Biological evolution did not strictly begin when the first life forms appeared on earth
billions of years ago. It is part of a continuum unstopped evolution of matter that started
with the Big Bang and where atoms, molecules and abiotic complex molecules have been
3

See the Chapter by B. Luque & J. Bascompte and the one by P. Miramontes in this same book.
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built up under the action of non-equilibrium thermodynamics and the physics of complex systems that inspire modern Systems Biology and explains its manifestations: selforganization, emergence, pattern formation, complex networks, dissipative structures,
criticality, etc. In what follows we will review where we stand in the construction of
post-Darwinian social evolutionary ideas and what we can devise for the future once an
integrative view takes into consideration the missing factors of the social evolution of
living matter.

5

Social evolution: the past

The old uncrossed frontier for the ideas on sociality
In contrast to HGT, Vertical Gene Transfer (VGT) is the mechanism where transmission
of genes occurs from the parental generation to offspring via sexual or asexual reproduction. It is under this mechanism that most of the genetic hypothesis for the evolution of
sociality and cooperation have emerged in the past, especially as an attempt to describe
the emergence of the social life of insects.
As mentioned previously, social insects and their eusociality have always been a challenge for the theory of evolution in Biology. Social colonies are composed of cooperative
individuals, most of them subfertile or even sterile, which would not succeed in a world
“red in tooth and claw” where only the strongest and selfish merciless can prevail. Cooperation and, most notably, reproductive self-denial should have no place in this world.
Both traits, however, are too frequent among animals to be simply considered as an insignificant exception. And indeed it is not, as deep analyses of this issue concern scientists,
since Darwin himself. To consider recent hot debate on the matter [33, 34] this is far from
settled, being perhaps the highest mountain pass, a formidable barrier we still need to
cross in order to fully understand not simply sociality in insects but the very heart of the
theory of evolution.
Examples abound of organisms exhibiting a behaviour in which sterile offspring cohabits with and cooperatively helps their parents to raise fertile offspring, the so-called
“eusociality”. It is found among bees, wasps, ants, termites [35], aphids [36], thrips [37],
ambrosia beetles [38], shrimp [39] and naked mole rats [40]. If this definition is relaxed a
bit, allowing senile sterility of parents (as opposed to offspring sterility) and keeping the
idea of group members containing multiple generations and prone to perform altruistic acts as
part of their division of labor [41, p. 22], then we may well add even humans to the list of
eusocial animals [42].

The past: puzzles, solutions, and more doubts
Darwin himself, dedicated a whole chapter to this subject in “On the Origin of Species”
[43]. Describing the puzzle of the existence of cooperative, sterile individuals in social
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insects, Darwin comments that they represent one special difficulty, which at first appeared to
me insuperable, and actually fatal to the whole theory. He circumvented this doubt proposing
that queens which are able to produce altruistic (cooperative sterile) offspring in addition
to “normal” fertile ones, would succeed better than those producing only selfish (noncooperative fertile) offspring, because these latter would not profit from the synergism
inherent to cooperative work. In essence, Darwin shifted the problem back to the “selfish”
scenario, in which the mother queen would be the target of selection. In this sense, the
sterile cooperative individuals are a kind of “extended phenotype” of the queen, as a fruit
is an extension of the mother plant.
Darwin’s solution for the evolution of cooperation prevailed for nearly one hundred
years, until 1964 when William D. Hamilton advanced an elegant mathematical formalism
aimed as an attempt to solve the riddle [44]. It consisted of the so-called “kin selection”,
which differs from –but does not conflict with– Darwin’s proposition by establishing that
each member of the colony is targeted by selection individually, rather than together with
its parents and siblings. Kin selection predicts that individuals cooperate with family
members and hence enhance the spread of their genes, indirectly, when their kin reproduce. Cooperating within a colony would warrant transmission of genes even for steriles.
Such a theoretical construct is sometimes referred to as “inclusive fitness”.
Box 1. Relatedness in haplo-diploid systems: suppose a fully heterozygous haplodiploid
cross:
A
a

B
AB
aB

In Hymenoptera, all offspring produced from this cross are female (males are produced
parthenogenetically). Let’s take a look at the degree of relatedness between these sisters:
sisters
AB
aB

AB
1.0
0.5

aB
0.5
1.0

That is, on average, sisters are related to each other by:
1.0 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 1.0 = 3/4 = 75%

Haplo-diploidy in Hymenoptera (bees, ants, wasps and sawflies), where males are
haploid and females are diploid, was proposed by Hamilton to be the key to the puzzle (see Box 1). A hymenopteran female, by virtue of haplo-diploidy, can share 75% of its
genes with her sisters. Haplo-diploidy, therefore, secures higher levels of kinship between
females, which, by abstaining reproduction and helping their mother to raise reproductive
sisters, would transfer a load of their own genes which is higher than the load transmit-
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ted by their direct reproduction. In a sense, by helping the queen, sterile hymenopteran
females almost clone themselves.
Haplo-diploidy, however, is not sufficient to explain the evolution of eusociality: a
significant portion of hymenopteran species, while haplo-diploid, are solitary. Maybe
more striking, there are many diplo-diploid organisms (having both, males and females,
diploid) which are eusocial (Box 2): all the nearly 3 thousand termite species plus aphids,
beetles, shrimp, naked mole rats, and humans. Fully diploid organisms do not present
kinship asymmetry among siblings, being at most 50% akin and hence profiting more
from their own reproduction than from that of their parents.
It was indeed eusociality in termites –consistently overlooked by texts focusing kin
selection– that always kept alive the challenge, and even more now when the list of eusocial diplo-diploids is frequently updated. Much effort has been made to conciliate termites
with kinship selection [45–47] but, as noted by Thorne et al. [48], a convincing explanation
on why they are eusocial despite their full diploidy is still needed . An important step in
this direction was taken by Korb and collaborators [49], who presented a broad overview
of the ecology of social evolution across large parts of the animal kingdom, including termites [50] and other diplo-diploids, thereby expanding the study beyond haplo-diploids.
Box 2. Relatedness in diplo-diploid systems: in a fully heterozygous diplo-diploid cross we
would observe the following offspring:
A
a

B
AB
aB

b
Ab
ab

This will imply in the following degree of relatedness between each of the siblings:
siblings
AB
Ab
aB
ab

AB
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.0

Ab
0.5
1.0
0.0
0.5

aB
0.5
0.0
1.0
0.5

ab
0.0
0.5
0.5
1.0

In such case, the average relatedness between siblings is:
(1 ∗ 4) + (0.5 ∗ 8) = 4 + 4 = 8/16 = 50%

Contempts
Meanwhile, it has been argued that the right question has been not posed! In his heavy
criticism of the way research has been conducted on kin selection, E.O. Wilson [41] claims
to have spotted a philosophical fault in such studies: we have been busy trying to accommodate exceptions to the theory, rather than searching for a better theory that accommo-
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dates it all. That is, rather than asking how to conform termites and other diploids to kin
selection theory, we should have kept Darwin’s first doubt, namely, why are there social
–cooperative– animals in a world apparently ruled by relentless “struggle for life” where
only the best competitors would survive? Wilson states that we failed to consider multiple
competing hypotheses, ignoring well established principles of science philosophy [51]. In
Wilson’s (2011, pag. 166) own words:
“[. . . ] unwarranted faith in the central role of kinship in social evolution
has led to the reversal of the usual order in which biological research is conducted. The proven best way in evolutionary biology, as in most of science, is
to define a problem arising during empirical research, then select or devise the
theory that is needed to solve it. Almost all research in inclusive-fitness theory
has been the opposite: hypothesize the key roles of kinship and kin selection,
then look for evidence to test that hypothesis.”
Stating that Hamilton’s rule “almost never holds”, Martin Nowak and collaborators [34]
brought recent upheaval to the community of scientists supporting kin selection. It attracted immediate reaction in the form of contentious papers [33, 52–55], readily counteracted by supporting ones [56–58]. In an attempt to perform neutral analysis of the debate
Birch [59] identifies ambiguities in Hamilton’s defenders and supporters and offers a common vocabulary to help their communication. In short, he states that while kin selection
supporters’ argument is based on a general form of Hamilton’s rule, its opponents construe this rule in a particularly narrow sense. He continues to argue that the current state
of deadlock attained by this acrimonious debate will only be broken if both sides agree on
common terms [59].
As an urgent alternative to kin selection as an explanation for the emergence of sociality, Nowak et al. [34], followed by Wilson [41], proposed that the full theory of eusocial
evolution would include the following stages (taken almost ipsis litteris from [34]):
1. The formation of groups.
2. The occurrence of a combination of pre-adaptive traits causing the groups to be
tightly formed. Such a combination would include a valuable and defensive nest,
they stress.
3. The appearance of mutations that prescribe the persistence of the group, most likely
by the silencing of dispersal behaviour.
4. Emergent traits caused by the interaction of group members are shaped through
natural selection by environmental forces.
5. Multilevel selection drives changes in the colony life cycle and social structures,
often to elaborate extremes.
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Figure 4: Forgotten evolutionary thinker. For many years Pyotr Kropotkin (1842–1921) was deliberately ignored by the mainstream of the evolutionary thought until recently when Group Selection was brought forwards again into the modern evolutionary biology school. Kropotkin was a
young Russian scientist when he first read “The Origin of Species” and felt immediately persuaded
by Darwin ideas. Inspired at the age of twenty by the voyages of Alexander von Humboldt, he
embarked himself in a long five years exploration of the Siberian lands. While still a Darwinian,
Kropotkin had developed his own views on how nature may work. At the time, evolutionary theory developed quickly in England under the conception that the natural world was a brutal place
where competition and survival of strongest individuals was the driving force. However, after
studying closely flocks of migrating birds, gregarious mammals, fish schools and insect societies,
he concluded rightly that competition was almost absent there and that cooperation was indeed
common and extended. “He advocated that natural selection was the driving force that shaped
life, but that Darwin’s ideas had been perverted and misrepresented by British scientists. Natural
selection, Kropotkin argued, led to mutual aid, not competition. Natural selection favoured societies in which mutual aid thrived, and individuals in these societies had an innate predisposition
to mutual aid because natural selection had favoured such actions” [60]. Kropotkin moved beyond into considering that the mechanism underlying human cooperation was also the altruistic
mutual aid [61]. This observation led him to regard cooperative human societies as self-organized
entities that do not need central ruling, being this the essence of anarchism. Due to this, Kropotkin
ideas on the evolutionary mechanisms of cooperation were quickly dismissed and regarded as politically unacceptable for the competitive “free-world”, until today since many current topics on
the nature of cooperation were first advanced and investigated by him.
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In essence, these authors consider groups as an additional unit of selection with selection simultaneously occurring at different levels, e.g., between individuals in the group
and between groups. They also remark the importance of spatio-temporal mechanisms
that cause individuals to come and stay together. Such ideas are not totally new: they’ve
been long ago hinted by Kropotkin [61] (Figure 4).

6

Social evolution: the future

Emergent properties of grouping behaviour
Interestingly, some authors view Nowak and colleagues’ proposition as complementary
rather than alternative to kin selection theory. Better stated, they would claim that this
“new” group-selection theory is in fact a more general proposition of kinship selection
[62], despite strong refutation by Wilson [41]. Based on the empirical evidence compiled
in the various chapters of their book for a broad range of animals (both vertebrates and invertebrates; full diploids or haplo-diploids), Korb and Heinze [49] agree with Wilson [41]
that the newly re-discovered group-selection framework is a promising way to investigate
the evolution of social phenomena.
This view would sustain that while in kin selection models relatedness is paramount,
the new group-selection models emphasize between-group versus within-group selection, thereby opening an avenue for studies of group level phenomena. Group level phenomena, in which simple repeated interactions between individuals can produce complex adaptive patterns at the level of the group [63] are not new in the study of social
insects [64–67]. What is new is the explicit recognition, within the biologists mainstream,
that they may hold one important key to help fully understand eusociality. In fact, the
awareness of the other (empathy) has been proposed to be one of the traits helping organisms to cross the barrier to sociality and eusociality [41, 68]. In humans this would
be accomplished by language; in insects by chemical, tactile and visual communication
that enhance their ability to interact hence forming cohesive grouping. Interactivity, in
fact, seems to be a primary trait underlying grouping in social insects. Depending on the
intensity of one-to-one interactions among individuals, complex behavioural patterns can
arise at the group level, but these patterns are not hard-wired in these interactions. This
should be in fact the next frontier in the studies of eusocial behaviour.

Non-randomness and interaction dynamics
Random mutations are at the centre of current evolutionary paradigm. While it is true
that bacteria, for example, adapt and develop resistance to almost every antibiotic that is
developed, not a single new species has been observed to arise after decades (hence, thousands or millions of generations) of laboratory experiments in which bacteria are exposed
to mutagenic forces. Most of mutations seems to be neutral and do not provoke major
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Figure 5: Emergent anomalous diffusion in social primates. Spider monkeys (Ateles geoffroyi) are
highly social and forage in groups. (A) In the tropical forest of the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico,
a study of the tree-size frequency distribution showed that this distribution follows a power-law
with an scaling exponent value β = 2.6. This fact was used in a foraging model where monkeys
move to fruiting trees following a simple optimization rule of “move to the richest but nearest”
tree (B). The model predicts that the monkey mobility is emergent as anomalous diffusion (Lévylike) for β values close to the observed true value β = 2.6 (C) and is normal diffusive (Brownian)
for other values of β (D). The emergent nature of the anomalous diffusion is due to nothing else
but to the forager-environment interaction [69, 70]. It has been also noted that Lévy displacement
distribution may bring optimal efficiency to the foraging process [71].

inheritable changes that could trigger observable speciation. In fact long-term studies on
observable bacterial adaptation suggest that fitness changes in bacteria may occur primarily by the accumulation of neutral mutations [74].
Are random mutations a real mechanism for genetic variation and evolutionary change?
or are they part of a limited working hypothesis that must me revisited and complemented with, for example, mutationless evolution [75, 76] or evolution by means of horizontal recombination mechanisms [77]? An illustrative example regarding random mechanism in theoretical ecology is useful at this point. For years it was thought that random climatic variations were responsible for driving population dynamics. However after the pioneering work of Robert May and others [78], it became clear that variations in
population numbers may be due to the intrinsic changes of the ecosystems and the nonlinear universe of interactions on it. These erratic fluctuations are not random but chaotic
and the difference between these concepts is not trivial. One is the outcome of stochastic
casino-like events while the second is the outcome of a dynamical complex system with
determinism embedded. Is it time to start looking for signs of deterministic dynamical
systems as sources of genetic variation?4
4

See the Chapter by Pedro Miramontes in this same book.
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Figure 6: Spider monkeys emergent social networks. (A) The same foraging model described in
Figure 5 is now used in a multi-agent environment [72]. It has been found that monkeys foraging
in the Lévy anomalous diffusion regime (resource exponent β = 2.6) spontaneously form social
ties with the largest average group size. These ties transform into emergent social networks (B).
These complex networks would only exist because the monkey mobility is Lévy distributed [72].
The transition to an anomalous diffusion in this foraging model may be interpreted as an orderdisorder phase transition [73]. Images adapted from [72].

Mobility: come and stay together
Another common widespread idea in biology is that individual social and ecological interactions follow essentially random patterns. Take for example mobility and dispersal.
Since the 70s of the last century, it became theoretically obvious that a simplified agent
would explore its surrounding space efficiently when moving in a fractal pattern that result in what is known as anomalous diffusion (Figure 5). Such an efficient pattern would
result in increased encounter with prey or con-specifics. This would ultimately lead to
increased reproduction rates (genetic diversity), either by obvious positive effects of increased food intake or by the less evident consequences of increased social interaction
rates. Because such interactions translate in maximized information flow and processing,
they promote efficient cooperation and hence social facilitation (Figure 6) leading to maximized survival under strong stresses (Miramontes and DeSouza 1996, Rosengaus et al.
1998, Desouza et al. 2001) and hence extending opportunities for reproduction.
There is growing evidence that biological organisms perform anomalous diffusion in
their mobility patterns in the form of Lévy flights (scale-free probability distributions in
the lengths of travelled distances). When efficient social interactions occur in the context
of density-dependent ecosystems then another interesting phenomena emerges: the so
called order-disorder phase transitions that are becoming a new paradigm in evolution
[29, 30, 82].
Cyanobacteria, as said before, are intriguing social organisms that have been protago-
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Figure 7: Social phase transitions in ants and termites. Social insects are good examples of selforganized societies exhibiting a range of group-size complex behaviours involving the criticality
properties normally associated with order-disorder phase transitions. Ants of the genus Lepthotorax are known for displaying periodic pulses of activity in the colony when measured as movement inside the nest. However the individuals present low-dimensional chaotic movement activity. Then, as the density on the nest increases there is an order-disorder (edge of chaos) phase
transition that can be explored when modelled with agent-based formalisms. In such ant models
the phase transition occurs at a density that maximize the information transfer and the diversity of
observable behaviours of the individuals as measured by (A) Kolmogorov complexity and (B) by
a KS-Entropy [79, 80]. Experimental procedures reveal the presence of phase transitions in termite
social behaviour. (C) Social-facilitated survival in size-dependent groups of termites show a peak
at low densities (C) that is also in agreement with individual mobility (D) [81].

nists of important evolutionary changes in the history of life. Despite its apparent simplicity, they are known to have very complex patterns of non-random mobility, cell-to-cell interactions and communication [83]. Cyanobacteria do form pairwise ensembles of interaction and mobility. It would not be surprising at all that their mobility patterns are anomalous diffusion and so their social engagements may respond to optimized encounter rates.
It will be also very interesting to know how and when these patterns have emerged in the
evolution of these ancient organisms. Have these mechanisms been also present in the
mobility and dispersal of interacting proto-cells or self-replicating biomolecules?
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Figure 8: On human mobility and cooperation. No other aspect of the evolutionary biology is
so impregnated by ideology as that of the nature of human cooperation. Fortunately scientific
evidence is starting to prevail showing that mutual aid (reciprocity), as advanced by Kropotkin, is
an extremely important factor that has shaped human evolution. Most of the evidence come from
Game Theoretical results but most importantly from direct observation of human societies. Anthropological evidence has also provided great examples of human-environment interactions that
clearly evince that human mobility patterns are landscape-driven [84, 85] and that this may enhance social coherence and genetic diversity. One paradigmatic example was the hunter-gatherers
San people of the southern Africa of the early twenty century (left picture) whose mobility patterns
revealed power-law distributions in travelling distances [86] (A) and waiting times (B). These mobility patterns help explain why these human groups have the most genetic diversity of all the
people on the planet [87]. Graphs adapted from [86].

Stay together then interact
Another front that must be included in a more comprehensive evolutionary theory of
cooperation is the evolution of social interactions. It has been clear since the last two
decades that social interactions obey a scale-free network pattern and that it seems to be
ubiquitous in nature. Gene regulatory networks, metabolic networks, mutualistic networks, communications networks, etc. all of them seem to have long-tailed distributions,
corresponding for instance to scale-free topologies. The reason for this is robustness and
flux efficiency. Are scale-free networks a physical constraint in the origin and evolution of
life? Can life-related networks, including social networks, have other topologies? One is
tempted to answer no and the reason is simple. It is becoming apparent that an scale-free
topology would facilitate the emergence of criticality in the dynamics running on them.
This seems to suggest a bridge between the criticality of a phase transition and social
dynamics. Examples of this are starting to emerge [88].
It was shown in models of ant-to-ant interactions, that a colony is posed at an order-
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disorder phase transition where sociality emerges and information capacity is at its best
(Figure 7). In models of spider monkey foraging, it was found that the individual interactions with a given forest structure pose the ecosystem in a state where complex social
networks emerge facilitated by the anomalous-diffusion nature of the animal displacements (Figures 5 and 6). A similar phenomenon has been recently revealed in ancient
nomad human groups in Africa (Figure 8).
A novel theory of social evolution must integrate the concepts of the science of Complex Systems with those of the Darwinian tradition. Gene-centric concepts should be reviewed and complemented with evidence from multilevel phenomena (group selection),
the constrains given by the non-linear nature of biological dynamical systems and the
emergent nature of dissipative phenomena. Cooperation only emerges in come-and-staytogether scenarios, because of this, exploration of the properties of anomalous diffusion
and the topological evolution of scale-free networks is very important. On the positive
side, this research roadmap is on its way right now.
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The ecology of human linguistic
groups
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1

Abstract

Similarities between linguistic and biological diversity were identified long ago. As research on both fields has advanced, qualitative parallelisms have turned into quantitatively comparable patterns. Remarkable examples are the statistical properties of taxonomy, the decline of diversity with latitude, or the allometric relationship between population abundaces and range sizes. Though multiple factors may underlie these remarkable patterns, the similarites uncovered between linguistic and biological diversity point
to a relevant role of environment in shaping them. Eventually, the study of a human
macroecology may lead to the discovery of generic mechanisms behind the evolution and
interaction of populations.

2

Resumen

Hace mucho tiempo que ciertas semejanzas entre la diversidad lingüı́stica y la diversidad biológica fueron identificadas. A medida que la investigación en ambos campos
ha avanzado, lo que en principio fueron paralelismos cualitativos se han convertido en
patrones cuantitativamente comparables. Algunos ejemplos destacados son las propiedades estadı́sticas de la taxonomı́a, la disminución de la diversidad con la latitud o la
relación alométrica entre la abundancia y el área ocupada por una población. Aunque son
múltiples los factores que subyacen a estos patrones, las semejanzas entre la diversidad
lingüı́stica y la biológica sugieren que el ambiente debe desempeñar un papel relevante
en su emergencia. Finalmente, el estudio de una macroecologı́a humana puede llevar al
hallazgo de mecanismos genéricos tras la evolución e interacción de poblaciones.
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Introduction

One of the strongest evidences for evolution is the observation of resemblances between
separated entities, since similarity may speak for shared ancestry. As early as in the sixteenth century, it was independently proposed that species, as well as languages, presented intriguing commonalities that were far from trivial. At the time, the first European visitors of Asiatic regions noted similarities between Indian, Iranian, and European
languages, while on the biological side systematic comparisons between the anatomy of
organisms began to be carried out.
The hypothesis that linguistic similarities could be due to a common origin was put
forward in the eighteenth century. In 1786, Sir William Jones, founder of the Asiatic Society of Calcutta, demonstrated the presence of fundamental similarities among Latin,
Greek, Persian, Sanskrit, and, with less confidence, Celtic languages and Gothic. In his
view, these similarities could only be explained if those languages arose from a common
ancestor through descent with modification. Later, that ancestral language became known
as Proto-Indo-European. Sir William Jones settled the basis for what is nowadays termed
comparative linguistics and introduced important elements of evolution in linguistics –
without natural selection, which is not applicable to languages.
Comparative linguistics had its biological counterpart in comparative anatomy, a discipline that, after the pioneering work of Edward Tyson on mammals, became established
also in the eighteenth century. Studies carried out by anatomists like George Cuvier,
Richard Owen or Thomas Henry Huxley represented a breakthrough in our understanding of the relatedness among vertebrates. Comparative anatomy and embryology have
been the major tools to understand phylogeny until quite recently, when they have been
complemented and even displaced by genomic knowledge. Though techniques other
than comparative linguistics are currently used to establish the relatedness of languages,
a revolution tantamount to that brought by sequencing techniques has not been produced
in linguistics.
Studies on the origin of languages were severely impeded shortly after the publication
of Darwin’s book On the Origin of Species by Natural Selection, at a time when evolution was
becoming a most fashionable concept. Actually, most absurd theories on the origin of language and on the nature of the “primitive language” were sprouting like weeds to the
point that, in 1866, the Linguistic Society of Paris included in its founding statutes the
following statement: “The Society does not accept papers on either the origin of language
or the invention of a universal language”. This scholarly disapproval continued well into
the twentieth century, when advances in human evolution and comparisons between human and animal communication systems turned the origin of language into a respectful
topic [1].
At present, the analogies between biological and linguistic evolution are much deeper
than previously suspected [2], and relevant to the point that some models of evolution
are applicable to both systems. An interesting advance has been to realize that many
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features of the distribution of biological populations can arise in neutral scenarios, where
selection plays an insignificant role. In many respects, a human language is equivalent
to a biological species, and this similarity applies to qualitative as well as quantitative
aspects. The comparison of those two evolutionary systems has been mediated by the
ever increasing amount of data describing both biodiversity and languages. Ecology has
a long tradition of cataloging species, their locations and their interactions. Nowadays,
information can be easily downloaded by any interested user from databases such as The
Global Biodiversity Information Facility1 or the Web of Life2 . As for languages, detailed
information can be obtained from The Linguasphere Register3 or from The Ethnologue4
which is the most comprehensive catalog to date, with information on over 7,000 living
languages. All these databases are being continuously amended and enlarged, and their
reliability depends on the work and criteria of expert ecologists and linguists. Though
these extensive datasets might contain errors that should affect predictions at the level of
specific species or languages, the overall, statistical patterns that we are going to discuss
should not be qualitatively affected by present mistakes or future improvements.

4

Linguistic and biological taxonomy

The Indoeuropean family of languages is formed by several hundred related languages,
about half of them now extinct. It was the first linguistic family to be recognized and
accepted, at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The identification of other major
families was more difficult and not devoid of controversy. Between 1940 and 1960 Joseph
Greenberg made significant progress when he convincingly demonstrated that about two
thousand aboriginal African languages could be grouped into only four families. Towards the end of the 1980’s, Merritt Ruhlen, one of his disciples, suggested that all human
languages can be grouped together, a claim that implied the existence of an ancestral language from which seventeen families, in his classification, should have branched [3].
The current classification of languages into families is congruent with knowledge
gathered from anthropology and genomics. That is to say, when two populations are
close from a genomic viewpoint, they tend to speak languages belonging to the same
family. The tree that compares linguistic families and genetic similarity is coherent in this
respect with three exceptions: Lapps, Ethiopians, and Tibetans [4]. Congruence of the two
data sets, but differences as well contribute to disentangle the patterns of divergence and
dispersion of human populations. Interestingly, new independent data are continuously
added to those studies, as in an investigation where linguistic phylogeny was complemented with the genetic analysis of human gastric bacterial parasites, leading to a reliable
1

http://www.gbif.org
http://www.web-of-life.es
3
http://www.linguasphere.info
4
https://www.ethnologue.com
2
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Figure 1: Languages can be hierarchically grouped in taxonomic levels, as it is done for species.
In this example we observe several taxonomic levels that link present languages (leaves of the
tree) in the Indo-European family to a hypothetical ancestor through a significant number of now
extinct languages (indicated with a † sign). This is a partial tree that only represents the Italic
group. The complete Indo-European family can be found in open places such as the Wikipedia.
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reconstruction of Pacific population history [5]. This is an extreme (and rare to date) example of how similar biological and linguistic phylogenies might be.
The classification of languages includes a variable number of taxonomic levels in addition to that of family. Particularly rich linguistic groups, as that of Bantu, in Africa, may
entail up to seventeen hierarchical levels. These levels are conceptually similar to biological taxa in that new similarities among groups of related languages appear every time we
go down one level in the taxonomy (languages occupy the lowest level). As it happens
with hierarchical groupings of species, the branching of languages in their reconstructed
phylogenies is highly uneven: most groups are small, while a few are composed of many
languages, the pattern repeating as one climbs up taxonomic levels. This was one of the
first observations regarding the quantitative properties of biological phylogeny. The processes behind such regularities are thought to be of multiplicative nature, analogous to
branching processes.
In this kind of processes, the essential mechanism is the branching of a variable number of subtaxa from a given taxon, independently of the taxonomic level. In simple representations of the process, the probability that the taxon has no subtaxa, or 1, 2, 3 or
more “daughter” branches is assumed to be independent of the “parental” taxon. Figure 1 contains several cases of branching. For instance, Gallo-Iberian is the ancestor of
a single taxon one level below, Iberian, from which Aragonese, Astur-Leonese, GalicianPortuguese, Mozarabic, and Old Spanish, branched. In its turn, Old Spanish splitted into
Ladino and Spanish. The first model of this kind aimed at explaining the structure of biological taxonomy was proposed in 1924 [6]. Much later, the statistical properties of the
classification of human languages were analyzed [7] to reveal that the distribution of the
number of subtaxa within a given taxon follows a power-law distribution, with an exponent that increases in absolute value with the taxonomic level. This scaling is fully analogous to the self-similarity that had been described about ten years earlier for biological
taxonomy [8]. The invariance of the functional form describing both systems supports its
robustness against different possible classification schemes that coherently assign subtaxa
to the taxon from where they originated, and plausibly establishes its emergence from an
underlying stochastic branching process.
Linguistic phylogenies reflect highly contingent historical processes of language change,
diversification, and extinction. Several such processes are known, though the time scales
involved and the depth of the modifications caused are not easy to quantify. Words modify their prevalence in a population through time, change their meaning, are borrowed
from other languages, or disappear when speakers stop using them. It suffices to pay
attention to different regions where the mother tongue of any of us is spoken to realize
how often names of plants or food change, and how particular idioms characterize subpopulations of speakers. These modifications at the local scale do not alter languages in
any major way and resemble minor, neutral mutations in genotypes. More severe changes
have occurred historically and can be identified in languages with a written record. An
example is English, which incorporated a huge amount of lexicon and some grammar
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Figure 2: Distribution of linguistic diversity as compiled in the Ethnologue. Each point represents
the centroid of the area covered by each language, as reported in the database. As it happens with
biodiversity, linguistic diversity diminishes with increasing latitude.

from different languages in successive waves, as from Norman French or later from Latin.
These processes are reminiscent of what is known as horizontal gene transfer in biology. A
more dramatic influence of one language over another is the case of Creoles, full fledged
natural languages that emerge from two parent languages in a time as short as two generations. Haitian Creole has been described as a West African language with French words,
since it took the grammar from the former and the lexicon from the latter [9]. Cases as
this one are, now metaphorically speaking, evocative of hybridization or genomic admixtures, where the two “parent” languages contribute in similar amounts to the emerging
language, or of symbiotic associations, where one language provides the structure for
interactions (e.g. the grammar) and another one the molecular elements (the lexicon).

5

Diversity and latitude

The spatial distribution of species over the Earth’s surface develops several regularities
that are far from trivial. Among them, the most prominent pattern relates biological diversity and latitude. Ecological communities in the tropics are fundamentally more diverse, and biodiversity declines as latitude increases. Though this observation was already known at Darwin’s time, we still lack a convincing explanation of why ecological
communities are more diverse near the equator [10].
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Figure 3: Left: Histograms of the number of linguistic groups occupying an area a or formed by
p speakers. Note the Gaussian shape of the distributions, which can be well fitted by log-normal
functions since the x−axis is the logarithm of the relevant variable. Right: Correlation between
the number of speakers of a language (population) and the area over which they spread. The plot
contains 2314 African languages. In this case, z = 0.94. Modified from [15].

In studying mammals, Eduardo Rapoport observed that home ranges, that is, the area
spanned by a given species, were generally smaller at lower latitudes [11]. One may conclude that narrower ranges at lower latitudes would facilitate the coexistence of a larger
number of species, and this may provide a partial explanation for this pattern. But it was
later shown that there are many exceptions to this rule, which seems to be applicable only
to high latitudes and for a subset of the species living there. Thus, it has been argued that
the rule simply describes a local phenomenon, and that it can not be used to explain the
latitudinal decline of biodiversity [12]. It has been put forward [13] that the latitudinal
pattern of biodiversity could be a simple, statistical consequence of the wide distribution
of species ranges via the so-called mid-range effect, which means that if species within a
bounded geographical domain were randomly shuffled, their ranges would overlap towards the center of the domain. Another hypothesis stresses that ecological phenomena,
such as climatic variability, act as selection pressures driving species to acquire high climatic tolerances, thus favoring adaptation to wider latitudinal ranges [14].
Setting aside the multiple mechanisms devised for explaining the decline of diversity with latitude, the same pattern is found in the distribution of human linguistic domains [16]. Figure 2 shows the geographical distribution of linguistic diversity. Apparently, language richness concentrates in a latitudinal band at both sides of the equator.
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Is this pattern caused by the same phenomena that determine the geographical distribution of species richness? We do not yet have a fully conclusive answer to this puzzling
question, though we might guess that the dominant processes should not rely solely on
strictly ecological or cultural factors: whatever determines the diversity-latitude pattern
should be affecting species and human linguistic groups in a similar manner. The role
of the physical environment in determining this pattern might be essential, despite the
unsolved controversy on its precise origin. It has been demonstrated that up to 80%
of the linguistic diversity measured in relatively small regions of 200 × 200 km2 can be
explained on the basis of few environmental variables, among which river density and
landscape roughness are those with the higher explanatory power [17]. It is likely that a
better understanding of the commonalities between biodiversity and linguistic diversity
can discriminate between candidate mechanisms to explain the latitude-diversity pattern.

6

Population abundance and range sizes

There are two important quantities revealing the nature of population dynamics. These
are the home range and the abundance of individuals within a given group. The distribution of these two quantities, and their mutual dependence –leading to what can be called
a population-area relationship– are essential signatures to unveil relevant mechanisms
shaping large-scale diversity patterns.
The probability that a language is spoken by a certain number of humans follows
a log-normal distribution [18]. This pattern can be easily explained on the basis of demographic dynamics. An important assumption in this context is that linguistic change
can be essentially discarded [19], since demography is the dominant process on historically short time scales (several centuries). A log-normal distribution of abundances has
been also reported for some biological groups, as birds and insects [20], though this pattern is not universal in biology. Regarding the abundance distributions of species and
languages, we may confidently state that the same pattern speaks for the same process,
which in this case is the intrinsic dynamics of population growth. If demography can be
represented as the result of a certain (variable) growth rate at each year or generation –
that is, the population one step later is the original one times its growth rate that year or
that generation–, then the abundance distribution takes a log-normal shape. When other
processes affect demography (for instance shortage of resources or space limitation), the
distribution might change.
The number of individuals a species hosts has been correlated with the size of the
range it spans, yielding an allometric (power-law) relationship in which the exponent
varies along different taxa and habitats [21]. Several mechanisms have been proposed to
explain this scaling, such as self-similarity in the spatial distribution of individuals [22] or
stochasticity [23]. As of today there is no agreement on the mechanism that explain the
species abundance-species range relationship. Interestingly enough, a similar functional
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dependence has been described for human linguistic groups [15]. Since both variables,
language size p and area a, are log-normally distributed, it is natural to assume a mutual dependence with the same functional form as observed for species abundances and
ranges, a ∼ pz . This relationship is indeed observed for all languages reported in the
Ethnologue database, as well as for the languages spoken in the five largest continental
landmasses separately (Europe, Asia, North and South America, and Africa). Different
continental regions are characterized by different values of the exponent z, a fact that suggests that particular historical processes may have quantitatively influenced the current
distributions of areas and populations.
Are the abundances of linguistic groups and the areas they span shaped by the same
processes? Actually, though the distribution of domain areas is also log-normal, a multiplicative mechanism analogous to demographical dynamics –which explains the distribution of the number of speakers per language– does not appear as natural for the case of the
areas. However, the strong correlations observed between both variables support the existence of a process that couples demographic growth to area occupied. It seems reasonable
to assume that growing populations tend to expand their ranges, and that neighboring
populations might clash if they both grow and thus compete for the same territory. Following this idea, it has been suggested [15] that the addition of a form of conflict between
neighboring human groups might be the ingredient explaining the variations in the value
of z. It remains to be seen whether a similar competitive scenario could be translated to
the case of species.

7

Prospects

The multiple quantitative patters shared by biodiversity and human linguistic groups
pose a number of questions related to their origin, causes, development, interaction, and
fate. While some models shed light on the mechanisms behind some of the observations
and occasionally reproduce them, others, such as the decrease of diversity with latitude,
remain puzzling. It may well be that some patterns result from multiple causes, and in
this sense be intrinsically more difficult to explain. Also, we cannot discard that some
others which are apparently repeated in species and human groups happen to be due to
chance or trivially result from external factors –as the two-dimensional space where they
are bound to happen. The use and integration of independent data sets (from genetics,
archeology, or history) will permit further advances in the characterization and eventual
understanding of the ecological processes behind human cultural diversity, and likely of
the relevant differences, if any, between human groups and biological species at the large
scale.
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